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Hydrogen is referred to as “green fuel” or the “fuel of future” due to its near 
zero emission on combustion. Methane (natural gas) is the cleanest burning fossil fuel 
that is available naturally in both conventional and unconventional forms (shale gas, 
tight gas etc.). Despite the higher specific energy content of methane and hydrogen, 
storage and transport of these gases has been challenging due to their low volumetric 
densities. Compression, liquefaction and sorption methods for storing these gases are 
energy/cost intensive, relatively less efficient (in storage/recovery) and evoke safety 
concerns due to their flammable nature. Storing these gases in the form of clathrate 
hydrates is a fitting solution to overcome the above challenges.  
Energy storage in clathrate hydrates is promising due to characteristic 
advantages that include being environmentally benign (require only water along with 
relatively low concentration of promoter), requiring only moderate temperature and 
pressure conditions during formation and storage, easy recovery of the stored gas and 
possess reasonable storage capacities along with the high degree of safety due to their 
non-explosive nature. Studies examining the kinetics of hydrogen hydrate formation 
are very limited in the literature. Though a number of studies are available on 
methane formation kinetics, the development of natural gas storage system based on 
clathrate hydrates is yet to be realized commercially. 
This thesis examines the macroscopic kinetics of hydrogen hydrate formation 
in presence of liquid and gas phase thermodynamic promoters using large sample 
sizes (typically greater than 50 g) starting from water/aqueous solution at moderate 
temperature and pressure conditions. Effect of promoter concentration and driving 
force in influencing the macroscopic kinetics of hydrogen hydrate formation has been 
documented. Water soluble tetrahydrofuran promoter forming sII hydrate structure 
was found to be the best performing liquid phase promoter considering the higher 
hydrogen uptake capacity (~0.2 wt%) and improved rates of hydrate formation 
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achieved using 5.3 mol% THF concentration at 13 MPa and 279.8 K. Hydrate phase 
equilibrium for two different propane gas compositions (9.5% and 35%) with 
remaining hydrogen was determined. Propane gas phase promoter (9.5 mol%) 
resulted in 0.32 wt% hydrogen capacity on atomic basis at 8.5 MPa pressure and 
274.2 K. On a molecular basis, the storage capacity was only 0.034 wt% implying 
higher propane occupancy in hydrate cages under experimental conditions studied. 
Effect of surfactants/kinetic promoters in influencing the rates of mixed hydrogen 
hydrate formation using tetrahydrofuran and propane promoters was studied. Anionic 
sodium dodecyl sulphate at concentrations of 0.01 wt% and above was found to be 
very effective in improving the rate of mixed hydrogen/propane hydrate formation. 
The presence of THF was found to retard the kinetic promoting effect of surfactants 
during mixed hydrogen hydrate formation.  
This thesis also reports a rapid method of methane hydrate formation in an 
unstirred reactor configuration with 5.6 mol% THF at moderate pressures of     
5.0/7.2 MPa and 283.2 K with reasonable methane uptake. Further, tetrahydrofuran 
was observed to act both as a thermodynamic and kinetic promoter during the 
formation of methane hydrates. Distinct morphology observations during hydrate 
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z  compressibility factor 
εr   relative permittivity  
Γmax   maximum surface excess concentration  
Amin minimum area occupied by a single surfactant molecule at the 
air/liquid interface 





1. ENERGY STORAGE IN CLATHRATE HYDRATES – 
CURRENT STATUS AND RESEARCH OBJECTIVES1 
1.1 Introduction 
Energy storage and transport is of great importance as it plays a crucial role in 
the efficient utilization of the generated energy for variety of applications. Energy is 
produced from renewable (hydroelectric, solar, wind, geothermal etc.) as well as non-
renewable resources like coal, oil and natural gas. Energy storage and transport 
method adopted depends on the energy carrier/nature of energy to be delivered for the 
intended application.  
Natural gas (NG) is the cleanest burning fossil fuel and is abundantly available 
in nature both in conventional form and unconventional form (Shale gas, natural gas 
hydrates, tight gas etc). Natural gas predominantly contains methane (approximately 
90% and above) along with of small percentage of higher hydrocarbon gases like 
ethane, propane and butane. Natural gas also contains small amounts of carbon 











1 Section 1.4 of this chapter is from the published journal article – Veluswamy HP, Kumar R, 
Linga P. Hydrogen storage in clathrate hydrates: Current state of the art and future directions. 




Typical composition of natural gas [1] is provided in Table 1-1 
 
Table 1-1. Typical composition of natural gas 
Component Typical analysis (vol%) Range (vol%) 
Methane 94.9 87.0–96.0 
Ethane 2.5 1.8–5.1 
Propane 0.2 0.1–1.5 
Isobutane 0.03 0.01–0.3 
n-Butane 0.03 0.01–0.3 
Isopentane 0.01 Trace to 0.14 
n-Pentane 0.01 Trace to 0.14 
Hexane 0.01 Trace to 0.06 
Nitrogen 1.6 1.3–5.6 
Carbon dioxide 0.7 0.1–1.0 
Oxygen 0.02 0.01–0.1 






         Figure 1-1. Shares of global primary energy by different sources till 2035 





This century is termed ‘the golden age for natural gas’ according to international 
energy agency (IEA) [2]. Figure 1-1 adapted from the energy outlook provided by 
British Petroleum suggests that amongst the fossil fuels, the share of natural gas 
towards the primary energy will continue to increase for at least another twenty years 
till 2035. With this inevitable shift to a natural gas based economy globally, there is 
an ever increasing need to look at large scale deployment of technologies to store and 
transport natural gas. The improved power generation efficiency, high calorific value 
and low carbon emission (compared to coal and gasoline) favor the increased 
utilization of natural gas for power generation application. Natural gas is also used 
extensively for other industrial and manufacturing applications.  
Apart from natural gas, yet another significant energy carrier is the hydrogen 
gas. Hydrogen is the lightest, simplest and the most abundant element on earth. 
Hydrogen is termed as ‘green fuel’ and the ‘fuel of the future’ as it is a ‘clean energy’ 
carrier which on combustion yields only water vapor contributing to near zero 
emission. Hydrogen is the fuel that runs gas turbines in Integrated Gasification 
Combined Cycle (IGCC) plants generating the cleanest form of energy. It also powers 
fuel cells which are the source of energy in the future for running vehicles and 
generating electricity. Apart from applications where hydrogen is the energy carrier, 
it is also used in refining industry, welding industry and in production of useful 
chemicals.  
Despite numerous benefits of hydrogen, the storage and delivery of hydrogen 
has been a severe bottleneck and there have been considerable efforts in finding novel 
materials for developing new processes/methods to increase the hydrogen storage 
capacity. Improving hydrogen storage capacity to meet DOE targets [3] has been 
challenging and research efforts are continuously put forth to achieve the set targets 
and to make hydrogen storage a commercially realizable process. In the following 
section, methods available for hydrogen and natural gas storage are discussed and 




1.2 Energy storage methods  
1.2.1 Hydrogen storage 
Hydrogen has the highest energy content per unit mass of 142 MJ/kg 
(approximately thrice the energy content compared to gasoline energy content of 46 
MJ/kg). However, hydrogen has very low volumetric density. At room temperature 
and atmospheric pressure, 1 kg of hydrogen occupies a volume of 11 m3 (about 3000 
times lower compared to gasoline) which serves as a bottle-neck in storing and 
transporting hydrogen gas despite its huge specific energy content. Available methods 
of hydrogen gas storage include compression, liquefaction, physisorption and 
chemisorption on different materials and are briefly highlighted. Storing and 
transporting of energy carrier gases like hydrogen and methane has been challenging 
due to their low volumetric densities. 
1.2.1.1 Compressed hydrogen storage 
The most common hydrogen storage systems are high-pressure gas cylinders 
with a maximum pressure of 20 MPa. New lightweight composite cylinders have 
been developed that support pressures up to 80MPa in which hydrogen reaches a 
volumetric density of 36 kg/m3. Compressing hydrogen gas to high pressures of 
around 20-80 MPa poses huge safety risk during transportation and storage due to the 
highly flammable nature of hydrogen gas [4].  
1.2.1.2 Liquified hydrogen storage 
Liquid hydrogen (LH2) is stored in cryogenic tanks at ambient pressure and 
20.2 K. More hydrogen can be stored in a given volume than compressed gas tanks, 
since the volumetric capacity of liquid hydrogen is 70 kg/ m3. Key issues with LH2 
tanks are hydrogen boil-off, the energy required for hydrogen liquefaction (30% of 
the energy stored is expended in achieving such low temperature), as well as tank 




combination of liquid hydrogen and high pressure hydrogen in the headspace is a 
combination of compression and liquefaction to obtain high gravimetric and 
volumetric efficiency in storing hydrogen [5]. 
1.2.1.3 Physisorption based hydrogen storage 
This method includes physical adsorption of hydrogen gas to solid material 
support; interaction between the host material and smaller H2 molecule is dominated 
by weak Van der Waals interactions, which limits the storage capacity under ambient 
conditions [6-8]. The storage capacity of hydrogen by physisorption is low compared 
to other methods. Carbon nano-structured materials have received the most attention 
in this area due to their low density, high surface area, variety of structure forms, 
good chemical stability, extensive pore structure and amenability to a wide range of 
preparation, carbonization, and activation conditions. Carbon nano tubes, graphenes, 
activated carbon, zeolites and metal organic frameworks are the novel materials being 
researched for physisorption based hydrogen storage [9-18].  
1.2.1.4 Chemisorption or chemical storage of hydrogen 
Chemisorption is a type of adsorption whereby a molecule adheres to a 
surface through the formation of a chemical bond. Many metal hydrides are known, 
yet only few are stable at normal conditions of temperature and pressure. Chemical 
storage of hydrogen in the form of metal hydrides and nitrides seem to be promising 
considering relative high volumetric content of hydrogen but less gravimetric content 
due to bulky metal weight storage [19-21]. However, release of hydrogen from such 
compounds requires high temperature which is additional energy requirement. 
Magnesium hydride has been demonstrated to store 7.6 wt% of hydrogen. However 
the formation of this hydride is very slow, exhibits poor desorption kinetics and high 
release temperatures. Other complex hydrides include alanates and borohydrides 




hydrogen in the form of metal hydrides and nitrides seem to be promising considering 
relative high hydrogen storage. However, release of hydrogen from such compounds 
requires high temperature which is additional energy requirement.  
1.2.2 Natural gas storage 
Natural gas (NG) cannot be stored in its gaseous form at standard conditions due 
to the large volumes required to store a certain chosen quantity. Available storage 
options for NG include CNG (Compressed Natural Gas), LNG (Liquified Natural 
Gas) or as ANG (Adsorbed Natural Gas) via sorbents.  
1.2.2.1 Compressed natural gas (CNG) 
This conventional mode of storing natural gas involves compressing the natural gas to 
high pressures of about 20 MPa and storing in thick walled cylinders. At this 
pressure, volumetric storage capacity of CNG is approximately 200 v/v and the 
volumetric energy density of CNG is about one fourth of gasoline. However, it is 
noted that CNG has a very high pressure requirement (200 bars) for storage, 
practically making it not suitable for large scale NG storage due to the extremely high 
cost involved in the design of high pressure storage tanks and the inherent explosive 
and flammable nature of CNG. 
1.2.2.2 Liquefied natural gas (LNG) 
LNG has a volumetric capacity of about 600 v/v and is a very effective mode to 
transport natural gas from source to market but unfortunately it cannot be used as an 
option to store NG [22]. This is because of the extreme low temperature requirement 
(-162 ˚C) to keep it in liquid phase and the continuous boil off issues associated with 
LNG that makes it decrease in quantity on a daily basis. This essentially means as a 
function of time, energy will be lost continuously and eventually the tank will 





1.2.2.3 Adsorbed natural gas (ANG) 
Another possible approach to store NG is as adsorbed natural gas (ANG) by 
adsorbing NG onto sorbents like carbon nanotubes (CNTs), graphene, metal organic 
frameworks (MOFs) etc., [23-26]. Given the history of the development of CNTs for 
gas storage, there is a lot of research activity and process development to be 
demonstrated for these very expensive materials to be commercially viable for large 
scale NG storage in the near future.  
1.3 Clathrate hydrates for energy storage 
Clathrate hydrates are non-stoichiometric crystalline compounds formed when 
guest molecule of suitable size and shape are incorporated in the well-defined cages 
in the host lattice made up of hydrogen bonded water molecules [27-29]. Clathrates 
are not chemical compounds; the guest molecules inside the cage interact with the 
water molecules by Van der Waals forces (physical bonding) and hence the gas 
molecules retain their inherent properties inside the host cage structures. This also 
translates to an easy way of recovering or releasing the stored hydrogen from 
clathrates by disturbing the weak Van der Waal forces. There are three commonly 
known hydrate structures namely, sI, sII and sH. Each of these structures has 
characteristic cage size and shape, lattice parameters and the number of water 
molecules forming a unit structure [28, 29] as listed in Table 1-2.  
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Description 512 51262 512 51264 512 43 5663 51268 
Radius A0 3.95 4.33 3.91 4.73 3.91 4.06 5.71 
Crystal 
Structure Cubic Cubic Hexagonal 
Unit cell 






Figure 1-2. Common clathrate structures [30] 
The type of hydrate structure formed depends on the molecular size of the 
guest component involved in forming cage compounds and the conditions of hydrate 
formation. Molecules having diameter 4–6 Å typically form sI (e.g., CH4 and  C2H6), 
molecules which are 6–7 Å form sII (e.g., C3H8) structure and molecules which are 
greater >7 Å form sH hydrate structures. Exceptions are hydrogen and argon which 
are less than 4 Å but form sII hydrates. Representative structures are provided in 
Figure 2 [30]. Common hydrate formers include small hydrocarbons, fluorinated 
compounds, noble gases, carbon dioxide, small ether molecules, and hydrogen. 
Gas hydrate or clathrate hydrate research has progressed over the several 
decades from a mere academic curiosity to being a nuisance to the oil and gas 
industry for flow assurance which continues to have an impact in the deep offshore 
oil and gas exploration where gas hydrates are favorably found to appear in the 
pipelines and the facilities in offshore [29, 31]. Later in the 1960’s after the discovery 
of naturally occurring hydrate deposits, there has been considerable interest among 




mechanical engineering, civil and environmental engineering and chemists to 
understand the energy and environmental impact of these hydrate deposits [32-39].  
The industry interest of these clathrates kicked off when it was found that 
clathrate hydrates serve as a huge potential energy source [32, 40-42]. Over the past 
two decades, several applications of gas hydrates for potential technological 
applications like carbon dioxide capture [43-47], carbon dioxide sequestration [48, 
49], storage & transport of natural gas/hydrogen [50-53] and other novel applications 
like cool storage, sea water desalination and gas separations [54-57] are studied and 
researched intensively. Storing hydrogen and natural gas in the form of clathrate 
hydrates is perceived as a promising alternative to overcome drawbacks observed in 
conventional methods of energy storage due to their characteristic advantages that 
include:  
i) Clathrate hydrate formation process is environmentally benign as it uses only 
water and very low concentration of promoters (when required to improving 
the operating conditions of storage)  
ii) Guest gas (Hydrogen or methane in natural gas) is stored in its respective 
molecular form, ready recovery or utilization is possible just by 
depressurization or minimal thermal stimulation 
iii) Moderate temperature and pressure conditions for storage (in the presence of 
low concentration of promoters) 
iv) relative high energy content per unit mass/volume   
v) It is non-explosive in nature and 
vi) ‘Self-preservation effect’ observed during the dissociation of methane 
hydrates in the temperature range of 242-271 K aids in efficient storage and 
transport of natural gas at atmospheric pressure conditions [58-60] 
This thesis aims to investigate energy storage in clathrate hydrate. Energy storage 
infers the storing of hydrogen and methane (natural gas) gas in the form of clathrate 




whereas active research in storing hydrogen in hydrates was only during the last 
decade starting from 2004. Thus maximal effort was put forth in examining hydrogen 
storage in hydrates along with one significant study on the methane gas storage in 
hydrates. Following sections provide a review of studies conducted in storing 
hydrogen and methane in the form of hydrates followed by the outlining of thesis 
objectives and the organization of thesis. 
1.4 Hydrogen storage in clathrate hydrates 
Struzhkin et al. [61] were the first to present a comprehensive review on 
hydrogen clathrates, they had  discussed the history of hydrogen hydrates, different 
clathrate structures of hydrogen hydrates, explained the characterization techniques 
for studying the hydrogen clathrates, theoretical models and calculations available for 
studying the hydrogen clathrates along with the  challenges encountered in theoretical 
studies. Strobel et al. [62] evaluated the hydrogen storage properties of different 
clathrate hydrate structures including sII formed by Hydrogen/THF mixed hydrates, 
semi-clathrates formed using TBAB and Jeffrey’s structures. Evaluation was based 
on theoretical calculations as well as experimental volumetric gas release 
measurements and Raman spectroscopy. Maximum hydrogen storage in the available 
clathrate hydrate structures and Jeffrey’s structures were calculated by using suitable 
assumptions and valid correlations. One representative compound for each hydrate 
structure was considered and the hydrogen storage capacity was worked out. 
Maximum of around 7.2 wt% was predicted for sVI hydrogen hydrate with six 
molecules of hydrogen occupying the large cages in sVI structure [62]. However, 
extreme conditions of pressure and temperature are required for achieving high 
hydrogen storage which may not be feasible at large scale considering the associated 
energy requirement. It is possible to bring the temperature and pressure requirements 
to a milder condition if a co-guest is used for hydrate formation along with hydrogen. 




larger in size preferably occupies the large cavities thus only small cages are available 
for hydrogen molecules which significantly reduces the storage capacity. Strobel et 
al. [30] further provided a comprehensive review of promoters forming mixed 
hydrogen hydrates. Dynamics of hydrogen in clathrate cavities had been discussed in 
detail along with a novel hybrid method for storing hydrogen in both guest and host. 
Following sections document the progress in experimental work in the area of 
hydrogen storage as clathrates and excludes the simulation and modeling work 
performed in this area. 
1.4.1 Pure Hydrogen hydrates 
It was presumed that hydrogen being the smallest molecule cannot stabilize 
the hydrate cages until Vos et al [63] reported the first hydrogen clathrates at high 
pressures between 0.75 and 3.1 GPa at 295 K wherein the hydrogen gas was trapped 
in water cages having ice II structure. However, there has been a theoretical study by 
Lunine and Stevenson [64] as early as 1985 predicting inclusion of hydrogen in 
hydrate cages due to high pressure and low temperature conditions occurring in 
planetary bodies. Hydrogen molecule forming hydrates was very significant however 
the high pressure required for hydrate formation was not attractive for applying the 
process for hydrogen storage. Further, Dyadin et al [65] experimented and reported 
that hydrogen hydrates are similar to ice II structures. Mao et al. [66] performed 
Raman, Infrared, X-ray and Neutron diffraction studies and showed that hydrogen 
forms classical sII structure with two hydrogen molecules occupying small cages and 
four molecules of hydrogen occupying the large cages of sII structure.  
Further study on hydrogen hydrates by Mao and Mao [67] showed increase in 
potential of storing hydrogen as hydrates, about 5.3 wt% of hydrogen could be stored 
in the hydrates synthesized at 200-300 MPa and 240-249 K. Effect of the low 
temperature in improving hydrogen storage was demonstrated in their work. It was 




atmospheric pressure. They calculated gravimetric and volumetric energy densities of 
hydrogen stored to be 1.8 kWh/kg and 1.5 kWh/l respectively [67]. These values are 
promising and capable of achieving 2015 hydrogen storage targets set forth by DOE 
[3]. However, due to the extreme conditions of hydrate formation it may not be 
feasible to be implemented on a commercial scale. They also formed ice filled 
hydrogen hydrates at 2300 MPa and 300 K. These hydrates were found to be stable 
till 500 MPa and 77 K. They calculated the amount of hydrogen stored to be around 
11.2 wt%. Lokshin et al. [68] reported a faster method of forming hydrogen 
clathrates. The formation of hydrogen clathrates from water (pressurization at room 
temperature followed by cooling to 100-260 K) took longer time, only 70% of water 
was converted to hydrates after 20 h and full conversion was not observed even after 
5-10 days of synthesis. However, when powdered ice Ih was pressurized with 
hydrogen, the hydrogen hydrate formation was observed in less than 10 min under 
same operating conditions. Though the kinetics of pure hydrogen hydrate can be 
increased by forming hydrates with hexagonal ice powders, it still requires 
significantly higher pressure for hydrate formation. For practical hydrogen storage 
applications, an alternative preparation method is required which is kinetically 
favorable and does not require a significantly high pressure and still has significant 
storage capacity.  
A novel approach was tried in a recent paper by Kumar et al. [69], in which a 
reactive form of ice was identified and with clever experimentation pure sII hydrogen 
hydrate were synthesized at significantly lower pressure of 15-18 MPa. Most of the 
synthesized material was identified as H2 filled ice-Ic, which was found to have a 
theoretical H2 capacity of 10 wt% which is much higher than classical sII hydrate. 
The kinetics of this H2 filled ice Ic was found to be very favorable and an experiment 
done at 15-18 MPa and 140 K for a period of 30 minutes yielded a material with      
2.7 wt% H2. This material was found to be stable at 77 K and ambient pressure. 




ranging from NMR spectroscopy, powder pattern and Raman spectra. Potentially 
large H2 capacity of ice Ic (10 wt% if fully loaded) prepared by this route suggests 
that ice Ic could be a viable hydrogen storage material. It has been conclusively 
proven that hydrogen does form classical hydrate structure and occupies significant 
portion of the solid hydrate phase.  
1.4.2 sII hydrogen hydrates with promoters 
1.4.2.1 Tetrahydrofuran (THF)  
Udachin et al. [70] studied hydrogen forming mixed clathrates with THF and 
hexafluorophosphoric acid at high pressures of 350 MPa and 700 MPa. Hydrogen 
was found to occupy 91% of the small cavities when it formed binary clathrates with 
THF at 350 MPa. An important breakthrough for hydrogen storage as clathrate 
hydrates was reported by Florusse et al. [71] that reduced the hydrogen hydrate 
formation pressure from order of 300 MPa to just 5 MPa (around 60 times reduction) 
at 279.6 K with inclusion of THF molecule as a co-guest in the hydrate cages. This 
proved that hydrogen hydrates can be formed at moderate operating conditions of 
temperature and pressure by inclusion of molecules called ‘promoters’ which help to 
modify the hydrate formation forming conditions. This opened up the research front 
for the search of other promoters which can store hydrogen at improved conditions 
(closer to ambient temperature and moderate pressure). One notable drawback with 
the addition of promoter molecules is the drop in hydrogen storage capacity of such 
hydrates due to favorable inclusion of promoter molecules in the hydrate cages. 
Though promoter molecules favor moderate hydrate formation conditions they offset 
the storage capacity. Thus finding a suitable promoter and optimizing the 
concentration of promoter for maximizing hydrogen storage capacity at milder 




Lee et al. [50] showed that it is possible to increase the amount of hydrogen 
by lowering the concentration of THF from stoichiometric composition (5.56 mol%) 
to about 0.1 mol% at 12 MPa. Maximum hydrogen storage capacity of 4.03 wt% was 
observed for 0.15 mol% of THF concentration. This ‘tuning effect’ was characterized 
by partial occupancy of large cages of sII structure by THF with space for hydrogen 
molecules occupying remaining large cages in sII structure accounting for high 
hydrogen storage of 4.03 wt%. Though the study was quite impressive, the observed 
results was contradicted by an elaborate study done by Strobel et al. [72] that showed 
maximum hydrogen storage of only 1 wt% when THF concentration was lowered 
from 5.56 mol% to 0.5 mol% even at 13.8 MPa. There was no significant increase in 
storage capacity in the entire range of concentration tested. There have been studies 
reporting ‘tuning effect’ observed in mixed hydrogen hydrates [50, 73-77], whereas 
few other studies refute such a claim [72, 78-80]. Ogata et al. [81] reported a 
hydrogen storage capacity of 1.05 wt% at 85 MPa and 277.15 K. They studied two 
different methods of hydrate formation using Raman spectroscopy - i) formation of 
mixed hydrates from compressed hydrogen gas and THF aqueous solution ii) 
isothermal pressure swing adsorption using THF hydrates at 277.15 K.  
Sugahara et al. [77] reported a storage capacity of 3.4 wt% in hydrogen/THF 
hydrate formed by using powdered ice and solid THF at 255±2 K and pressure of 
approximately 60 MPa. They were able to observe tuning effect similar to results of 
Lee et al. [50] below the eutectic composition of THF (1.06 mol%). Maximum 
storage of 3.4 wt% was observed for 0.5 mol% of THF. Based on Raman and PXRD 
analysis, only one hydrogen molecule was present in small cages unlike the 
observations of Lee et al. [50] where two hydrogen molecules are present in all the 
small cages. Sugahara et al. [77] reported that the fractional occupancy of hydrogen 
in large cages is a function of concentration of THF and the amount remains constant 




Saha et al. [82] studied mixed Hydrogen/THF hydrate formation in porous 
media of different sizes 49, 65, 100 and 226 Å. Induction time for mixed hydrate 
formation in 49 Å porous media of silica gel was only 27 min which was about         
6-22 times faster (3 to 10 hours) than the formation of mixed hydrates from bulk ice. 
However, the induction time decreases with increase in particle size. Maximum of     
1 wt% hydrogen at 65 bar and 270 K was reported to be stored in their study.    
Talyzin [83] evaluated the hydrogen storage capacity of mixed Hydrogen/THF 
hydrates. The study focused on mixed hydrate formation from bulk ice and from 
dispersed THF solution in polyurethane foam. Gravimetric method using magnetic 
suspension balance was considered for the study, there was less than 0.1 wt% of 
hydrogen stored in the bulk Hydrogen/THF sample at around 140 bar and 272 K even 
after 6 days of exposure to hydrogen gas. Polyurethane foam was used as a support 
and about 1/3 rd of the pores were filled with THF solution. Increased storage of 
around 0.2 wt% of hydrogen was calculated at similar experimental conditions of 
bulk ice. It took longer time to observe hydrogen release from mixed hydrates formed 
in polyurethane foam because escaping hydrogen gas bubbles get attached in the 
porous network thus making dissociation of hydrates time consuming. 
Grim et al. [84] found that rapid hydrogen hydrate growth occurred when 
preformed seeds of THF+H2 hydrate were quenched to liquid nitrogen temperatures 
in presence of unconverted ice. Such a growth was observed only in presence of seeds 
of preformed hydrates and unconverted ice, and the hydrogen was found to occupy 
large cages of sII hydrate.  Profio et al. [85] formulated a new nanotechnology based 
approach for storing hydrogen in the form of clathrates. Water-in-oil nanoemulsion 
with monolayer of amphiphile molecules (surfactants) was dispersed in bulk organic 
solvent. This innovative method was patented [86] and the authors demonstrated the 
technology using isooctane as bulk organic solvent, Aerosol OT surfactant (AOT), 





Figure 1-3. Plot showing phase equilibrium data for THF+Hydrogen+Water 
available in the literature 
The literature data on phase equilibrium of mixed sII hydrates of Hydrogen 
and THF [50, 79, 80, 87, 88] is shown in Figure 1-3 at different concentrations of 
THF and at different temperature and pressure conditions. Although sufficient 
experimental data is available on equilibrium of Hydrogen/THF hydrates, only few 
studies have thrown light on the kinetics of mixed hydrate formation which is very 
important considering scaling up and applying the process commercially for 
hydrogen storage. Effects of pressure, temperature and particle size of solid THF 
hydrates in the formation of mixed hydrogen/THF hydrates were studied by Nagai et 
al. [89]. As expected formation kinetics was favored by smaller sized THF hydrate 
particles at lower temperature and higher pressures. For a sample size of 10 g, 
maximum of around 0.28 wt% of hydrogen storage was achieved at optimal 
conditions of formation. Despite a number of studies on THF, there is still a strong 
interest for identifying new thermodynamic promoters that yield mixed hydrogen 
hydrates of increased stability, increased hydrogen storage capacity and improved 
formation methods at moderate operating conditions. The following sections discuss 





Cyclopentane is another notable compound that forms sII mixed hydrate 
structure with hydrogen. Cyclopentane is immiscible in water and forms a layer 
above the water and serves as an interface between gas and water. The first 
equilibrium study on Hydrogen/CP/water system was performed by Zhang et al. [90]. 
Their study was performed at pressures between 2.7-11.1 MPa and at temperatures of 
280.7-283.7 K. Dissociation temperatures of Hydrogen/CP hydrates were found to be 
greater than that of Hydrogen/THF hydrates. Other equilibrium studies on 
Hydrogen/CP mixed hydrate system include that of Komatsu et al. [91] and             
Du et al. [92]. Komatsu et al. [91] studied and characterized the mixed CP hydrates 
using Raman spectroscopy. Du et al. [92] performed the equilibrium study at higher 
pressures upto 33 MPa. Deng et al. [93] studied the hydrogen storage capacity by 
forming mixed hydrogen hydrates starting from water-cyclopentane mixture and 
powdered cyclopentane hydrates at 275.15 K and pressures in the range of 10-18 
MPa. 0.27 wt% of hydrogen storage was the maximum capacity achieved using 
powdered cyclopentane hydrates in the experimental conditions studied.  
1.4.2.3 Furan and Tetrahydrothiophene 
Compounds structurally similar to THF like Furan and Tetrahydrothiophene 
(THT) were studied as candidates for hydrogen storage. Tsuda et al. [94] investigated 
these two compounds and studied their phase equilibrium for forming mixed hydrates 
with hydrogen. Hydrates of Furan and tetrahydrothiophene were formed first at 270 
K, hydrates were crushed at 263 K and kept in reactor at 275.1 K and pressurized 
with hydrogen. Phase equilibrium curve of Hydrogen/THT system shifted by 2 K to 
the left of equilibrium curve of Hydrogen/THF system. For hydrogen/furan system, 
the equilibrium curve shifted by only 0.5 K to the left of mixed THF hydrate curve. 
Both these hydrates are stable at slightly lower temperatures compared to THF 




completed within 3 hours compared to THF hydrates which took more than 10 hours. 
Hydrogen storage of 0.6 wt% was reported for both these compounds at 41.8 MPa 
and 275.1 K. Storage capacities were found to be similar to THF under the tested 
experimental conditions.  
1.4.2.4 Cyclohexanone 
Strobel et al. [95] reported the first sII hydrate formation of cyclohexanone 
with hydrogen. Cyclohexanone does not form hydrates on its own. It is one of the 
largest size molecule (7.3 Å) forming sII hydrate structure with hydrogen. Powder 
Neutron Diffraction (PND) studies showed that despite larger size hydrate cages (due 
to the size of cyclohexanone), hydrogen occupancy in cyclohexanone mixed hydrates 
are lower than that of occupancy of hydrogen in cages of mixed THF hydrate.  
1.4.2.5 Other sII promoters 
Treuba et al. [96] did an elaborate work investigating five compounds that 
were forming sII hydrates on their own. These compounds were studied for formation 
of mixed hydrates with hydrogen, the phase equilibrium curve for the formed mixed 
hydrates were determined. Stability of the mixed hydrates formed was also assessed. 
The five compounds that were studied included cyclopentane (CP), Furan, 2,5-
dihydrofuran, 1,3-dioxalane and tetrahydropyran in pressure range of 2-14 MPa and 
temperature range of 269-285 K. Dipole moment of the promoters was not found 
to affect the stability of hydrates; predominantly molecular size and geometry 
play an important role in the stability of mixed hydrates. 
Yoon et al. [97] reported that 1,4 dioxane (DXN) forms hydrates with 
hydrogen. X-ray diffraction, solid-state NMR and Raman spectroscopy conducted on 
the mixed hydrates showed that they are of characteristic sII structure. DXN 
concentration was varied and experiments were conducted. The stoichiometric 




233 K. There is an increased storage of hydrogen in the mixed hydrates observed at 
DXN concentration less than 1 mol% till 0.2 mol%. Maximum of around 1.1 wt% 
was reported at 0.2 mol% DXN concentration at 12 MPa and 233 K. Kawamura et al. 
[98] studied enclathration of hydrogen in hydrates using acetone and four cyclic 
ethers-propylene oxide, 1,3-dioxalane, 2,5-dihydrofuran and 1,4-dioxane. PXRD and 
Raman analysis were performed on the mixed hydrogen hydrates of the above 
compounds formed at 253 K and 12 MPa. All the mixed hydrates formed at 
stoichiometric composition of the above compounds were sII structures. 0.027-0.029 
mole of hydrogen/mol of water was stored in all the mixed hydrates except for the 1,3 
dioxalane mixed hydrate where only 0.014 mol of hydrogen/mol of water was 
observed.  
 
Figure 1-4. Plot showing hydrate phase equilibrium data for different sII 
promoters+Hydrogen+Water available in the literature 
Sugahara et al. [99] observed interesting results when they studied hydrogen 
storage using the following promoters – THF, Acetone and cyclohexanone at 255±2 
K and till pressures around 70 MPa. Raman spectroscopy, XRD and volumetric gas 
release measurements were used to analyze mixed hydrates; it was found that 
hydrogen was found to occupy large cages in mixed clathrates of THF, Acetone and 




of around 3.6 ± 0.1 wt% was observed for hydrogen/acetone hydrate formed using 
0.0058 mole fraction of acetone at 74 MPa and 255±2 K. The storage capacity was 
similar to that of THF promoter under same operating conditions. Figure 1-4 shows 
the phase equilibrium data of different sII promoters (excluding THF) reported in the 
literature.  
1.4.2.6 Gas phase sII promoters  
Apart from the above discussed liquid phase promoters forming sII hydrates 
with hydrogen, there have been studies on gas phase promoters forming sII hydrates 
with hydrogen. Zhang et al. [100] explored the phase equilibrium of mixed hydrates 
of hydrogen (at varied concentration) with hydrocarbon gases like methane, ethane 
and propane with the intention of applying the same for hydrogen gas separation 
wherein the enrichment of hydrocarbon gases in hydrates was focused.  Propane was 
found to form sII hydrate with hydrogen. Propane hydrogen mixed hydrate (sII 
structure) was found to be favorable for storing hydrogen with 0.33 wt% storage 
capacity achieved at 120 bar and 270 K [101]. Skiba et al. [102] studied 
hydrogen/propane mixed hydrates varying the composition of hydrogen (40 to 80 
mol%) and obtained decomposition curves for mixed hydrates till pressures of around 
250 MPa.  
Abbondondola et al. [103] studied hydrogen storage in preformed propane 
hydrates with ice grains at two different pressures. About 50 g of ice grains sieved 
through 250 μm mesh was pressurized with 0.38 MPa of propane at 272.2 K to form 
propane hydrates for three days. Gas uptake measurement show around 67% of 
propane enclathrated after three days. The hydrate containing cell was then set at 263 
K and 0.12 MPa (corresponding to vapor pressure of propane hydrate at 263 K), 
pressurized with hydrogen gas to either 0.67 MPa or 1.5 MPa and left for 2-4 days for 
stabilization. Absorption of hydrogen in first 30 min was the highest in both cases and 




absorption was very slow. Hydrogen cage occupancy of 2.1% and 4.5 % was 
observed at the different pressure conditions considered corresponding to 0.02 and 
0.04 wt% of hydrogen respectively.  
Park et al. [104] examined SF6 + H2 gas mixtures and obtained equilibrium 
data of gas mixtures with hydrogen composition varying from 0 to 90%. The 
equilibrium conditions for 90% Hydrogen and 10% SF6 are well below the THF (5.56 
mol%)+H2 system at 279-282 K. They also report the ability of SF6 gas promoter to 
stabilize hydrogen in hydrate cages at operating conditions better than THF. 
1.4.3 sH hydrogen hydrates 
sH structure for hydrates were discovered in 1987 by Ripmeester’s group 
[105]. sH hydrate structure consists of three pentagonal dodecahedrons (512) “small 
cages”, two irregular dodecahedrons (435663) “medium cages”, and one icosahedron 
(51268) which is the “large cage”. 34 molecules of water form a unit sH hydrate 
structure [29]. Two research groups simultaneously reported the formation of first sH 
hydrogen hydrates experimentally [106, 107]. Strobel et al. [106] reported that 
hydrogen could be stabilized in the small cavities of sH hydrates along with a larger 
guest molecule. Authors studied sH hydrate formation using tert-butyl methyl ether 
(TBME), methylcyclohexane (MCH), 2,2,3-trimethylbutane (2,2,3-TMB), and 1,1-
dimethylcyclohexane (1,1-DMCH) in stoichiometric composition of 2.9 mol%. They 
predicted a 40% increase in hydrogen storage capacity (by weight) compared to 
binary hydrogen sII hydrates. This was based on single occupancy of hydrogen in 
small and medium cages with large guest molecules occupying large cages 
completely.  
Duarte et al. [107] reported phase equilibrium data of Hydrogen along with 
each of TBME, MCH and DMCH forming sH hydrates. DMCH was found to form 
hydrates at pressure of 60 MPa and 274.7 K showing higher stability than other two 




hydrogen by sH hydrates compared to sII binary hydrogen hydrates. Further a number 
of liquid hydrocarbon sH promoters were studied by Duarte et al. [108]. They found 
that the equilibrium pressure of mixed hydrogen-sH hydrate promoters lie in the 
range of 60-100 MPa at 269-275 K.  
1.4.4 Semi-clathrates of hydrogen 
Semi-clathrates are another interesting group of inclusion compounds 
(clathrates) that are being researched for their hydrogen storage properties. Semi-
clathrates are typically ionic, the cationic part occupies the cages of hydrate structure 
like a guest molecule and the anionic part takes part in the lattice formation along 
with water. Hence the name semi-clathrates as part of the compound is involved in 
hydrate cage formation whereas the remaining part occupies the cages of the hydrate 
structure. Characteristic features of these compounds are their stability and ease of 
hydrate formation close to room temperature and at nominal pressures compared to 
sH and sII hydrates.  Tetraalkylammonium/phosphonium compounds are typical 
semi-clathrate forming compounds. Fowler and his team [109] were the first to report 
about the quaternary ammonium salts that dissolve in water have the ability to form 
hydrates. 
1.4.4.1 Tetrabutyl ammonium bromide (TBAB) 
Tetrabutyl ammonium bromide (TBAB) is the most exhaustively studied 
semi-clathrate promoter for different gas systems including CO2, CO2/H2, CH4 and 
H2. Equilibrium study conducted by Hashimoto et al. [110] reported that TBAB-H2 
mixed semi-clathrates are stable at 8 K greater than THF-H2 mixed hydrates which 
illustrate that semi-clathrates require milder conditions for storing hydrogen 
compared to sII hydrate promoters. However, the Raman spectroscopic studies 
showed that occupancy of hydrogen in small cages of semi-clathrates is lesser than 




storage capacity of hydrogen in TBAB semi-clathrate. Phase equilibrium was 
determined using stoichiometric composition of 3.7 mol% TBAB. 
Arjmandi et al. [111] determined the equilibrium data for TBAB-Hydrogen 
mixed hydrates at 0.1 and 0.43 weight fraction of TBAB (0.60 mol% and 4.0 mol% 
respectively). It was found that the stability of hydrates increases with the increase in 
TBAB concentration. A and B types of TBAB hydrates were observed by Shimada et 
al. [112, 113] and Oyama et al. [114]. Type A TBAB hydrate has hydration number 
of 26 and is reported to be tetragonal structure. Type B TBAB clathrate is 
orthorhombic having hydration number of 38. Difference in the crystal structure 
arises due to the variation in concentration of TBAB solutions [113, 114]. Type A 
TBAB hydrate was observed to be more stable at TBAB mole fraction greater than 
0.014 and Type B TBAB hydrate was stable at TBAB mole fraction lower than 0.014. 
Hashimoto et al. [115] studied the equilibrium behavior of non-stoichiometric TBAB 
solutions forming semi-clathrates with hydrogen. The equilibrium study was 
conducted at 0.006 mole fraction (representative for type B TBAB clathrate), 0.02 
(representative for type A TBAB clathrate) and at 0.07 (greater than stoichiometric 
composition of TBAB). Raman spectroscopy analysis performed on different 
Hydrogen/TBAB semi-clathrates demonstrated that neither the difference in 
concentration (mole fraction) nor the difference in TBAB hydrate was found to affect 
cage occupying selectivity of hydrogen. Hydrogen molecule was found to occupy 
only the small empty cages of TBAB semi-clathrates. 
Strobel et al. [62] observed hydrogen storage capacity of 0.22 wt% for 2.6 
mol% TBAB solution at 279.5 K and 13.8 MPa. TBAB hydrates were first formed at 
275K, crushed using mortar and pestle under liquid nitrogen and then sieved to size 
less than 250 μm. Hydrates were loaded in reactor and pressurized with hydrogen gas 




clathrates [110, 111, 115-118] are presented in the Figure 1-5.                         .                                     
 
Figure 1-5. Plot showing phase equilibrium data for TBAB+Hydrogen+Water 
available in the literature 
Treuba et al. [119] studied the effect of pressure, TBAB concentration and 
method of hydrate formation on Hydrogen/TBAB mixed hydrates and storage 
capacity of the formed hydrates. Kinetics of hydrate was favourable at higher 
pressure and high TBAB concentration. The highest hydrogen storage reported in this 
study was 0.046 wt% at 16 MPa and 281.15 K for 3.7 mol% TBAB. 2.6 mol% TBAB 
solution in this study yielded 0.031 wt% hydrogen storage at 16 MPa and 281.15 K. 
Hydrogen storage observed was quite less compared to that reported by Strobel et al. 
[62]. Authors attribute the low hydrogen storage capacity to the mass transfer 
resistance encountered in stirred tank vessel, less contact area between gas and liquid 
phase, difficulty for gas to diffuse into liquid phase than to the hydrate phase. 
1.4.4.2 Tetrabutyl ammonium fluoride (TBAF) 
TBAF hydrates were found to exist at room temperature. TBAF hydrates 
were found to be more stable than TBAB hydrates. Sakamoto et al. [120] conducted 
phase equilibrium study for Hydrogen/TBAF mixed hydrates. TBAF solutions of 




Hydrogen/TBAF hydrates formed from 0.034 mole fraction TBAF solution were 
stable at 23 K greater than Hydrogen/THF hydrates. This is the most stable hydrates 
formed at room temperature. However, the storage capacity of hydrogen was found to 
be less than that of hydrogen/THF mixed hydrates. Two structures of TBAF hydrate 
are observed – cubic structure with hydration number of 28.6 and tetragonal structure 
with hydration number of 32.3. Cubic structure was found to be more stable than the 
tetragonal structure.  
Treuba et al. [121] performed kinetic studies on Hydrogen/TBAF hydrates 
and studied the effect of pressure, TBAF concentration and hydrate formation method 
on formation kinetics of mixed Hydrogen/TBAF hydrates. High concentration of 
TBAF and high pressures (high driving force) resulted in increased formation of 
Hydrogen/TBAF hydrates. Maximum of 0.024 wt% (or 12 mmol) hydrogen was 
reported using 3.4 mol% TBAF at 13.0 MPa. Raman spectroscopic analysis of 
Hydrogen/TBAF hydrates showed that solubility of Hydrogen in TBAF solution was 
higher than hydrogen solubility in TBAB solution. Thus despite the presence of more 
number of small cavities (hydrogen occupies small cavities) in Hydrogen/TBAB 
hydrates, hydrogen storage was higher for Hydrogen/TBAF hydrates at same 
experimental pressure of 13.0 MPa. 
1.4.4.3 Tetrabutyl ammonium chloride (TBAC) & Tetrabutyl 
phosphonium bromide (TBPB) 
TBAC semi-clathrates are reported to have the following structures - 
TBAC·24H2O, TBAC·30H2O, and TBAC·32H2O [122]. Equilibrium study on 
Hydrogen/TBAC hydrates was first conducted by Makino et al. [123] at 
stoichiometric composition of 3.23 mol% TBAC. There was no structural 
transformation observed in Hydrogen/TBAC clathrates under studied conditions. 
Equilibrium study on TBPB mixed clathrates with hydrogen was carried out by 




There was no structural transition observed during phase equilibrium study and 
hydrogen was found to occupy only small cages in semi clathrates till pressure of   
170 MPa.  
Hydrogen hydrates of tetrabutylammonium chloride (TBAC) and 
tetrabutylphosphonium bromide (TBPB) were studied by Deschamps et al. [125] 
using Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC). They calculated amount of hydrogen 
stored in hydrates in terms of ratio of moles of hydrogen to water obtained from 
dissociation enthalpies and equilibrium data. Thermal stability of mixed 
Hydrogen/TBAC hydrates was higher than Hydrogen/TBAB mixed hydrates. 
Hydrogen/TBPB hydrates showed slightly less thermal stability than 
Hydrogen/TBAB hydrates. However in terms of hydrogen stored, both TBPB and 
TBAC mixed hydrates exhibit almost two times hydrogen/water mole ratio compared 
to TBAB mixed hydrates at around 15 MPa and temperature range of 282-291 K. 
TBPB and TBAC mixed hydrates store 0.16 wt% and 0.14 wt% hydrogen 
respectively.  
1.4.4.4 Tetrabutyl ammonium nitrate (TBANO3) 
Equilibrium study of mixed hydrogen semi-clathrates is that of Tetrabutyl 
ammonium nitrate conducted by Du et al. [126] using 3.7 mol% and 3 mol% of 
TBANO3 corresponding to stoichiometric composition of TBANO3·26H2O and 
TBANO3·32H2O respectively. It was found that phase equilibrium pressure for 
TBANO3·32H2O is higher than TBANO3·26H2O at any given temperature. The latter 
hydrate was found to be more stable than the former in experiments conducted in 
pressure range of 9-32 MPa and 282-285 K. Equilibrium pressure in the temperature 
range of 282-285 K considered for the stoichiometric compositions of TBANO3 is 
high compared to other semi-clathrate formers. No data is available on the extent of 





1.4.4.5 Other Semi-clathrate hydrate promoters 
Other semi-clathrates which have been studied for hydrogen storage include 
trimethyl amine (TMA) [127], tetrabutyl ammonium polyacrylate (TBAPA) [128, 
129] and tetraisoamylammonium polyacrylate (TIAPA) [129]. Ogata et al. [127] 
performed equilibrium and Raman spectroscopic studies on Hydrogen/Trimethyl 
amine hydrates. All the available small cages were occupied by hydrogen and no 
increase in hydrogen occupancy was observed at pressures greater than 80 MPa. No 
change in hydrate structure or cage occupancy was observed with change in TMA 
concentration. Tetrabutyl ammonium polyacrylate and tetraisoamyl ammonium 
hydrates stabilized with hydrogen were observed to be more stable and 
decomposition temperature of such mixed clathrates was higher compared to pure 
hydrates. Skiba et al. [129] measured the amount of hydrogen stored in TBAPA 
hydrate to be about 0.1 wt% (10.5 ml of hydrogen was stored in 1 g of TBAPA 
hydrate). Figure 1-6 shows phase equilibrium data of different semi-clathrates 
(excluding TBAB) reported in the literature.                                                .                                        
 
Figure 1-6. Plot showing phase equilibrium data for different semiclathrate 




Figure 1-7 shows the schematic of the temperature and pressure regions of 
the existence of different hydrogen hydrates discussed so far for illustrative purposes. 
Pure hydrogen hydrates occur predominantly in extreme pressure conditions (>250 
MPa) at temperatures greater than 270 K. sH hydrogen hydrates are stable in the 
range of 50-100 MPa at temperatures of 267-279 K. sII hydrogen hydrates are stable 
at lower pressures (<30 MPa) and lower temperatures (265-285 K). Semiclathrate 
hydrogen hydrates are the most stable occurring at lower pressures (<30 MPa) and 
towards the ambient temperature conditions (285-300 K).  
 
Figure 1-7. Schematic plot showing temperature and pressure conditions for 
existence of different hydrogen hydrate structures 
Figure 1-8 provides the variation of ratio of mole of hydrogen/mole of water 
as a function of the experimental pressure (operating pressure). This ratio was 
calculated using the experimental data available in the literature. Literature data 
containing the sample size were only plotted as the required ratio could be computed 
based on sample size taken for hydrate formation. 0.312 mol of hydrogen/mol of 
water at 60 MPa was the highest value reported so far by Sugahara et al. [99] for 




formation of hydrogen hydrates. Also 0.342 mol of hydrogen/mol of water was 
reported by using acetone as promoter at 255 K. Both the samples considered        
were of 1 g.  
 
Figure 1-8. Plot showing hydrogen uptake (mole of hydrogen stored per mole of 
water) Vs experimental pressure using different promoters 
1.4.5 sI hydrogen hydrates 
Presence of hydrogen in the small cages of sI hydrate was first reported by 
Kim & Lee [130]. It was reported that the small cages of Hydrogen/CO2 mixed 
hydrate were occupied by two hydrogen molecules. In a separate work, Kumar et al. 
[131] also quantified cage occupancy of H2 and CO2 in sI mixed hydrate which was 
synthesized at a moderate pressure of 8 MPa and 253 K. A recent study conducted by 
Grim et al. [132] showed that it is possible to store hydrogen in small and large 
cavities of sI hydrate structure. They initially formed sI hydrates of CO2 and CH4, 
later pressurized the system with hydrogen gas allowing hydrogen to occupy both 
large and small cavities of sI hydrates. They have used evidences of Raman 




cavities of sI. Though the amount of hydrogen stored in large cavity of sI hydrates 
might be low compared to that stored in pure sII hydrogen hydrate, this study drives 
the fact that it is possible to promote guest molecules to occupy the cages of different 
hydrate structures that cannot be usually formed by the guest molecule. Here 
hydrogen, a sII hydrate former has been found to occupy small and large cages of sI 
hydrate that had been already formed by CO2 or CH4. This study throws open 
research arena in increasing the amount of hydrogen stored to greater than 4 wt% 
(maximum theoretical storage predicted for pure hydrogen in sII hydrate). Authors 
put forth that about 3.2 to 7.2 wt% hydrogen storage can be possible if the same 
procedure (applied for sI hydrate) works for sVI hydrates formed from tert-butyl 
amine.  
1.4.6 sVI clathrates storing hydrogen 
Tert-butyl amine was reported to form mixed hydrate with hydrogen for the 
first time by Prasad et al. [133]. Tert-butyl amine forms a distinct sVI structure 
hydrate containing two types of cages 8-hedra (4454) and 17-hedra (43596273). 
Theoretical calculations show that sVI clathrates are capable of storing maximum 
hydrogen compared to other hydrates due to the size and number of cages in the sVI 
hydrate structure. 6 wt% of hydrogen can be stored in sVI mixed hydrate of 
Hydrogen/tert-butyl amine assuming full occupancy in small cages and about 90% 
occupancy in large cages. Theoretical predictions for other structures were also 
presented in their work.  
Experimental study using different concentrations of tert-butyl amine from 
0.98 to 9.31 mol% at 13.8 MPa and 250 K was performed. Powder X-ray Diffraction 
(PXRD) and Raman spectroscopy show that there is a transformation from sVI 
structure to sII structure at high pressures of hydrogen. Volumetric gas release 
measurements show that only 0.07 wt% hydrogen was stored at 8.86 mol% tert-butyl 




However, an increased storage of around 0.7 wt% was observed at 5.56 mol% tert-
butyl amine concentration corresponding to the stoichiometry of sII hydrates. 
Equilibrium studies on Hydrogen/tert-butyl amine were performed by Du et 
al. [134] using different mole fractions of tert-butyl amine- 0.0556, 0.0886, 0.0975 
and 0.130 in the temperature range of 268.4 to 274.7 and pressure of 9.54 to 29.95 
MPa. Hydrogen/Tert-butyl amine hydrates are stable at lower temperatures compared 
to mixed hydrogen hydrates formed using THF, Cyclopentane, TBAB and TBAF 
promoters. 0.0975 mole fraction of tert-butyl amine hydrate showed the highest 
stability of mixed hydrates among the concentrations tested. 
1.4.7 Organic clathrates of hydrogen 
Minoru Yagi’s patent [135] shows an exhaustive list of organic compounds 
of different categories/groups that form hydrogen clathrates. Organic compound 
dissolved in suitable solvent was brought in contact with hydrogen gas at pressures 
suitable for enclosing the hydrogen molecule in the clathrate cages of the organic 
compound. Other method studied by Minoru was pressurizing the host organic 
compound directly with hydrogen gas for the hydrogen hydrate formation.  
1.4.8 Inorganic clathrates of hydrogen 
Few of the group 14 elements (Si, Ge, Sn) have been reported to form 
inorganic clathrate structures. Neiner et al. [136] reported the formation of hydrogen 
encapsulating inorganic silicon clathrates having structure similar to conventional sI 
hydrate. The formed hydrate was observed to be stable at room temperature and 
pressure. Na5.5(H2)2.15Si46 hydrate was formed by reaction between NaSi and NH4Br 
under vacuum at 300 deg C. Solid state NMR analysis performed on the sample 
showed presence of sodium and  hydrogen inside the clathrate cages. Sodium 
completely filled small cages and was deficient in the large cages, hydrogen was 
observed to be present in large cages of the silicon clathrate framework. Continuing 




structure containing potassium, K7(H2)3Si46 similar to the previously formed sodium 
based silicon clathrate. The characterization showed potassium deficient in large and 
small cages of clathrate structure unlike the sodium based clathrate. The potassium 
crystal structure was stable till 650 deg C unlike the sodium based clathrate cages 
which decomposed at the same experimental conditions.  
Silica (SiO2) was found to form similar structures like clathrate hydrates and 
were commonly referred as ‘clathrasils’. Clathrasils (including zeolitic clathrates) 
were studied for their ability to store hydrogen. Van Den Berg A.W.C [138] reported 
the encapsulation of hydrogen during the formation of clathrasils. Major differences 
between conventional clathrates and clathrasils pointed by Van Den Berg include i) 
Clathrasil formation is an irreversible process unlike clathrate hydrate formation and 
ii) Pressure has no influence in the formation of clathrasil and they can exist even in 
absence of gas unlike clathrate hydrates. Possibility of extracting hydrogen without 
destroying the clathrasil cages and the stability of clathrasils are favoring these 
materials as candidates for hydrogen storage, however hydrogen encapsulation being 
not required for clathrasil formation could result in incomplete filling of cages 
resulting in transport limitations.  
1.4.9 Polymeric materials storing hydrogen clathrates 
Very interesting study conducted by Su et al. [139] show a new polymerized 
high internal phase emulsion material (polyHIPE) support based on polystyrene 
capable of improving the kinetics of Hydrogen/THF mixed hydrate formation at 11.6 
MPa and 270 K. Maximum storage of around 0.4 to 0.5 wt% hydrogen was predicted 
from volume release measurements which is comparable to storage observed by 
Strobel et al. [72]. Hydrogen gas uptake in the successive run after dissociation 
increases and then stabilizes and yields reproducible results for next 3 runs conducted 
by authors. This is very important finding because mixed hydrates formed from 




rapid drop in kinetics after the first decomposition cycle due to the melting. Such 
polyHIPE based materials may be considered for practical application due to the 
improved kinetics and reproducible storage capacity of hydrogen for at least 3 cycles. 
However, further research is required in improving the hydrogen storage capacity in 
such promising materials.  
Further, Su et al. [140] found a novel hydrogel for improving kinetics as well 
as hydrogen storage capacity in comparison to polyHIPE based material studied 
earlier. Particulate hydrophilic water-swellable polymer networks based on 
poly(acrylic acid) sodium salt (PSA) was used in this work.  About 1 g of PSA can be 
treated with around 20 g of THF-Water solution, after dispersion the polymer swells 
up. The swelled gel does not agglomerate and melt when undergoing the dissociation 
process, thus can yield reproducible high hydrogen storage compared to ground ice 
particles and polyHIPE tested earlier. Use of PSA is particularly advantageous as the 
weight of the supporting material is very small compared to silica beads and other 
polymeric supports. Though PSA shows less storage initially compared to polyHIPE, 
it finally demonstrates approximately double the hydrogen content under the 
experimental conditions of 270 K and 12 MPa.  
1.4.10 Chemical hybrid clathrates 
Strobel et al. [141] proposed a new alternative to improve the hydrogen 
storage capacity in clathrates by storing hydrogen in both guest and host molecules 
i.e. both in clathrate cavities as well as in the host lattice. Hydroquinone (HQ) was 
used as proof of concept to demonstrate this idea. Hydroquinone was observed to 
form clathrate at 70 MPa and 296 K, the formation pressure can be lowered further by 
operating at lower temperature. α-phase hydroquinone was stable at atmospheric 
pressure and at room temperature. Thermodynamically favorable β-phase 
hydroquinone was found to form clathrates enclosing gas molecules like hydrogen 




clathrate did not rotate freely unlike hydrogen observed in other mixed hydrates. One 
hydrogen molecule per cavity of hydroquinone results in 0.61 wt% storage, the host 
lattice was dehydrogenated by oxidizing hydroquinone to benzoquinone (though 
hydrogen was not recovered in its molecular form). Considering the entire host lattice 
being dehydrogenated including the hydrogen stored in cages, around 2.43 wt% of 
hydrogen could be stored in β-phase hydroquinone clathrates. 
Shin et al. [142] reported that tetra-n-butyl ammonium borohydride (TBABh) 
semiclathrate behaved as a hybrid material for storing hydrogen. Tetra-n-butyl 
ammonium borohydride semiclathrate was found to store around 0.5 wt% of 
hydrogen at 70 MPa and 253 K. Volume release measurement show 73±3 ml of 
hydrogen per 1 g of TBABh hydrate. This is the physically stored hydrogen in the 
clathrate. When TBABh undergoes hydrolysis in presence of HCl catalyst it releases 
hydrogen stored in hydride group, thus 197±4 mL of hydrogen was released from 1 g 
of TBABh hydrate after hydrolysis, resulting in around 1.35 wt% of hydrogen. 
Chemically bond hydrogen was substantially high compared to physically stored 
hydrogen in TBABh semiclathrate. Further research into such hybrid compounds can 
further improve the hydrogen storage capacity. 
Han et al. [143] reported a faster and reversible method for storing hydrogen 
in hydroquinone clathrates. CO2 loaded hydroquinone clathrate (solid gas phase 
reaction) was formed at 20 to 80 deg C and 4 MPa. Later the clathrates were kept in 
atmospheric pressure and 65 deg C to remove the CO2 from Hydroquinone clathrate 
framework. Complete removal of CO2 was ascertained by XRD, solid state NMR and 
Raman spectroscopy. Following this uptake of hydrogen by guest free hydroquinone 
clathrate was carried out using gravimetric method. At 298 K, storage of 0.19 wt% at 
10 MPa and 0.38 at 35 MPa was observed. Ideal storage capacity of HQ clathrate was 
calculated to be 0.61 wt%, thus around 62% of cages are occupied at 298 K and 35 
MPa. The key advantage of hydrogen stored in HQ clathrate is rapid adsorption and 




or released and the cages were only marginally degraded after 10 cycles of repeated 
uptake and release. This is the fastest uptake and release for hydrogen reported so far. 
1.4.11 Clathrate mediated adsorption 
Hydrogen storage by adsorption is well known and various forms of carbon 
(carbon nanotubes, nanofibers, activated carbon, carbon monoliths etc) have been 
studied for increased hydrogen uptake. Saha et al. [144] put forth a study on increased 
adsorption in mesoporous carbon through clathrate formation. THF/water mixture 
having stoichiometric composition (5.56 mol% THF) was doped to carbon adsorbent 
in three different weight ratios of 1 wt%, 0.75 and 0.5 wt%. Enhanced adsorption of 
hydrogen was observed due to formation of mixed hydrates of hydrogen/THF at 270 
K and 163 bar. 0.5 wt% loaded THF/water mixture on carbon adsorbent demonstrated 
higher hydrogen storage equivalent to 0.747 wt%. 1 wt% loading of THF/water mix 
did not show increased hydrogen capture under the experimental conditions, whereas 
for 0.5 wt% and 0.75 wt% improved performance was observed only at pressures 
higher than 90 bar and 130 bar respectively. Only in these pressure conditions, the 
mixed Hydrogen/THF clathrates started forming which had resulted in improved 
adsorption performance. Below these pressures, performance of doped adsorbents 
was less than undoped adsorbent due to the occupancy of water/THF mixture in pores 
preventing adsorption of hydrogen.  
Though the study yielded less hydrogen storage, the idea of using clathrate 
process for hydrogen storage along with other hydrogen storage methods like 
adsorption to increase the total amount of hydrogen stored has brighter prospects for 
meeting DOE target for hydrogen storage [3]. However sufficient effort is required in 






Figure 1-9 shows the hydrogen storage capacities of different group of 
promoters reported in the literature. From Figure 1-9, it is quite clear that hydrogen 
storage capacity without using any promoter is the highest; however such storage is 
possible only under extreme pressure (2300 MPa) and temperature conditions. 
Addition of promoter drastically reduces the storage capacity; however the pressure 
and temperature conditions are moderate, thus favoring clathrates as a medium for 
storing hydrogen on a commercial scale. sII promoters have shown the best hydrogen 
storage capacity in comparison to sVI promoters, semiclathrates and hybrid storage 
methods reported so far. The hydrogen storage capacities (wt%) along with the 
temperature and conditions of hydrogen hydrate formation reported in the literature 
are provided in Table 1-3.  
 









Table 1-3. Summary of hydrogen storage capacity using different promoters at 













1.  Hydrogen without 
promoter 
300 249 5.3 Mao et al. [67] 
2.  Hydrogen 2300 300 11.2 Mao et al. [67] 
3.  (H2)CH4 system 5000 300 33.33 Mao et al. [67] 
4.  Hydrogen without 
promoter 
15-18 140 2.7 Kumar et 
al.[69] 
5.  THF/ 5 mol% 5 279.6  Fluoresse et al. 
[71] 
6.  THF/5.56 mol% 12 270 2.09 Lee et al. [50] 
 7.  THF/0.15 mol% 12 270 4.03 
8.  THF/1 mol% 13.8 265-270 0.43 Strobel et al. 
[72] 
9.  THF/5.56 mol% 57 270-278 0.98 Strobel et al. 
[72] 
10.  THF/0.2 mol% 30 270 0.83 Anderson 
et al. [80] 11.  THF/5.6 mol% 30 283 0.95 
12.  THF/0.5mol% 60 255±2 3.4 Sugahara 
et al. [77] 
13.  THF/5.56 mol% 6.5 266.7 0.28 Nagai et al. 
[89] 
14.  THF/5.56 mol% 66.4 277.15 0.835 Ogata et al. 
[81] 
15.  THF/5.56 mol% 195 277.15 1.05 Ogata et al. 
[81] 
16.  THF/1 mol% 13.1 272 0.1 Talyzin [83] 
17.  THF/ 2 mol% 13.5 272 0.2 
18.  THF/5.56 mol% 6.5 270 1 Saha et al. [82] 
19.  THF/5.56 mol% 5.0 265.1 0.19 Yoshioka et al. 
[145] 
20.  THF/ 
0.5 mol% 
74 255±2 3.4 Sugahara et al. 
[99] 
21.  Tetrabutylammonium 
(TBA) polyacrylate 
(cross linking ratio of 
0.5%) 
12.5 259.15 0.1 Aladko et al. 
[129] 
22.  Tetrabutylammonium 
chloride (TBAC)/3.26 
mol% 





12.9 285 0.14 Deaschamps et 
al. [125] 
24.  Tetrabutylammonium 
bromide (TBAB)/2.6 
mol% 
16 281.15 0.031 Treuba et al. 
[119] 
25.  Tetrabutylammonium 
bromide (TBAB)/3.7 
mol% 






1.4.12 Tuning effect observed in hydrogen hydrates 
Another important topic of discussion pertaining to hydrogen hydrates is the 
tuning effect that is being observed at certain low concentrations of the promoter. 
When mixed hydrogen hydrates form in the presence of a promoter, the promoter 
molecule preferably occupies large cages stabilizing the hydrate structure thereby 













26.  Tetrabutylammonium 
Fluoride (TBAF)/3.4 
mol% 
13 294.15 0.024 Treuba et al. 
[121] 
27.  1,4 Dioxane/0.1 mol% 12 233 1.1 Yoon et al. [97] 
28.  Furan/5.6 mol% 41.8 275.1 0.6 Tsuda et al. 
[94] 
29.  Tetrahydrothiophene/ 
5.6 mol% 
41.5 275.1 0.6 Tsuda et al. 
[94] 
30.  Tertbutylamine/ 
5.56 mol% 












(with acid hydrolysis) 
70 253 1.35 Shin et al. 
[142] 
33.  Hydroquinone 
clathrate 
35 298 0.38 Han et al. [143] 
34.  THF along with 
adsorption on 
mesoporous carbon 
(0.5 wt% of carbon 
loaded with 5.56 mol% 
THF solution) 
16.3 270 0.747 Saha et al. 
[144] 




emulsion material as 
support 
11.6 270 0.4-0.5 Su et al. [139] 
36.  THF with polyacrylic 
sodium salt (PSA) 
11.5 270 0.3 Su et al. [140] 
37.  Acetone/ 
0.58 mol% 





Hydrogen occupies only small cages in sII hydrate due to which the storage capacity 
is low compared to that of pure hydrogen hydrates. Theoretically, if we assume that 4 
hydrogen molecules occupy the large cages and two hydrogen molecules occupy the 
small cages, the theoretical hydrogen capacity in sII would be 5.0 wt%. If we now 
add a promoter like THF and assume that all the large cages of sII are occupied by a 
guest molecule like THF and if two hydrogen molecules occupy each of the small 
cages, the hydrogen storage capacity reduces from 5.0 wt% to 2.07 wt%. However, at 
certain low concentrations of promoter it has been reported that hydrogen also 
occupies fraction of the large cages contributing to increased hydrogen storage. This 
is referred as ‘tuning effect’ wherein the concentration of the promoter is tuned or 
adjusted in order to achieve the maximum hydrogen storage.  
Lee et al. [50] were the first to report tuning effect when forming mixed 
hydrogen hydrates in presence of THF promoter. At concentrations between 0.15-1 
mol% of THF (well below the stoichiometric composition of 5.56 mol%), they 
observed that hydrogen occupies large cages through NMR and Raman spectroscopy. 
For 0.15 mol% THF at 120 bar and 270 K, the hydrogen to THF ratio in hydrate 
cages was estimated to be as high as 23 and the hydrogen storage capacity was 
around 4 wt%. This ratio was only 4 at the stoichiometric composition of THF. 
Hydrogen storage capacity is comparable to the maximum of 5 wt% hydrogen 
achieved in pure sII hydrogen hydrate (2 hydrogen molecules occupying each of 
small cages and 4 hydrogen molecules occupying each of the large cages). However, 
other experimental works [61, 72, 78-80] could not achieve such high capacity and 
only a maximum of around 1 wt% equivalent to hydrogen stored in small cages [72, 
80].  
Critical Guest Concentration (CGC) is defined as the liquid promoter 
concentration at which maximum occupancy of smaller guest gaseous molecules in 
large cages is achieved, this term was introduced by Kim et al. [76]. Highest 




concentration) under chosen conditions of hydrate formation. Decreasing liquid 
promoter concentration below the CGC, it either results in lowering of gaseous guest 
in large cages or it becomes difficult for hydrate formation due to very less liquid 
promoter concentration. Kim et al. [76] used solution theory to substantiate that 
tuning effect is general phenomenon observable by adjusting partial pressures of 
gaseous guests and concentration of liquid phase promoters. Experimental 
verification of the tuning effect by forming hydrogen/THF mixed hydrates and 
methane/t-butyl amine mixed hydrates were performed and results were reported. 
They highlighted the application of ‘tuning effect’ in improving hydrogen storage 
capacities of mixed hydrogen hydrates.  
Recent work by Koh et al. [75] show tuning effect observed in using water 
soluble sH hydrate formers resulting in multiple occupancy of hydrogen in large 
cages. However this was specific only to one of the water soluble sH hydrate former, 
1-methylpiperidine. Of the other promoters, 2-methylpiperidine showed weak tuning 
effect, 3-methylpiperidine did not show any tuning effect and 4-methylpiperidine did 
not form hydrates. Also 1-methylpiperidine showed change in hydrate structures with 
varying concentration; at 2.9 mol% only sH hydrates were formed. At 1 and 2 mol% 
concentrations, mixture of both sII and sH hydrates were observed and at 0.5 mol% 
only sII hydrates are observed. This showcases that tuning effect of hydrogen is 
dependent on the hydrate forming promoter and is more prominent for sII clathrate 
structure.  
Tuning effect observed using other liquid promoters with methane gas has 
also been reported in the literature [73, 74]. They also exhibit similar trend as that of 
hydrogen gas with water soluble liquid promoters. It is noted that at the macroscopic 
level, kinetics of hydrate formation for different hydrate formation systems seem to 
be showing a tuning effect in the gas uptake as reported in the literature by several 
groups [46, 146, 147]. Though the concept of ‘tuning effect’ seems to be promising to 




experimentally by other researchers at the molecular level. The concept of using both 
NMR and Raman simultaneously to analyze hydrogen present in hydrates will help in 
resolving ambiguity of the ‘tuning effect’ phenomenon.  
1.4.13 Energy analysis for hydrate based hydrogen storage  
It has been known that hydrates have high volumetric density – the volume of 
gas stored per unit volume of hydrate is quite large and thus possess high energy 
density. Apart from being the source of energy, hydrates also find their application in 
cold storage [148-151]. Large heat of dissociation (melting), phase change 
temperature being above the freezing point of water, ability of hydrate slurries to 
remain in fluid state are features of hydrates that aid in the application of hydrates in 
cold storage application. Comparison of hydrogen hydrates with other hydrogen 
storage technologies in terms of energy and cost associated was performed by Profio 
et al.[85]. They have calculated energy content in hydrogen hydrate to be 6 MJ/kg 
gravimetrically and 4979 MJ/m3 volumetrically. The ratio of spent energy to stored 
energy in hydrogen hydrates was reported to be 9%. These numbers are comparable 
with other methods of storing hydrogen. Profio et al. [85]  summarize that despite a 
maximum theoretical 5.6 wt% possible, storing hydrogen as hydrates has added 
advantages including intrinsic safety, environmentally benign and comparably low 
process cost.  
Nakayama et al. [152] have conceptually designed a hydrogen hydrate based 
plant for hydrogen uptake of 500 Nm3/hr and 3000 Nm3/hr for small scale and large 
scale applications respectively. They consider pure hydrogen hydrate formation at 35 
MPa and 120 K as well as THF-Hydrogen mixed hydrate formation at 30 MPa and 
223K. Despite the drastic conditions used for the formation of pure hydrogen 
hydrates, cost estimation reveals that for the same hydrogen uptake considered, cost 
for THF/Hydrogen mixed hydrate plants is 40%-60% higher than pure hydrogen 




making THF hydrate and more binary clathrate forming reactors compared to pure 
hydrogen hydrate forming ice makers and reactors. The reduced hydrogen storage 
capacity in THF/Hydrogen mixed hydrates required more quantity of ice and THF 
hydrates to achieve the same hydrogen uptake as that of pure hydrogen hydrates. 
Further Shibata et al. [153] made conceptual designs for different types of 
underground silos for handling the hydrogen hydrates and computed energy 
requirement for the designs proposed. Though hydrogen hydrate process has yet to be 
proven on a large scale, these studies have made a preliminary forecast and have 
given conceptual design for commercial scale hydrogen hydrate production along 
with the energy requirement for entire process. Improvement of hydrogen storage 
capacity and kinetics of hydrogen hydrate formation will foster the development of 
hydrogen hydrates on a large scale.  
Pure hydrogen hydrate has the least stability, thus requiring the least heat of 
dissociation (11.42 kJ/mol). Following this, sH hydrates have heat of dissociation 
ranging from 47.5-86 kJ/mol. THF/Hydrogen mixed hydrates have heat of 
dissociation to be 212 kJ/mol and other sII promoters result in hydrates having higher 
heat of dissociation. Semi-clathrates have the highest heat of dissociation ranging 
from 233.56 - 615.86 kJ/mol, thus inferring the greatest stability. Low heat of 
dissociation for pure H2 hydrate clearly shows that its utilization at room temperature 
is certainly not possible. Higher heat of dissociation as in the case of H2-THF mixed 
hydrate or H2-semiclathrates, merely points to the fact that such hydrates are very 
stable and can be utilized at room temperature, however hydrogen content in such 
hydrates are quite low. Heat of dissociation data for different hydrogen hydrates 
reported so far is presented in Table A1-1 of the appendix. 
1.4.14 Molecular Dynamic Simulation and Modelling Studies 
Molecular dynamic simulation (MDS) studies throw light on the microscopic 




atoms of the host water cages and the guest hydrogen molecules can be calculated 
using such simulation studies. These simulations also serve as a tool for computing 
the maximum possible occupancy of guest hydrogen molecules in small and large 
cages at different experimental conditions. Simulation studies thus complement the 
experimental studies, and may help in predicting the optimal experimental conditions 
for high hydrogen storage. However, the accuracy of these results may vary with 
simulation techniques, models and methods used for the study. Further, simulation 
studies may throw light on the behavior of guest molecules in hydrate cages that may 
attribute to significant changes in gas uptake behavior which might not be evident 
from experimental studies.  
Patchkovskii and Ski [154] conducted thermodynamic stability of the 
hydrogen hydrates using statistical mechanical model in conjunction with first-
principles quantum chemistry calculations. They studied the stability of hydrates by 
accommodating maximum of three hydrogen molecules in the small cage and 
maximum of five molecules in the large cage. Based on their analysis, double 
occupancy of hydrogen molecules in small cages and tetra occupancy of hydrogen 
molecules in large cages were found to be optimal beyond which any increase of 
hydrogen molecules in the cages results in a prominent H2-H2 repulsion. Also the 
hydrates were very stable at lower temperatures, at lower than 150 K hydrogen 
hydrates were stable till near ambient pressure conditions. However, study performed 
by Alavi et al. [155] showed that single occupancy of hydrogen in small cages is 
more favorable compared to double occupancy. Two hydrogen molecules occupying 
small cage causes tetragonal distortion in the unit cell and increases the energy of 
hydrate structures. Simulations having single hydrogen molecule occupying small 
cages and four molecules occupying the large cages yielded the lowest energy against 
the combinations of varied occupancies. This study used different force fields for 
interaction of host molecules with guest molecules and allows flexibility of cage 




hydrogen in small cages and four hydrogen molecules occupying large cages has 
been experimentally reported by neutron diffraction studies conducted by                 
Lokshin et al. [156]. 
After Florusse et al. [71]  reported that addition of THF promoter reduced the 
operating pressure of hydrogen hydrate formation; efforts have been put forth in 
simulating hydrogen and THF molecules occupying small and large cavities of sII 
mixed hydrogen hydrate structure. Alavi et al. [157] studied the hydrogen hydrate 
unit cell structure by varying the occupancy of hydrogen in small cages – zero, single 
and double occupancy, along with varied occupancy of THF molecules occupying 
large cages. It was found that addition of THF molecules in the large cages reduces 
the configurational energy of hydrate structure thus contributing to the stability of 
mixed hydrogen hydrates at moderate pressures. Addition of single hydrogen 
molecule in small cages whilst completely occupied large cages with THF showed a 
further reduction of configuration energy which is favoring hydrogen hydrate 
formation. However when hydrogen molecules where substituted for THF molecules 
in large cages, repulsion amongst added hydrogen molecules resulted in an increased 
configurational energy which was unfavorable for stability of hydrogen hydrates. 
Double occupancy of hydrogen with completely THF filled large cages also showed 
an increased configurational energy of unit cell compared to single hydrogen 
occupancy cases. Also, this energy was comparable to zero hydrogen occupancy in 
small cages and completely filled large cages by THF molecules which demonstrate 
feasibility of double occupancy of hydrogen in small cages along with THF 
molecules in large cages unlike the unfavorable double hydrogen occupancy with 
absence of THF promoter molecule. Other notable MDS studies include that of Alavi 
and Ripmeester [158] and Cao et al. [159] wherein they study the migration of 
hydrogen through hydrate cages in pure as well as mixed hydrogen hydrates. The 




Grand Canonical Monte Carlo approach to study hydrogen storage in clathrate 
hydrates 
Developing a thermodynamic model for predicting the equilibrium behavior 
of pure hydrogen hydrates was observed to be challenging mainly considering the 
multiple occupancy of hydrogen molecules in hydrate cages unlike that observed for 
other guest gases wherein only single occupancy in each of the hydrate cages was 
observed. Due to this, the well-known van der Waals and Platteeuw’s statistical 
mechanics model [161] that assumes single occupancy of gas molecule in one 
cavity/cage might not be applicable for hydrogen hydrates equilibrium prediction. 
Lee et al. [162] were the first to overcome this challenge by incorporating ab-initio 
calculations into the van der Waals model modified by cavity distortion. Ab-initio 
calculations they performed considered 4 hydrogen molecules in the large cavity as a 
single rigid tetrahedron cluster and 2 hydrogen molecules in the small cavity were 
considered as another single rigid cluster. Integrating these calculations with Zele-
Lee-Holder distortion model, they were able to reasonably predict dissociation 
pressure of hydrogen hydrates at temperatures between 100 and 250 K. Excess Gibbs 
Potential Model was employed by Lee et al. [163] to predict the equilibrium 
conditions of multicomponent hydrogen clathrates. The methodology adopted by 
them was to incorporate excess Gibbs potential term to the Lee-Holder model along 
with the application of Zele-Lee-Holder cell distortion model. Equilibrium pressure 
prediction was reported within 10-20% from the experimental value for binary 
mixtures of hydrogen. Other notable models include a mathematical model developed 
based on feed-forward artificial neural network by Mohammadi and Richon [164] to 
predict dissociation condition of pure and mixed hydrogen hydrates; hydrogen 
hydrate phase diffusion (HHPD) model proposed by Nagai et al. [89] in which the 
H2-THF hydrate phase was suggested to be formed due to hydrogen adsorption onto 





Though the above presented discussion on the simulation and modeling work in 
the area of hydrogen hydrates is not comprehensive; it has been documented in order 
to highlight the research efforts put forth in simulation and modeling arena in addition 
to numerous experimental studies performed in order to progress the research domain 
of hydrogen hydrates and explore their suitability for storing hydrogen commercially. 
1.5 Natural gas (methane) storage in clathrate hydrates 
Storage of natural gas as solidified natural gas (SNG) via clathrate hydrates 
offers an excellent opportunity to store NG in molecular form and requires moderate 
to mild conditions for large scale storage (>-25 ˚C & 1 atmospheric pressure). SNG or 
NG hydrates are ice-like crystals made of water molecules that have the ability to trap 
large number of gas molecules inside them [28, 29, 165]. A highlight of the SNG 
technology is that it is not sensitive to the presence of higher hydrocarbons like traces 
of ethane, propane etc.  This is due to the fact that they can also be captured in the 
water cages if present and essentially they can result in a milder operating and storage 
conditions for SNG technology At 283.2 K, presence of 5% propane (remaining 
methane) in natural gas results in hydrate formation pressure of just 2.17 MPa in 
comparison to 7.28 MPa pressure for pure methane gas. The self-preservation effect 
is another phenomenon that is a characteristic advantage to SNG technology [58, 59]. 
Maintaining a subzero storage conditions ensures extremely slow dissociation rates 
and thus kinetic stability due to self-preservation effect. Thus, SNG is cost effective 
storage [166, 167] (due to milder production and storage conditions) option, has high 
volumetric storage capacity (~170 v/v), has no boil-off issues, are environmentally 
benign [57], are non-explosive and very safe to handle. Moreover, being a physical 
process energy recovery from SNG is very easy (low waste heat or seawater as 
coolant) and the energy loss during energy recovery is non-existent. Following 





1.5.1 sI methane hydrates 
Methane hydrates were first reported by Villard as early as 1888. In 1934, 
Hammerschmidt reported that gas hydrates were found to plug the natural gas 
transmission lines [168]. Thus natural gas hydrates were considered initially a 
nuisance due to the plugging of underground oil and gas pipelines. sI structure of 
methane hydrate was first reported in 1952 [169, 170]. Gas hydrate deposits were 
found naturally first in Siberian permafrost region during 1964. Quite a number of 
articles are available in literature on phase equilibrium data of methane hydrate [171-
175]. ED Sloan and CA Koh [29] provides a compilation of the hydrate phase 
equilibrium data on pure methane hydrate system available in literature. 
Investigation of kinetics of methane hydrate formation was first performed in 
1983 by Vysniauskas and Bishnoi [176]. Semi-batch experiments were performed in 
a stirred tank reactor in pressure range of 3-10 MPa and temperature range of 274-
284 K. Kinetics was found to be prominently dependent on water-gas interfacial area, 
the degree of supercooling and the temperature/pressure conditions during hydrate 
formation. A semi-empirical model was formulated to correlate the kinetics of 
methane hydrate formation observed during the experimental study. Increase in 
pressure was found to increase the methane gas consumption whereas increase in 
temperature was observed to decrease methane consumption rate. Further 
investigation on the methane hydrate formation kinetics was performed by Englezos 
et al. [177]. Crystallization theory along with mass transfer phenomena occurring at 
gas-liquid interface was considered in the development of a mechanistic model with 
one adjustable parameter that represented the rate constant for hydrate growth. The 
driving force for the hydrate growth was reported to be the difference between the 
three phase equilibrium fugacity and the fugacity of the dissolved gas and this 
deviation had a direct correlation to the rate of hydrate formation rather than 




decomposition kinetics was performed by depressurization (reducing the pressure 
below three phase equilibrium pressure at experimental temperature). An intrinsic 
kinetic model for decomposition was proposed and the decomposition rate was found 
to dependent on particle surface area, temperature and pressure (difference between 
fugacity of gas at decomposition pressure and three phase equilibrium) [178]. 
Ohmura et al. [179] studied formation and growth of methane hydrate in a 
quiescent system using water saturated with methane. It was reported that hydrate 
film was first formed at the gas-liquid interface followed by further growth of hydrate 
from the hydrate film into the liquid water. The hydrate crystals were either columnar 
or dendritic depending on the driving force available for hydrate formation. 
1.5.2 Methane hydrate formation starting from ice 
Hwang et al. [180] were the first to investigate the methane hydrate formation 
starting from ice at a temperature of 258.2 K. They reported that melting ice had a 
profound impact in forming methane hydrates and it is advantageous as the energy 
produced during is adsorbed by the melting ice. Stern and co-workers reported nearly 
complete conversion of metastable ice grains at 250 K to methane hydrates by 
warming the ice sample to temperature of 290 K under high methane pressure of 25-
30 MPa for about 8 h [181-183]. Wang et al. [184] studied the kinetics of methane 
hydrate formation from ice in isothermal conditions with methane pressure of 6.9 
MPa. Shrinking core model with diffusion controlled formation of hydrates from ice. 
Complete conversion of ice was achieved by temperature ramping or non-isothermal 
procedure of warming the ice sample through the melting point to 280 K. Further 
investigation on the kinetics of methane hydrate formation was done by               
Kuhs et al. [185] defining two stages of methane hydrate growth from ice and further 
refinement of the kinetic model. Chen et al. [186] reported the significant promotion 
effect of ethanol on methane hydrate formation rate starting from ice; faster hydrate 




conducted with lower initial temperatures, slower rates of pressurization and with 
higher porosity of ice samples. This study demonstrated a method to efficiently 
synthesize the granular MGH aggregate suited for a variety of purposes. Though it is 
possible to achieve a higher yield of methane hydrate starting from ice, energy 
requirement for achieving the same is quite high and ice reformation is required for 
repeated cycles of methane storage which would attribute to additional cost 
considering the energy storage process on a large scale. 
1.5.3 Kinetic promoters for methane hydrate formation 
The first study investigating the effect of surfactants on the kinetics of 
methane hydrate formation was performed by Kalogerakis et al.[187]. Authors 
studied the effect of an anionic, sodium dodecyl sulphate surfactant along with three 
non-ionic surfactants closer to critical micelle concentration (CMC) levels in 
influencing the kinetics of methane hydrate formation. SDS had a pronounced effect 
in increasing the rate of hydrate formation considerably than non-ionic surfactants 
tested. Further, the presence of surfactants altered only the kinetics of hydrate 
formation without influencing the thermodynamics. Physical characteristics of 
hydrate particles were also affected in presence of surfactants. This study was 
performed in order to screen suitable surfactants for inhibiting or preventing 
agglomerates of hydrates whereas it was found that anionic SDS surfactant solution 
had resulted in an increased rate of hydrate formation in comparison to water. Further 
detailed investigation of the effect of surfactant on hydrate formation kinetics was 
performed by Zhong and Rogers [188] where they observed that SDS surfactant 
closer to CMC increased the rate of natural gas hydrate formation multifold in a 
quiescent unstirred system due to the formation of micelles that solubilized with 
hydrocarbon gases to initiate a subsurface resulting in kinetic promotion. In addition, 
the hydrate particles adsorbed on the metal walls of the reactor and packed 




reaching closer to theoretical hydrocarbon storage capacities in hydrates. High 
hydrate formation rate was achieved without stirring minimizing cost and found 
suitable for large scale applications with other added benefits. 
Mechanism by which SDS promotes the hydrate formation was examined by 
different researchers and has been a highly debated topic. Study conducted by Di 
Profio et al. [189] showcased no micelle formation under hydrate formation 
conditions using SDS, other anionic and cationic surfactants unlike that reported by 
Zhong and Rogers [188].  Another work by Di Profio et al. [190] conducted by using 
sodium oleate and dodecyl benzene sulfonic acid surfactants on methane hydrate 
formation reported a pronounced decrease in rate of hydrate formation at 
concentrations above CMC compared to experiments conducted below CMC. SDS 
surfactant causes a capillary suction leading the growth of hydrate front in upward 
direction along the reactor walls resulting in improved rates compared to the hydrate 
film growth in liquid-gas interface occurring in experiments conducted with water 
devoid of the surfactant [191, 192]. Few studies also report SDS adsorption on 
hydrates and discuss the effect of adsorption in influencing the hydrate formation 
kinetics [193-195].  
Many studies were conducted to study the performance of different classes of 
surfactants in promoting the kinetics of methane hydrate formation and finding an 
optimal concentration of the surfactant that can effectively increase the rate of 
methane hydrate formation [190, 196-202]. Anionic SDS surfactant was shown to 
demonstrate a higher degree of increasing the rate of methane hydrate formation in 
unstirred and stirred configurations compared to most of other surfactants. Verrett et 
al. [203] observed that the SDS surfactant had no effect on the bulk solubility of 
methane but significant increase in mole fraction of methane in bulk liquid during 
hydrate growth was reported. Lucia et al. [204] performed a kinetic study in forming 
methane hydrates on a large scale spray reactor having internal volume of 25 L in 




minutes and the gas compression work was the most significant component of the 
overall energy cost. Du et al.[198] reported a high methane gas uptake of about 90 
mmol of gas/mol of water employing 0.2 wt% SDS at 15.0 MPa and 274.2 K in about 
60 min from the start of nucleation. 
Apart from conventional surfactants, other chemicals including hydrotopes, 
bio surfactants and gemini surfactants were also studied for improving the rate of 
methane hydrate formation [205-207]. Gnanendran and Amin [205] reported the 
improvement in natural gas hydrate formation kinetics in presence of para-toluene 
sulphonic acid (p-TSA) additive. p-TSA belongs to class of hydrotropes that are 
different from classical surfactants as they exhibit amphiphilic character with short 
hydrophobic regions and have substantial ability to solubilize nonpolar compounds in 
water. Rogers et al.[207] investigated the prospects of using five different 
classifications of bio-surfactants in promoting natural gas hydrate formation in 
sand/clay pack.  
Further new category of surfactants namely Gemini surfactants/dimeric 
surfactants were also explored for their promoting ability in hydrate formation. These 
surfactants are different from the classical surfactants as they have two surfactant 
molecules linked by a spacer. They are characterized by increased surface activity 
and solubilization capacities with only low concentration required to cause the 
promoting effect on kinetics of hydrate formation than their corresponding 
monomeric counterparts [206]. A recent study by Liu et al [208] documents the effect 
of different natural amino acids on the kinetics of methane hydrate formation. 
Amongst the amino acids studied, they report a high methane uptake of 157.6 mmol 
of gas/mol of water during the first 60 min of the experiment conducted with starting 
methane pressure of 9.5 MPa and cooling to 273K in presence of 0.5 wt% l-leucine 





1.5.4 Thermodynamic promoters for methane hydrate formation 
Thermodynamic promoters are chemicals that alter/shift the equilibrium 
conditions of methane hydrate formation. Addition of thermodynamic promoters for 
hydrate formation results in more moderate conditions of methane hydrate formation 
(lower pressure and high temperature). The drawback of application of 
thermodynamic promoters is the prominent reduction in methane storage capacity due 
to the occupation of large cages by the promoter molecules themselves as they are 
large molecules readily occupying stabilizing the hydrate cages.  
1.5.4.1 sII structure forming promoters 
 
Figure 1-10. Hydrate equilibrium data for methane+water system and 
methane+THF+water systems 
The most well-known sII forming promoter is tetrahydrofuran. There are few 
phase equilibrium studies conducted on methane+THF+water system with different 




hydrate phase equilibrium data of methane+THF+water system at different THF 
concentrations along with hydrate phase equilibrium of methan+water system. It can 
be clearly seen from Figure 1-10, profound reduction in equilibrium pressures at 
higher temperatures was achieved with the application of THF thermodynamic 
promoter.  
Kinetics of mixed methane hydrate formation using 6 mol% THF was 
investigated in a bubble column reactor [214]. Morphological observations provided 
in the study show that when methane gas was bubbled through THF solution 
maintained at experimental temperature, a thin hydrate film covering the gas bubble 
forms initially gradually turning into hydrate shell reducing the rise velocity of the 
bubble, hydrate shell bubbles agglomerated when they collided instead of forming a 
larger sized bubble and remained in the solution offering resistance to the growth of 
hydrates from further incoming gas bubbles. Methane consumption was found to 
increase with decrease of experimental temperature, increase of experimental pressure 
and increase of methane flux.  
Further, Zhengfu et al. [215] studied the mixed methane hydrate formation 
kinetics in spray reactor with 6 mol% THF solution. Liquid flow rate and 
experimental pressure were found to influence the rate of methane consumption and 
the experimental temperature did not significantly affect the rate of methane uptake. 
Experimental pressures in both the above discussed studies were maintained in the 
range of 0.4-2 MPa; it is not possible to form pure methane hydrates at such low 
pressures and at temperatures above 274.2 K. This shows the advantage of using the 
thermodynamic promoter THF resulting in moderate conditions of hydrate formation. 
However, the storage capacity of methane in hydrates achieved at the end of 
experiment was not provided in the discussed studies. 
Sharma et al. [216] studied kinetics of mixed methane hydrate formation and 
dissociation in presence of 6 mol% THF in a stirred tank reactor configuration. 




(cooling from 303K to experimental temperature after pressurization with methane 
gas). It was reported that the kinetics of mixed methane hydrate formation with THF 
was significantly better that that observed for methane hydrate formation in the same 
experimental setup adopting similar experimental procedure with reduced hydrate 
formation times and at higher temperatures of hydrate formation. It was also reported 
that methane hydrate yield using THF was always higher than that observed for pure 
methane hydrates under the experimental conditions studied. Also, the methane 
hydrate yield increased with the increase in experimental pressure. Another study also 
re-instates the similar formation kinetics of mixed methane hydrate formation in 
presence of THF [210].  
Cyclopentane (CP) is another sII forming promoter that has been studied for 
the formation of mixed methane hydrates. Zhang et al. [217] studied methane hydrate 
formation kinetics in the presence of small amount of CP in an unstirred reactor.     
Lv et al. [218] investigated methane hydrate formation kinetics in presence of 
cyclopentane in a novel large size bubble column reactor. Methane and cyclopentane 
at different independent flow rates were simultaneously bubbled through the water 
taken in bubble reactor column at 277.15 K and 2.0 MPa pressure. Kinetics of mixed 
methane hydrate formation was investigated by varying the experimental T and P 
along with flow rates of methane and cyclopentane. Formation of thin hydrate shell 
was observed at CP/water phase boundary. The flow rate of CP did not have much 
influence on the methane gas consumption/kinetics of hydrate formation. However, 
increasing the flow rate of CP reduced the induction time for the mixed methane 
hydrate formation. Improved gas uptake was observed at lower experimental 
temperatures and higher experimental pressures. Cai et al. [219] investigated methane 
hydrate formation using cyclopentane promoter in a stirred tank reactor configuration 
at temperature > 288 K and pressure < 3 MPa where neither pure methane nor pure 
CP hydrates are able to form. Parameters including the degree of subcooling, stirring 




methane/CP hydrate formation were studied. Small cage occupancy of methane was 
analyzed using Raman/NMR and it was found to be independent of methane pressure 
implying that hydrate growth is limited by methane mass transfer characteristic of 
stirred tank reactor configuration. Other prominent sII forming promoters studied for 
methane hydrate formation include propane [220] and propanone (acetone) [221]. 
1.5.4.2 sH structure forming promoters 
sH hydrates were first reported by Ripmeester et al. [105] in 1987, these 
hydrates were typically formed by very large size guest molecules. Theoretically the 
volume of methane occupying small and medium gas of sH promoter is shown to 
have the highest volume than sI and sII hydrate structures. Khokar et al. [222] studied 
the methane storage in sH methane hydrate using 2,2 dimethyl butane as the promoter 
in a Jerguson rocking cell. It was reported with the addition of 0.1 wt% 
polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) increased water to sH hydrate conversion was achieved. 
Probable reason for the increased water to hydrate conversion could be due to the 
slow hydrate formation and occurrence of dendritic shaped hydrate crystals reducing 
the occlusion of water in presence of PVP during hydrate formation.                
Ohmura et al. [223] investigated sH methane hydrate formation using methyl 
cyclohexane (MCH) promoter in a spray reactor configuration. MCH/water ratio was 
varied during the experimental trials and sH hydrates were formed predominantly at 
promoter/water interface rather than gas/promoter interface.  
Lee et al. [224] performed detailed investigation of the kinetics of methane 
hydrate formation in presence of three different sH forming promoters – neohexane, 
tert-butyl methyl ether, and methylcyclohexane in a semi-batch stirred tank reactor 
configuration. The hydrate formation rate was the reported to be the fastest for tert-
butyl methyl ether (TBME) promoter, slower with 2,2-dimethylbutane (Neohexane, 
NH), and slowest using methylcyclohexane (MCH) promoter. At the same driving 




was almost 3 times faster than that of the pure methane-water system. The 
decomposition rate of methane hydrates formed with TBME promoter was also faster 
than that of the other two promoters studied.  
Susilo et al. [225] also investigated the performance of these three promoters 
on methane hydrate formation starting from ice. The hydrate formation/crystallization 
was allowed to proceed for 20 h at 253 K before increasing the temperature to 274 K 
at either low (4.3 MPa) or high (8.1 MPa) starting pressures. This method of hydrate 
formation was adopted due to the higher percentage (> 90%) of hydrate formation in 
a short time without the requirement of mixing. Three distinct stages of hydrate 
growth were observed depending on this hydrate formation procedure adopted. The 
first stage involved the nucleation and 20-30% ice to hydrate conversion at ice/liquid 
promoter interface followed by reduced ice to hydrate conversion rate in the second 
stage due to the resistance offered by hydrate film formation on the ice. The third 
stage involved melting of ice due to temperature ramp from 253 to 274 K. It was 
found that TBME promoter demonstrated the highest rate of hydrate formation and 
yield compared to other two sH forming promoters in the first two stages of hydrate 
formation. Yet, it showed the least rate of hydrate conversion during the ice melting 
stage (third stage) probably due to the increased interaction of TBME with water 
molecules preventing them from participating in hydrate cage formation. Neohexane 
was found to be the best sH hydrate former with methane under the experimental 
conditions studied manifesting complete ice to hydrate conversion in short time with 
increased methane storage capacity in the hydrate. 
1.5.4.3 Other hydrate structure forming promoters 
Wang et al. [226] studied methane hydrate formation using tetra-iso-
amylammonium bromide (TiAAB) semiclathrate promoter (2.6 mol% and 3.7 mol% 
compositions) in presence of porous emulsion template polymer support.  Mixed 




observed to be stable at ambient P and T conditions. High stability of mixed 
methane/TiAAB semi-clathrates with no deterioration of methane storage capacity 
was observed in about 20 cycles of methane hydrate formation and decomposition.  
However, only 35-40 v/v storage capacity of methane could be achieved against 
approximately 170 v/v capacity observed in pure methane hydrates. There are also 
hydrate phase equilibrium studies of methane with other semiclathrates like tetrabutyl 
ammonium bromide (TBAB) [227, 228], tetrabutyl ammonium chloride (TBAC) 
[229] and  tetraisopentylammonium fluoride [230] available in the literature. 
Chari et al. [231] have investigated the phase stability of methane hydrates 
formed using lower concentrations of tertiary butyl amine, a sVI structure forming 
promoter. However, kinetic study of methane hydrate formation with this promoter is 
yet to be explored.  
1.5.5 Different reactor configurations and novel materials for 
methane hydrate formation  
The simplest configuration of providing gas/liquid contact for hydrate 
formation is the quiescent unstirred system. However, methane hydrate forms as a 
film commonly referred as “skin” at the interface imposing a mass transfer resistance 
for further hydrate growth thereby resulting in very low methane gas uptake        
[179, 184]. Even in an unstirred reactor configuration, it is possible to achieve a 
considerable methane gas uptake at high formation rates with the addition of kinetic 
promoters as discussed in the previous section. However, longer induction time for 
hydrate formation and operating conditions for hydrate formation (low temperature 
and relatively high pressure) calls for innovative reactor design to improve the 
gas/liquid contact that result in increased rate of hydrate formation, high methane 
uptake coupled with high water to hydrate conversion.  
Employment of mechanical stirring or agitation is one way to improve the 




hydrate formation [176, 177]. Effect of kinetic promoters on methane hydrate 
formation in stirred tank reactor configuration was also investigated and documented 
in the literature [187, 200, 232, 233]. However, once the hydrates start forming, the 
water/solution turns into slurry that becomes denser with progressive growth of 
methane hydrates. This demands an increased working load on the agitator 
demanding higher energy requirement. Thus, it might be difficult to use a stirred tank 
reactor configuration for large scale deployment in forming methane hydrates. Mu et 
al. [234] studied the methane hydrate formation kinetics using water in oil emulsions 
in a stirred tank reactor configuration in the pressure range of 6.48–8.76 MPa and 
temperature range of 274.2–278.2 K. Hydrate formation kinetics was found to 
improve with the increase in experimental pressure and at lower experimental 
temperatures. Methane gas consumption was found to increase with the increase in 
water cut (ratio of water to oil by volume) and a kinetic model of methane hydrate 
formation using water in oil emulsion was presented in their work. However, stability 
of emulsion perpared, material/handling cost involved may immensely affect the 
scale up prospects of this method of methane hydrate formation. Other reactor 
configurations for providing improved gas/liquid contact for hydrate formation 
include bubble column [214] and spray reactors [204, 223, 235, 236].  
Eject type loop reactor was designed by Tang et al. [237] utilizing the kinetic 
energy of a high-velocity liquid jet to entrain the gas phase and to create a fine 
dispersion of two phases for improved methane hydrate formation. Adjustment of gas 
entrainment rate resulted in three different regimes namely single bubble, 
intermediate and jet regime for gas/liquid dispersion in the reactor. In presence of a 
static mixer, micro bubbles were observed to form shortening induction time of 
hydrate formation yet the rate was lower in this arrangement.  
Lang et al. [238] provided an elaborate discussion of different means of 
gas/liquid contact available for hydrate formation in the literature. A novel method of 




methane environment to form methane hydrates was also performed [239]. 
Optimization of flow rates of liquid streams is important in such reactor 
configurations else may lead to the clogging of spray nozzles due to the increased 
hydrate formation in the spray zone. Other engineering challenges of removing 
hydrate from the reactor coupled with efficient measures in to recycle/pump of water 
and promoter streams have to be tackled before scaling up of these reactor 
configurations for continuous hydrate production suited for commercial applications. 
Recent study by Wang et al. [57] showed the possibility of storing methane 
as renewable bio-clathrates. Methane hydrate formation kinetics in biologically pre-
structured materials like mushroom, eggplant, tomato etc. was studied. Naturally 
available water content in these materials participated in hydrate formation. 
Maximum methane uptake of 123 v/v was reported to be achieved using mushroom 
(Agaricus bisporus) at 273.2 K and methane starting pressure of 9.5 MPa in 500 min 
which is considerably higher than methane uptake in a quiescent bulk water system. 
However, methane gas storage capacity and kinetics was found to deteriorate when 
these biological materials were subjected to second cycle of methane hydrate 
formation probably due to the destabilization of biological structures/loss of 
morphology during the freeze/thaw cycle. 
Recently, a few literature works have presented enhanced methane hydrate 
formation kinetics with a use of a porous medium for methane hydrates.  Different 
materials like silica gel, activated carbon, carbon nanotubes, dry water, dry gel, nano-
silica, hollow silica and aluminium foam have been used as fixed bed support to study 
the methane hydrate formation kinetics [240-251]. Methane hydrate formation and 
dissociation kinetics in variable volume of silica sand particles is also documented in 
the literature [41, 252].  
Dry water is a mixture prepared using water, hydrophobic silica and air at 
very high mixing speeds of about 19000 rpm resulting in free flowing powder. It was 




min with 175 v/v of methane gas uptake was achieved at temperature of 273.2 K 
starting from pressure of 8.6 MPa using dry water. However, there is considerable 
reduction in methane uptake and degradation of kinetics when dry water was reused 
for successive hydrate formation cycles due to the agglomeration of water droplets 
formed during the decomposition of methane hydrates. Reblending of dry water was 
able to reinstate the high methane uptake and improved rate of hydrate formation yet 
it requires additional energy and reactor modification restricting its usage for 
commercial applications.  
To overcome this problem, dry gel system was proposed which had an 
additional gelling agent, gellan gum added to the dry water that yielded better 
recyclability of the material for successive hydrate formation cycles [245]. Addition 
of gelling agent lowers the methane gas uptake and the rate of hydrate formation was 
not as high as the application of SDS kinetic promoter. Another method of improving 
the recyclability of dry water suggested by Ding et al. [253] is the application of 
hydrogel microspheres along with dry water due that aid in the co-stabilizing effect 
between the hydrogel microspheres and the dry-water droplets suitable for multiple 
hydrate formation cycles without considerable reduction in methane uptake capacity. 
Another recent study by Fan et al. [254] documents the application of surfactant dry 
solution (surfactant solution along with hydrophobic silica particles dispersed in air) 
that is reported to yield similar high methane storage capacity with increased 
formation rate of hydrate formation compared to that observed in dry water reported 
by Wang et al. due to the presence of kinetic SDS surfactant. However, 
handling/maintenance issues along with the need for very high speed mixing (which 
is costly) hinder the application of these materials in forming methane hydrates on a 
larger scale so far. 
Recently, hollow silica has been proposed as alternate material as porous 
media for enhancing the kinetics of methane hydrate formation [249, 250]. Hollow 




several advantageous properties including extremely low bulk density, high porosity, 
high surface area etc. However, kinetics of methane hydrate formation using hollow 
silica on a large scale application is yet to be demonstrated and there will be 
considerable cost of hollow silica when used for large scale storage. 
Despite these considerable efforts, there are challenges that impede the 
commercial exploitation of SNG for effective large scale storage and transport 
application. Figure 1-11 presents the schematic of the process chain involved in the 
storing natural gas in the form of hydrates (SNG) technology.  In order to understand 
the challenges it is necessary to understand the steps involved in a large-scale energy 
storage system for natural gas using hydrate technology.  
The four steps involved are: natural gas hydrates formation; dewatering step 
to remove the un-reacted water; pelletizing step to form hydrate pellets; finally 
cooling & depressurizing step to reach the storage conditions of 248 K and 1 atm. 
The major research challenges for the SNG production and storage system are in the 
formation step (slow kinetics of hydrate formation, severe operating process 
conditions) and during the storage step (the refrigeration required to maintain the 
temperature of about -20 ˚C). Two possible approaches to overcome the slow kinetics 
are: to employ an effective and innovative reactor configuration to enhance kinetics 
but at the same time the configuration should not be energy intensive for large scale 
deployment; The second approach is to choose promoters that can enhance the 
kinetics without compromising the storage capacity and at the same time operate at 
moderate experimental conditions.  
Recent literature studies highlight the advantage of using fixed bed reactor 
configuration for achieving improved kinetics of methane hydrate formation. 
Materials like silica gel, aluminium foam, activated carbon, carbon tubes and hollow 
nano-silica were studied as fixed bed supports for improving the methane hydrate 
formation kinetics [240, 241, 248, 251]. Further, novel materials like dry water [247] 




250] (very low bulk density), dry gels [245] (gelling agent along with dry water for 
improving recyclability) were experimented for studying the methane hydrate 
formation kinetics.  
While recent literature works have shown enhanced kinetics in the presence 
of porous materials, in the overall SNG production and storage process chain (Figure 
1-11), the use of porous material is less practical due to the inability to pelletize the 
hydrates along with the porous materials for effective storage and transport 
applications. Apart from different reactor configurations, different thermodynamic 
and kinetic promoters (Sections 1.5.3 and 1.5.4) are being evaluated for improving 
the hydrate formation conditions and the kinetics respectively [60, 196, 199, 201, 
255]. Thermodynamic promoters are chemicals that facilitate hydrate formation at 
moderate temperature and pressure conditions but at the cost of storage capacity.  
This happens due to the fact that promoter molecules occupy the hydrate cages along 
with guest methane/natural gas.  
Methane forms a standard sI hydrate structure on its own. However, in the 
presence of thermodynamic promoter it is possible for methane to be present in other 
caged structures like sII or sH depending on the guest molecules [60, 225, 256]. In 
order to find a workaround for slow kinetics, the use of surfactants has been proposed 
by several researchers in the past decade or so [188, 199, 232, 257, 258]. The 
function of the surfactant is to act like a catalyst or kinetic promoter that will enhance 
the kinetics of hydrate formation.  
While surfactants have been reported to work effectively to enhance the 
kinetics of methane hydrate formation, they do not have an effect on the high 
operating conditions. Moreover, decomposition challenge due to the foam formation 
is an issue for the use of surfactants in literature [208, 245]. Search for a novel reactor 
configuration and hydrate formation procedure demonstrating faster rate of methane 
hydrate coupled with high methane storage capacity suited for deployment on a large 




















































































Ribeiro and Lage [259] presented a comprehensive review of different 
models for natural gas hydrate formation (including hydrate nucleation and hydrate 
growth behavior) and limitations of each of these models had been discussed along 
with future directions. English and MacElroy [260] have summarized in detail the 
exhaustive efforts put forth in molecular simulations of clathrate hydrates during the 
nucleation, growth and dissociation of hydrates along with the future prospects and 
challenges for this research arena in their recent review paper.  
1.6 Research Objectives 
Energy storage in clathrate hydrates infers the storing of energy carrier gases 
like hydrogen and methane in clathrate hydrates. This thesis aims to  
1. Investigate the macroscopic kinetics of hydrogen hydrates in presence of 
liquid phase thermodynamic promoters starting from aqueous solution.  
2. Investigate the macroscopic kinetics of hydrogen hydrates in presence of 
gas phase thermodynamic promoter starting from water.  
3. Identify suitable kinetic promoter and optimize the concentration of the 
kinetic promoter to improve the rate of hydrogen hydrate formation in 
presence of liquid and gas phase thermodynamic promoters. 
4. Find suitable additive and gas/liquid contact mode that can result in the 
improved kinetics of methane hydrate formation suited for large scale 
applications. 
Most of the mixed hydrogen hydrate formation experiments reported in 
literature employed only very small sample size (approx. about 1 g) and were 
performed at low temperatures (typically <273 K; ice forming temperature). Energy 
requirement for the process involving the hydrate formation from ice will be high. In 
addition, after the recovery of gas from hydrates, ice reformation is required for 
further cycles of energy storage which could cost enormously considering the hydrate 




formation starting from aqueous solution/water is the key for the scale up of hydrate 
process for energy storage. In order to achieve this objective, it is necessary to 
examine the mixed hydrogen hydrate formation and dissociation kinetics using 
different thermodynamic promoters on a large scale starting from aqueous solution in 
order to examine their suitability for stationary hydrogen storage applications. Thus, 
the specific objectives as listed above were formulated in order to achieve the overall 
objective. All experiments to investigate the macroscopic kinetics of hydrogen and 
methane hydrate formation were performed using sufficiently large sample size (> 50 
g) and all experiments were performed starting from aqueous solution/water (instead 
of ice/preformed hydrates).  
‘Macrokinetics’ term used in thesis predominantly refers to the kinetics of 
hydrate formation or dissociation observed on a macroscopic scale during which the 
molecular level changes (occurring on microscopic scale) are not carefully examined. 
In general, it refers to the nucleation and hydrate growth behavior observed when the 
sample aqueous solution is subjected to different driving force and promoter 
concentrations. Total gas uptake (storage capacity) and time taken for completion of 
hydrate formation/dissociation are the quantitative measurements that are highly 
significant in this thesis investigation. These measurements provide valuable insight 
into the process dynamics and other associated measurements/observations (including 
morphology) that may be of potential interest to hydrate research community. 
1.7 Thesis Organization 
Chapter 1, the present chapter outlines the drawbacks of conventional and 
available methods of energy storage and presents significant advantages of storing 
energy (hydrogen and methane) in the form of clathrate hydrates. Further, the current 
status of experimental research in the domain of hydrogen and methane hydrate 




Chapter 2 documents the experimental study on the mixed hydrogen hydrate 
formation in presence of liquid phase promoters. Tetrahydrofuran, a well-studied sII 
hydrate forming promoter is extensively studied at different concentrations and 
driving forces. Further, a comparative study on mixed hydrogen hydrate formation 
using three different classes of liquid phase promoters is also presented in this 
chapter. 
Macroscopic kinetics of mixed hydrogen hydrates in presence of gas phase 
promoters is presented in Chapter 3. Phase equilibrium study of hydrogen hydrate 
formation in presence of two different compositions of propane gas promoter (9.5 
mol% and 35 mol%) is also provided. 
Chapter 4 discusses and elaborates the role of surfactants/kinetic promoters in 
improving the hydrogen hydrate formation rates in presence of both gas phase and 
liquid phase thermodynamic promoters. Different classes of surfactants – anionic, 
cationic and non-ionic surfactants were investigated for promoting mixed hydrogen 
hydrate formation in presence of THF promoter. 
A new method/approach for rapid methane hydrate formation is unveiled in 
Chapter 5. In presence of tetrahydrofuran promoter methane hydrates are found to 
form rapidly in an unstirred reactor configuration at more moderate temperature and 
pressure conditions than reported in the literature. Substantial methane gas uptake 
was also achieved during the first 1 h of hydrate formation. Morphology observations 
during the methane hydrate formation and dissociation in presence of tetrahydrofuran 
promoter is also presented and discussed in detail.  
Chapter 6 concludes the thesis with the summary of all the experimental 
results and outlines the challenges in storing energy (hydrogen and methane gas) in 
the form of clathrates. Future research directives to be pursued in order to make the 





2. MACROSCOPIC KINETICS OF MIXED HYDROGEN 
HYDRATES USING LIQUID PHASE THERMODYNAMIC 
PROMOTERS2,3 
2.1 Introduction 
As outlined in the literature review section, there are only few studies that 
investigate the kinetics of mixed hydrogen hydrate formation using tetrahydrofuran 
[81, 89] and semi-clathrate forming promoters which are all liquid phase 
thermodynamic promoters [119, 121]. Kinetic studies on mixed hydrogen/THF 
hydrates use only a small sample size (maximum of around 10 g) and predominantly 
adopt to form mixed hydrates starting from preformed THF hydrates [81, 89]. In this 
study, it was planned to investigate the macroscopic kinetics of mixed hydrogen/THF 
hydrate formation in a stirred tank reactor (STR) starting from aqueous THF solutions 
of larger sample size (190 ml) by varying the driving force (2 MPa, 5 MPa and 7 
MPa) and THF concentration (1, 2.4,3, 3.5 and 5 mol%). Further, each of the 
available kinetic studies investigates only the single promoter effect on mixed 
hydrogen hydrate formation and documents the observations.  





2 Veluswamy HP, Linga P. Macroscopic kinetics of hydrate formation of mixed hydrates of 
hydrogen/tetrahydrofuran for hydrogen storage. International Journal of Hydrogen Energy. 
2013;38:4587-96. 
3 Veluswamy HP, Chin WI, Linga P. Clathrate hydrates for hydrogen storage: The impact of 
tetrahydrofuran, tetra-n-butylammonium bromide and cyclopentane as promoters on the macroscopic 






Comparison of kinetic performance of different promoters in forming mixed 
hydrogen hydrates from literature studies might not be fair due to the varying 
experimental conditions, method of formation, different promoter concentrations and 
different reactor configurations. Promoter effect study aims to compare the 
performance of three different promoters under similar experimental conditions and 
using the same method of formation. Experimental conditions and promoter 
concentrations are chosen in such a way that a fair comparison of kinetic performance 
amongst the promoters can be made from observations. Three promoters chosen 
include THF – a water soluble sII hydrate forming promoter, TBAB – a water soluble 
semi-clathrate forming promoter and cyclopentane – a water insoluble (immiscible) 
sII forming promoter.  
2.2 Experimental section 
2.2.1 Materials 
Tetrahydrofuran (AR grade, 99.7% purity) purchased from Fisher Chemicals, 
tetra-n-butylammonium bromide (98%+ purity) from Alfa Aesar, cyclopentane 
(HPLC Grade) from Alfa Aesar and hydrogen gas (99.9995% purity) procured from 
SOXAL Private Ltd were used in experiments. Deionized water used in the 
experiments was obtained from Elga micromeg deionizaton apparatus. 
2.2.2 Experimental Apparatus  
A new custom-designed stirred tank reactor from Parr Instruments was used 
in this study. Figure 2-1 shows the schematic of the experimental setup. It consists of 
a crystallizer (CR) which is a cylindrical Parr mini bench top reactor custom designed 
from model 4568 (ID 2.5 inch and Height 8 inch) with a fixed head with an internal 
volume of 600 ml. A pair of circular viewing windows (of 1 inch diameter) made of 
sapphire glass was present on either side of the reactor to observe the formation and 





rated for a maximum working pressure of 20 MPa. It has a safety relief valve and 
vent valve for releasing the excess gas. An inbuilt cooling arrangement was present 
for cooling the reactor contents effectively. The cooling channel of the reactor was 
connected to Polyscience 9612 circulator and the coolant flows from the circulator 
through the cooling channel to control the temperature of the reactor.   
Figure 2-1. Schematic of the experimental apparatus 
The fixed head of the reactor hosted an Omega copper-constantan T type 
thermocouple with an uncertainty of 0.1 K for measuring the temperature of reactor 
contents, pressure gauge (analog) to read the reactor pressure manually, magnetic 
drive operated stirrer connected to controller for setting the desired stirring speed 





Management, Singapore) was also employed for pressure measurement in the reactor 
with a maximum uncertainty of 0.1% in the span (0-20,000 kPa).  
Thermocouple and Pressure transducer were connected to Data Acquisition 
system (DAQ) supplied by National Instruments coupled with computer. 
Experimental data were recorded for every 20 s using the Labview software provided 
by National Instruments. For the study evaluating the performance of different 
thermodynamic liquid phase promoters, the same experimental setup after removing 
the internal cooling arrangement was used.  
2.2.3 Experimental Procedure 
2.2.3.1 Mixed hydrogen/THF hydrate formation study 
190 ml of THF solution of the required concentration was taken in the 
reactor. This specific volume of THF solution was chosen to ensure that the gas-
liquid interface occurred at half of the viewing window favorable for visual 
observation of hydrate formation. Five different concentrations of THF solutions 
containing 1, 2.4, 3.0, 3.5 and 5 mol% were prepared for the experiments. Fresh 
solutions were prepared before the experiments and added to the reactor. After the 
addition of THF solution to the reactor, the contents were cooled to experimental 
temperature of 278.2 K (for 2.4, 3.0, 3.5 and 5 mol% THF solutions) and temperature 
in the range of 274.1 to 274.7 K (for 1 mol% THF solution). 1 mol% THF 
experiments were conducted at a lower temperature due to the maximum working 
pressure limitation in the reactor. Equilibrium pressure for 1 mol% THF solution at 
278.1 K was around 16.14 MPa [80], hence a driving force of 5 MPa would exceed 
the design pressure of the reactor, 20 MPa.  
On reaching the experimental temperature, the reactor was pressurized and 
depressurized three times at a pressure of 0.5 MPa to remove any air present in the 
crystallizer. The crystallizer was then pressurized to the required experimental 





and the reactor contents were at experimental temperature. After this, the stirrer was 
switched on and was set to optimal speed of 400 rpm. Temperature and Pressure of 
the reactor were recorded for every 20 seconds. All the experiments were conducted 
as batch experiments. 
Hydrate formation was characterized by a sharp increase in temperature due 
to the exothermic nature of hydrate formation reaction. This was accompanied by 
decrease in experimental pressure as the gas molecules enter and stabilize the hydrate 
cages. After hydrates started forming, sufficient time was provided so that the 
pressure stabilizes in the reactor and no more pressure reduction was observed and 
the temperature reaches back to the set experimental value.  
Following this, the formed hydrates were dissociated by heating to a 
temperature of 278.7 K for 1 mol% THF solution and 283.2 K for other THF 
concentration solutions. Experiments were conducted using fresh and memory 
solutions for every experimental condition. ‘Fresh solution’ refers to the THF 
solution prepared and injected to the reactor for the first time for every experimental 
condition. ‘Memory solution’ refers to the solution that had formed hydrates earlier 
(in fresh water). Memory solution had resulted in the reduction of induction time 
compared to fresh solution for guest gases like CO2 and methane containing systems 
[233, 261, 262]. After dissociation, the hydrogen gas was vented and the system was 
left undisturbed for 2 hours.  
Following this the same cycle of cooling and pressurization of the reactor was 
carried out for memory water. Mixed hydrogen/THF hydrate formation kinetics at 
driving forces of 2 MPa, 5 MPa and 7 MPa and with varying tetrahydrofuran (THF) 
concentration between 1 mol% to 5 mol% was evaluated. Experiments were 
conducted at temperatures of 274.1 to 274.7 K (for 1 mol% THF solution) and at 






2.2.3.2 Promoter effect on mixed hydrogen hydrate kinetics study 
2.2.3.2.1 Hydrate formation procedure 
204 ml of promoter/water mixture having a required concentration of the 
promoter was taken inside the reactor. Volume of the mixture considered was 14 ml 
higher than study on mixed hydrogen/THF hydrate formation study due to the 
removal of internal cooling arrangement.  The chosen volume ensured that gas/liquid 
interface was at half the distance of the viewing window for observing mixed 
hydrogen hydrate formation inside the reactor. The reactor was closed and the reactor 
contents were cooled to desired experimental temperature. Pressurization of the 
reactor with hydrogen to the desired experimental pressure was then done after 
purging the air present initially by three cycles of pressurization/depressurization 
using hydrogen. When both experimental temperature and pressure are achieved, 
stirrer was started and set to 600 rpm. After the removal of internal cooling 
arrangement, stirrer speed was found to be optimum at 600 rpm for conduction of 
experiments. Pressure and temperature readings were recorded for every 20 seconds 
from the start till the completion of the experiment. Hydrate formation is exothermic 
in nature resulting in a sharp increase of temperature and reduction of pressure due to 
gas entering and stabilizing the hydrate cages during hydrate formation. When the 
pressure in the reactor stabilizes and no further reduction is observed the hydrate 
formation process is complete. 
Two sets of experiments using three promoters were conducted. In the first 
set of experiments - experimental temperature, pressure and promoter concentration 
were fixed. Promoter concentration was fixed to 3.5 mol%, experimental pressure 
was set at 12 MPa and the temperature was set to 279.2 K. Cyclopentane (CP) 
promoter being insoluble in water, thickness of CP layer was maintained at 1.8 mm 
for experiments. This thickness was chosen based on best performance observed for 





Lim et al. [263, 264]. The reason for choosing 3.5 mol% promoter concentration is 
that equilibrium data at this concentration for promoters are available in the literature 
[87, 110, 265, 266]. Temperature and pressure conditions were chosen to ensure the 
sufficient driving force is available to form mixed hydrogen hydrates. Since CP is 
immiscible in water, the concentration of CP would not affect the hydrogen storage 
capacity. However, thickness of CP was varied and tested under experimental 
conditions. In the second set of experiments, experimental pressure and driving force 
was fixed and the concentration of the promoter (THF and TBAB) was different. 
Experiments were conducted at different temperatures to have a constant driving 
force ΔT of 2.2 K. The mole balance for each experiment was performed by 
employing Equation 2-1 listed later in the section 
2.2.3.2.2 Hydrate decomposition procedure 
For batch experiments, the final pressure after the hydrate formation will be 
different for different promoters. To compare decomposition profiles of hydrates 
formed using three promoters, the starting pressure of decomposition for all the 
experiments was fixed to be 7 MPa. This was decided considering the equilibrium 
pressure of the mixed hydrates at the respective experimental temperatures. Thus by 
choosing 7 MPa as the start of decomposition experiments, it was ensured that all the 
mixed hydrogen hydrates formed were stable. After formation experiments, reactor 
pressure was slowly decreased to 7 MPa. Following this reactor temperature was 
increased to decompose the mixed hydrogen hydrates by employing an external 
heater to supply heat. ΔT of 15 degrees was provided to decompose the hydrates 
completely. Pressure and temperature of the reactor were recorded continuously 
during decomposition for every 20s. Visually, there were no hydrates found in the 
reactor at the end of decomposition experiments. Stirrer was switched off during all 
the decomposition experiments. After decomposition, the gas was vented and the 





same solution to study the kinetics of memory solution in forming hydrogen hydrates. 
Thus each experiment had three cycles - one fresh and two memory trials. 
2.2.3.3 Calculation of the amount of gas consumed 
The number of moles of the gas consumed at any time t is the difference 
between the number of moles of gas at time=0 and the number of moles of gas at time 
t present in the crystallizer (CR). Equation 2-1 is used to calculate the number of 
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where the compressibility factor, z, is calculated by Pitzer’s correlations [267], VCR is 
the volume of the gas phase of the crystallizer, P and T are the pressure and 
temperature of the crystallizer. Normalized gas uptake for each trial is calculated 
by dividing the total moles of gas uptake during the formation experiment by the 
total moles of water taken for the respective experimental trial. 
2.2.3.4 Calculation of water conversion to hydrates (%) 
In the presence of THF, the conversion of water to hydrate is calculated as 
given in Equation 2-2 [261]. 
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where , Hn   is the number of moles of gas consumed for hydrate formation at the 
end of the experiment and 
2H O
n is the total number of moles of water in the system. 
The hydration number is the number of water molecules per guest molecule. THFn  
is the number of moles of THF consumed for hydrate formation at the end of the 
experiment. THFn  is calculated as given in Equation 2-3 based on the assumption 
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2.2.3.5 Calculation of Normalized Rate of hydrate formation (NRf,15): 
Normalized rate of hydrate formation (NRf,15) for the promoter effect study 
was calculated using Equation 2-4. 
 ,15 1 3





NR moleof gas min m
V
                 (2-4) 
where, Rf,15 is calculated by fitting the gas uptake for hydrate growth verses time for 
the first 15 min from nucleation point using least squares method and Vw is the 
volume of water taken in m3. 
2.2.3.6 Calculation of Normalized Rate of hydrate dissociation (NRd,25):  
Normalized rate of hydrate dissociation (NRd,25) for the promoter effect study was 
calculated using the following equation  
 ,25 1 3





NR moleof gas min m
V
                 (2-5) 
where, Rd,25 is calculated by fitting the gas release data verses time for the first 25 min 
from nucleation point using least squares method and Vw is the volume of water taken 
in m3. 
2.2.4 Results and Discussion 
Figure 2-2 shows a typical gas uptake measurement curve for the experiments 
conducted. It is the plot of number of moles of gas consumed with respect to time. 
Temperature profile is also plotted along with gas uptake for better understanding of 
the hydrate formation process. The general characteristics of the gas uptake of 
hydrogen/THF mixed hydrates follow the literature [268, 269] characterizing the 
, THF H
number of largecagesn n






crystallization process of hydrate formation. There are two distinct regions seen from 
the gas uptake curve 
 
Figure 2-2. Typical gas uptake profile for experiment 7 (2.4 mol% THF at 10.8 MPa) 
a.  The dissolution and super saturation region: When stirring is started, the hydrogen 
gas initially dissolves in THF solution till it reaches a saturation which is clearly 
seen by an initial increase in gas consumption and then reaching a plateau. As can 
be seen in Figure 2-2, at about 15 minutes, there is no further gas uptake which is 
saturation limit of hydrogen in the corresponding THF solution and the gas uptake 
reaches a plateau until nucleation occurs  
b. Nucleation and Hydrate growth region: When nucleation occurs, there is an 
increase in gas uptake observed. Following nucleation, the hydrate crystals grow 
which is observed as progressive increase in gas uptake. The growth continues till 
no more gas (hydrogen) could enter the hydrate cages. At this point, the uptake 
stabilizes to a constant value. Nucleation is also characterized by sudden 
temperature peak as the hydrate formation is an exothermic process involving 


























#Experimental pressure at the start of the experiment (all experiments were conducted in a batch manner); *Rate of hydrate formation (gas uptake rate for the first 20 minutes after nucleation);  
NHF – No Hydrate Formation; $Water conversion to hydrates (%) were calculated using equations 2-2 and 2-3 and with a hydration number of 5.66; Experiments 1, 4-5 were conducted at 274.4 K,  
















Induction   
time (hr) 







at the end of 
experiment(mol) 
Hydrogen gas 
uptake (mmol of 
gas/mol of water) 
Water conversion to 
hydrates (mol %)$ 
1 1 Fresh 6.0 12.7 6.7 14.66 0.0529 15 0.0463 4.5867 3.90 
2 1 Memory 5.4 12.1 6.7 19.32 0.0462 12.8 0.0442 4.3786 3.72 
3 1 Fresh 6.8 13.5 6.7 NHF till 48 hr    
4 1 Fresh 6.0 11.0 5.0 23.82 0.0398 17.5 0.0336 3.3286 2.83 
5 1 Memory 6.0 11.0 5.0 NHF till 48 hr    
6 2.4 Fresh 5.8 10.8 5.0 7.66 0.0633 5.5 0.0713 7.5053 6.38 
7 2.4 Memory 5.8 10.8 5.0 11.37 0.0673 7.2 0.0696 7.3263 6.23 
8 2.4 Fresh 5.8 10.8 5.0 10.80 0.0520 7.3 0.062 6.5263 5.55 
9 2.4 Memory 5.8 10.8 5.0 NHF till 24 hr    
10 2.4 Fresh 5.8 10.8 5.0 NHF till 24 hr    
11 2.4 Fresh 5.8 7.8 2.0 0.47 0.0297 2.5 0.0555 5.8421 4.97 
12 2.4 Memory 5.8 7.8 2.0 5.87 0.0255 2.3 0.0348 3.6632 3.12 
13 2.4 Fresh 5.8 7.8 2.0 NHF till 22 hr    
14 3 Fresh 3.7 8.7 5.0 3.12 0.0554 8 0.0733 7.9148 6.73 
15 3 Memory 3.7 8.7 5.0 1.87 0.0534 5.5 0.0686 7.4073 6.30 
16 3 Fresh 3.7 8.7 5.0 NHF till 24 hr    
17 3 Fresh 3.7 5.7 2.0 NHF till 10 hr    
18 3 Fresh 3.7 5.7 2.0 NHF till 15 hr    
19 3.5 Fresh 2.9 7.9 5.0 4.01 0.0506 6.4 0.0633 6.9773 5.93 
20 3.5 Memory 2.9 7.9 5.0 3.99 0.0560 6 0.073 8.0465 6.84 
21 3.5 Fresh 2.9 7.9 5.0 NHF till 26 hr    
22 3.5 Fresh 2.9 4.9 2.0 0.22 0.0363 2 0.0408 4.4972 3.82 
23 3.5 Memory 2.9 4.9 2.0 0.48 0.0262 2.5 0.0289 3.1855 2.71 
24 3.5 Fresh 2.9 4.9 2.0 NHF till 24  hr    
25 5 Fresh 1.8 8.8 7.0 8.76 0.0742 15.5 0.108 12.6645 10.77 
26 5 Memory 1.8 8.8 7.0 NHF till 24 hr    
27 5 Fresh 1.8 6.8 5.0 13.32 0.0372 9.8 0.0905 10.6124 9.03 
28 5 Memory 1.8 6.8 5.0 0.06 0.0505 15 0.0978 11.4684 9.75 
29 5 Fresh 1.8 6.8 5.0 0.04 0.0479 7.5 0.0805 9.4397 8.03 
30 5 Fresh 1.8 6.8 5.0 NHF till 24 hr   






Table 2-1 summarizes the list of experiments conducted, experimental 
conditions and outcomes of about 30 experiments. The equilibrium pressures reported 
in Table 2-1 are obtained from the literature for Hydrogen/THF hydrate phase 
equilibrium [71, 79, 80, 87]. Equilibrium pressure for 3 and 5 mol% THF solution at 
278.2 K was obtained through interpolation and extrapolation of the available 
experimental data provided comprehensively by Strobel et al. [87].  
Figure 2-3 shows gas uptake curves of 2.4 mol% THF solution conducted at 
10.8 MPa (ΔP=5 MPa). ΔP is the driving force calculated as the difference between 
the experimental pressure and the equilibrium pressure (ΔP = Pexp - Peqlbm).  
 
Figure 2-3. Gas uptake profiles for 2.4 mol% THF experiments at 10.8 MPa 
As can be seen in Figure 2-3, for experiments that reached super saturation 
but did not nucleate, the gas uptake reaches a plateau at the saturation level whereas 
for the experiments that nucleated there is a hydrate growth phase characterized by a 
significant increase in gas consumption and then reaches a plateau where there is no 
further hydrate formation. It is also noted that the hydrate formation is stochastic in 




fairly high driving force (ΔP=5 MPa), it takes sufficiently long time for nucleation to 
occur for mixed hydrogen/THF hydrates. It has been reported in the literature that 
nucleation time shortens in the presence of THF as an additive or promoter for the 
CO2 containing systems [43, 146, 261, 262, 271].  
2.2.4.1 Effect of driving force & THF concentration on super saturation 
 
Figure 2-4. Effect of experimental pressure (or driving force) on gas uptake (super 
saturation phase) till nucleation for experiments conducted at 5.0 mol% THF 
solutions and 278.2 K. 
Figure 2-4 shows the effect of driving force (ΔP of 2, 5 & 7 MPa 
respectively) on dissolution and super saturation phase for the experiments conducted 
for 5 mol% THF solution. As it can be seen in Figure 2-4, as the driving force 
increases, the gas uptake to reach super saturation also increases. This is due to the 
increase in solubility of the hydrogen gas with increase in pressure. The super 
saturation is around 0.004, 0.0085 and 0.012 mole of hydrogen gas for the driving 
force of 2 MPa, 5 MPa and 7 MPa respectively. Similar results were observed for the 




appendix. The effect of THF concentration on gas uptake (till super saturation) is 
provided in Figure 2-5. This is the plot for different concentrations of THF- 2.4, 3, 
3.5 and 5 mol% at the same driving force of 5MPa conducted at a constant 
temperature of 278.2 K. As can be seen in Figure 2-5 the solubility of hydrogen in the 
aqueous solution decreases with the increase in the THF concentration. This was also 
observed for the experiments conducted at other driving forces as well and is given in 
the supporting information (Figure A2-2 in the appendix). 
 
Figure 2-5. Figure showing the effect of THF concentration on gas uptake (super 
saturation phase) till nucleation for experiments conducted with driving force of 5 
MPa (DP) at 278.2 K. 
2.2.4.2 Distinct hydrate growth exhibited by 5 mol% THF solution 
After nucleation, hydrate crystals start growing and there is an increase in gas 
uptake (decrease in pressure). Figure 2-6 shows a typical gas uptake profile of 5 
mol% THF solution with driving force of 5 MPa. This is similar to gas uptake profile 
at low concentrations; however, a distinct feature of gas uptake for 5 mol% THF 




once before it reaches a steady state. This can be observed clearly from the plot of gas 
uptake from the induction point for 5 mol% THF solution as shown in Figure 2-6. As 
can be seen from Figure 2-6, one can observe several temperature spikes after the first 
nucleation event which is responsible for the fits and starts of the hydrate growth 
rates. We observed similar behavior for all the experiments conducted using 5.0 
mol% THF at 278.2 K. 
 
Figure 2-6. Gas uptake profile for 5 mol% THF solution at 8.8 MPa (DP[5 MPa) and 
278.2 K (Experiment 27 in Table 2-1). 
As can be seen in Figure 2-7, for the experiments conducted for 5 mol% THF 
solutions, the gas consumption increases gradually before it tries to taper off but then 
there is again an increase in uptake before reaching a steady state. This characteristic 
behavior was observed for only 5 mol% THF solutions and this could be due to new 
or multiple nucleation events (see Figure 2-6) or increased hydrogen gas stabilizing 
the small cages of sII structure. However, the exact reason has to be further studied 
by investigation at the molecular level using Raman, NMR or powder X-ray 
diffraction methods and employing the experimental conditions used in this study will 




were similar for all the other concentrations– 1, 2.4, 3 and 3.5 mol% of THF solutions 
except the 5.0 mol% THF solutions. 
 
Figure 2-7. Hydrate growth profiles for 5 mol% THF solution conducted at driving 
force of 7.0 and 5.0 MPa. Time zero corresponds to the induction time in Table 2-1. 
2.2.4.3  Effect of driving force & THF concentration on hydrate growth 
Figure 2-8 shows the effect of driving force (5.0 and 2.0 MPa) on the hydrate 
growth for the 2.4 mol% THF solutions. As observed from Figure 2-8, the increase in 
experimental pressure (driving force) results in a significant increase in the hydrate 
growth (gas uptake). A driving force of 5 MPa results in an increase in gas 
consumption of about 2 times after two hours of hydrate growth. A similar result was 
observed for the experiments conducted with 3.5 mol% THF solutions and at driving 
force of 5.0 and 2.0 MPa respectively. It is noted that this significant increase in 
hydrate growth (between 2.0 MPa and 5.0 MPa driving force) slows down as we 




driving force is increased from 5.0 to 7.0 MPa, there is only a slight increase in the 
gas uptake for hydrate growth.  
  
Figure 2-8. Effect of experimental pressure (driving force) on the hydrate 
growth for 2.4 mol% THF solutions. Time zero corresponds to the 
induction time given in Table 2-1. 
Figure 2-9 shows comparison of gas uptake (hydrate growth) curves obtained 
for a driving force of 5.0 MPa for different THF concentrations (2.4, 3.0, 3.5 and 5 
mol% respectively). From the Figure 2-9, it can be concluded that the hydrate growth 
curves for 2.4, 3.0 and 3.5 mol% THF concentrations conducted at a driving force of 
5.0 MPa are similar whereas the 5.0 mol% THF concentration experiments result in 
higher hydrate growth and reaches a higher steady state due to occurrence of 
secondary nucleation events within the growth period (see Figure 2-6 and discussion 
in section 2.2.4.2). The inset in Figure 9 shows the hydrate growth curves for the first 
20 min from hydrate formation. As it can be seen the curves exhibit a linear 
behaviour. A similar result was obtained for the lower driving force (2 MPa) 
experiments conducted at 278.2 K and is presented in the Appendix (Figure A2-3). 




from the induction time. Rate for the first twenty minutes of hydrate growth is 
calculated and presented in Table 2-1. The rate of hydrate formation increases as the 
driving force is increased for a given THF concentration as expected. 
Figure 2-9. Hydrate growth profiles of solutions having different THF 
concentration at a driving force of 5.0 MPa. 
 
2.2.4.4 Discussion on the kinetic study of mixed hydrogen/THF hydrates 
Results of the kinetic studies conducted on mixed hydrogen/THF hydrates 
highlight the challenges involved in the development of clathrate based process for 
storing hydrogen commercially. Driving force and the promoter concentration are the 
key parameters influencing hydrate formation time and the rate of hydrate formation. 
From Table 2-1, it can be seen that increasing the driving force for a given THF 
concentration resulted in an increase in hydrate growth rate and H2 gas consumption 
but had little effect in decreasing the induction time. In general, at higher driving 
force, one could expect shorter induction times. But our study on H2-THF hydrates 




times varied from 0.04 h to 13.32 h, including no nucleation for 24 h. By increasing 
the driving force to 7 MPa for 5 mol% THF solution, induction time was observed at 
8.76 h and no nucleation for 24h. Thus it can be inferred that mixed hydrogen hydrate 
formation behavior under experimented temperature and pressure conditions is highly 
stochastic even at higher driving forces. Further increase in driving force may or may 
not shorten the induction time.  
Many studies in literature record the observation of “memory effect” wherein 
the solution/water that had formed hydrates previously is able to nucleate faster 
thereby reducing the induction time of hydrate formation in subsequent cycles of 
hydrate formation [176, 224, 262, 272]. In our experiments for mixed hydrogen 
hydrate formation, we have observed no significant demonstration of the “memory 
effect” even at higher driving force of greater than 5 MPa besides employing 
continuous stirring/agitation. Our study thus highlights the significant randomness in 
nucleation or induction time even at a higher driving force and high THF 
concentration which may be a key issue to be addressed when scaling up the clathrate 
process for hydrogen storage. A plausible strategy to avoid non-nucleation is to add 
preformed hydrate seed nuclei that can induce hydrate formation readily. There are 
few studies available in literature [84, 273] that had employed hydrate seed for 
initiating the nucleation. Other approach could be to adopt a cooling rate approach 
(pressurizing the reactor with hydrogen prior to cooling to the experimental 
temperature at a constant rate coupled with stirring) rather than constant temperature 
experiment resorted in the current thesis study. It has been reported that stochasticity 
of nucleation in such a cooling rate approach is lower than that observed for constant 
temperature experiments [29]. 
It is also noted that hydrate growth rates are very low for the THF/hydrogen 
mixed hydrates. The highest growth rate obtained was only 0.074 mol/hr for the 
experiment conducted at 5.0 mol% THF concentration and 8.8 MPa. Also, the highest 




(12.7 mmol gas/mol of water) for the experiment trial 25 that was conducted for 15.5 
hr from the induction time.  
Water conversion to hydrates for all the experiments were calculated based 
on Equation 2-2 & 2-3 and are presented in Table 2-1. As can be seen in the table, the 
water conversion to hydrates is very low in the range of 2.8 to 10.8%. The low 
hydrate growth rates could be due to mass transfer resistance and less contact surface 
area for gas/liquid in a STR compared to forming H2 hydrates from powdered ice-
THF hydrates. Also, the hydrogen/THF hydrates formed on the gas-liquid interface 
will impose additional resistance for hydrogen gas to diffuse into the solution thereby 
resulting in relatively lower hydrate growth rates. Similar observations on slow 
formation rates and H2 consumption were made by Trueba et al. [119] for H2-tetra 
butyl ammmonium bromide (TBAB) semi-clathrates in an STR. Trueba et al. [119] 
reported a maximum hydrate growth rate of 0.006 mol/hr for H2 in 3.7mol% TBAB 
solution at 281.1 K and 16 MPa. Nagai et al. [89] formed Hydrogen/THF binary 
hydrates using powdered stoichiometric THF hydrates (by super-cooling THF 
solution below freezing point) followed by pressurizing with hydrogen gas. They 
reported that smaller sized ice-THF particles resulted in higher growth rates (based on 
H2 gas consumption). It is also noted that the samples used by Nagai et al. [89] were 
relatively small in the order of 10 g of ice-THF hydrates. In a practical point of view, 
using ice-THF hydrates instead of THF liquid solutions could pose a significant 
energy penalty for refrigeration in addition to heat and mass transfer limitations when 
employed in a large scale demonstration. 
Faster induction times, higher rate of hydrate formation and higher gas 
consumption (water conversion to hydrates) are very important parameters for a 
successful demonstration of the clathrate process for hydrogen storage. In addition to 
improving these parameters, stirred vessels would add a significant energy cost for 
the technological applications pertaining to gas hydrates [261]. Detailed molecular 




reduction, faster hydrate formation rates and improved hydrogen storage capacity are 
required for scaling up the clathrate based hydrogen storage process and applying it 
commercially. Induction times could be lowered by forming ice-THF hydrates first 
and then pressurizing with hydrogen [81, 142] or by using porous media in a fixed 
bed reactor mechanism [274]. However, it is noted that these studies were done at a 
very small scale and needs to be proven at a larger scale where heat and mass transfer 
limitations would play a significant role. 
2.2.4.5 Experiments at constant temperature, same concentration and 
same starting pressure for promoter effect study 
2.2.4.5.1 Hydrate formation experiments 
As outlined previously, first set of experiments to compare the effect of 
different promoters on mixed hydrogen hydrate kinetics were performed at constant 
promoter concentration of 3.5 mol%. Cyclopentane (CP) is immiscible with water, 
and the thickness of CP layer was chosen as 1.8 mm. All the experiments were 
conducted at a pressure of 12 MPa and 279.2 K. This resulted in difference of driving 
force (in terms of ΔT). The driving force for 3.5 mol% THF, 3.5 mol% TBAB and CP 
was 2.4, 7.9 and 4.5 K respectively. It is noted that the equilibrium temperature at 12 
MPa for 3.5 mol% THF solution is 281.6 K obtained by interpolation from [87]  for 
3.5 mol% TBAB is 287.1 K obtained by interpolation from [110] and for CP is 283.7 
K obtained by interpolation from [91]. Experimental observations made for the first 
set of experiments are summarized in Table 2-2. 
Hydrate growth profiles of THF and TBAB are presented in Figure 2-10. 
From the Figure 2-10, it is evident that under the same experimental conditions for 
same concentrations of the promoter, THF shows the highest hydrogen gas 
consumption of approximately 0. 12 mol of gas/mol of water due to hydrate 
formation. TBAB shows only around 0.05 mol of gas/mol of water intake. THF 




Figure 2-10. Hydrate growth profiles of 3.5 mol% THF and TBAB solutions 
The normalized rate of hydrate formation (based on the first 15 minutes of 
hydrate formation) is on the same range with average values of 11.60 (±0.94) 
mol/min/m3 and 14.16 (±2.05) mol/min/m3 for THF and TBAB respectively. 
However, from Figure 2-10, it is observed that hydrate growth plateaus off before 1 
hour for all TBAB experiments whereas for THF experiment hydrate growth curve 
keeps increasing and plateaus of only after approximately 6 hours from the onset of 
nucleation.  
Although molar concentrations of promoters are same, the weight fractions of 
the promoter used are different. Calculation of amount of hydrogen stored based on 
the weight of the promoter taken (wt/wt basis) show that the average of 0.012 g of 
H2/g of THF taken. On the other hand, for TBAB it is only 0.001 g of H2/g of TBAB 
taken. Thus for storing the same amount of hydrogen, our kinetic study shows that the 
amount of TBAB required will be 10 times that of THF. This ratio will be of high 
concern when scaling up the process on a large scale. This also reinstates that sII 
hydrate structure stores more hydrogen than semi-clathrate structure due to the 
number and size of cages available.  
  
 
Table 2-2. Experimental conditions and observations for experiments conducted at constant promoter concentration (3.5 mol%), 
same starting experimental pressure (12.0 MPa) and constant experimental temperature of 279.2 K. 
#NHF – No hydrate formation            
ψRate of hydrate formation was calculated for the first 15 minutes from nucleation point. 
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1 3.5 mol% THF Fresh 7.47 10.84 6 0.1683 0.0173 0.169 
215.80  (±4.29) 
2 3.5 mol% THF Memory 5.58 11.60 6 0.1640 0.0168 0.164 
3 3.5 mol% THF Memory 10.10 12.93 6 0.1510 0.0155 0.151 
4 3.5 mol% THF Fresh 11.47 11.03 6 0.1345 0.0138 0.135 
5 3.5 mol% THF Memory NHF for 24 h   0.0216 0.0022   
6 3.5 mol% TBAB Fresh 0.03 16.40 6 0.0537 0.0078 0.052 
101.61 (±4.05) 7 3.5 mol% TBAB Memory 0.07 12.37 6 0.0536 0.0078 0.052 
8 3.5 mol% TBAB Memory 0.03 13.71 6 0.0491 0.0071 0.048 
9 CP (1.8 mm layer & 6.5 ml) Fresh NHF for 24 h   0.0262 0.0025   






Though the storage capacity of THF/Hydrogen hydrate is quite high, induction time 
for this mixed hydrate is significantly longer compared to that of TBAB/Hydrogen 
hydrates in which nucleation was faster (<5 min). It is also noted that the driving 
force (ΔT) for TBAB experiments is 3.2 times higher than THF experiments. 
 
Figure 2-11. Gas uptake profiles for CP experiments conducted  
at 12 MPa and 274.2 K 
CP/Hydrogen experiments never nucleated for the experiments that were 
conducted with 6.5 ml (1.8 mm CP layer thickness). We performed another set of 
experiments (fresh and memory) with a higher volume of CP (9.5 ml) and at a lower 
temperature of 274.2 K and at the experimental pressure of 12 MPa. The change in 
temperature resulted in an increase in the driving force (ΔT) to 9.5. Figure 2-11 shows 
the gas uptake profiles of experiments conducted using Cyclopentane at 274.2 K. 
Despite the higher driving force of 9.5 K available, it took about 32.3 hours for the 
nucleation of CP/Hydrogen mixed hydrates. However, the memory experiment did 
not nucleate suggesting the challenge in forming mixed CP/Hydrogen hydrates 




hydrate were quite difficult to form and immiscibility of CP with water may not be 
favourable for hydrogen hydrate formation. However, it should be noted that CP has 
been shown to enhance the hydrate formation rate for CO2/H2 gas mixtures in the 
literature in both quiescent and stirred conditions [263, 264, 275]. 
  
2.2.4.5.2 Hydrate decomposition experiments 
Decomposition experiments were carried out starting from the same pressure of 7 
MPa. Reactor temperature was raised to 294.2 K from the experimental temperature 
of 279.2 K (equivalent to a 15 degree temperature raise). The pressure increase 
observed during the decomposition experiment is correlated to the number of moles 
of gas released during decomposition. It is noted that as reported by Babu et al. [45],  
the pressures increase due to thermal stimulation also includes the expansion of gas 
phase due to heating which is significant and needs to be accounted. Accordingly a 
control experiment with no hydrates (CE) was performed by simply heating the liquid 
contents at the decomposition start pressure of 7 MPa to ΔT of 15 degrees. The 
difference between the number of moles of gas from the decomposition hydrate 
experiment (HE) and control experiment (CE) corresponds to the gas release (GR) 
due to decomposition of hydrates alone (GR=HE-CE). From the resultant GR curve, 
the normalized gas release was calculated using the Equation 2-6. 
( / ) t
end
nNormalized Gas Release mol mol
n
              (2-6) 
Here ‘nt’ represents the number of moles of gas released at any given time 
and ‘nend’ refers to the total number of moles of gas released at the end of the 
decomposition experiment. This normalization is important as each formation 
experiment has different gas consumption and accordingly, the gas released due to 
dissociation would be different [276, 277]. Figure 2-12 shows the typical gas 
recovery profiles of HE, CE and GR experiments for a typical 3.5 mol% TBAB 





Figure 2-12. Gas recovery profiles of HE, CE and GR for a typical 3.5 mol% 
 TBAB solution (Experiment 6) 
These profiles have been obtained for all the experiments conducted with 
THF and TBAB. Temperature profiles of HE and CE experiments along with the 
normalized gas recovery profile for THF and TBAB experiments are given in Figures 
2-13 and 2-14 respectively. Solid line in Figures 2-13 and 2-14 represents the 
temperature profile of control experiments, since there are no hydrates present the 
temperature gradually rises and settles at a final temperature of 294.2 K. However, if 
hydrates are present the temperature profile deviates, which are shown by dashed 
lines in Figures 2-13 and 2-14. Energy is required for hydrates to decompose 
(endothermic process) and this energy is made available from the increasing 
temperature. Once hydrates decompose and gas is released, the temperature profile 







Figure 2-13. Temperature profiles of HE and CE experiments of 3.5 mol% THF 




Figure 2-14. Temperature profiles of HE and CE experiments of 3.5 mol% TBAB 





Temperature profiles observed during decomposition of THF and TBAB 
hydrates are different. As seen from Figure 2-13, the rate of temperature rise is slow 
initially in THF because the equilibrium temperature of THF/Hydrogen mixed 
hydrate at 3.5 mol% THF is 279.8 K at 7 MPa [87, 265] which is close to 
experimental temperature of 279.2 K. Hydrate decomposition starts in initial stage 
itself and experimental  temperature profile increases steeply and finally joins that of 
control experiment. However, for 3.5 mol% TBAB experiments equilibrium 
temperature of TBAB/Hydrogen hydrates is 286.5 K at 7 MPa [110].  
As seen from Figure 2-14, initial temperature rise for both control and 
hydrate experiments are same. Closer to the equilibrium point around 285 K, the 
temperature profile of HE deviates from control experiment due to the energy 
consumed to decompose TBAB/Hydrogen hydrates. After the decomposition is 
complete, the temperature profile catches up with that of the control experiment.                                            
Figure 2-15 shows average normalized gas release profiles with error bars for 
3.5 mol% TBAB and THF hydrogen hydrates. It can be clearly seen that the recovery 
of hydrogen gas from THF/Hydrogen hydrate is very fast and is complete within 30 
complete recovery of hydrogen gas from TBAB/Hydrogen hydrates. This also implies 
that THF/Hydrogen hydrates are stable in short temperature range and once the 
equilibrium is disturbed (by increasing the temperature), gas is released fast. 
TBAB/Hydrogen hydrates are stable over a long range of temperatures, gas is 
released slowly and it takes longer for complete recovery. 
This delay in decomposition could also be due to the difference in heat of 
dissociation associated with mixed hydrogen hydrates. It has been reported that 
TBAB/Hydrogen hydrate having a stoichiometric composition of TBAB (3.7 mol%) 
has dissociation enthalpy of around 326 kJ/mol [125, 126], whereas THF/Hydrogen 
hydrate at 5.3 mol% (close to its stoichiometric composition) requires only              








Figure 2-15. (Top) Normalized gas release profiles of mixed hydrogen hydrates of 
3.5 mol% of THF and TBAB (the normalized gas release data has been averaged and 
the standard deviation of selected data points are shown in the figure); (Bottom) 






The normalized rate of hydrate dissociation was calculated for the first 25 
min of the gas recovery and the average and standard deviation values are presented 
in Table 2-2. Given the same rate of heat supply for dissociation and given the fact 
that the amount of hydrogen stored (water free basis) is about 2 times lower in the 
case of TBAB hydrates, still the rate of hydrate dissociation for Hydrogen/THF 
hydrates is more than 2 times faster than the Hydrogen/TBAB hydrates. This is 
important from the point of view of hydrogen storage as clathrates for stationary 
applications suggesting that more heat should be supplied to dissociate the mixed 
hydrogen/TBAB semi-clathrate hydrates to match the dissociation rates of 
hydrogen/THF hydrates. 
2.2.4.6 Experiments at same starting pressure, with varying promoter 
concentration and same driving force 
2.2.4.6.1 Hydrate formation experiments 
It was proposed to study the hydrate formation of mixed hydrogen hydrates 
keeping the driving force constant by fixing the experimental start pressure as the 
same, and varying the experimental temperature accordingly. Promoter concentration 
was varied from the previous set of experiments to study the effect of promoter 
concentration in forming mixed hydrogen hydrates. THF concentration was 5.3 mol% 
(close to the stoichiometric composition of sII hydrates) and TBAB concentration 
was chosen to be 2 mol%. Experimental pressure was fixed at 13 MPa, experimental 
temperature was chosen in such a way that there is a constant driving force (ΔT) 
available for hydrate formation for both promoters considered. It is noted that the 
equilibrium temperature at 13 MPa for 5.3 mol% THF solution is 282.0 K  [91] and 
for 2.0 mol% TBAB is 285.8 K obtained by interpolation of data from Hashimoto et 
al. [81]. Hence the driving force for both the concentrations experimented is about  




Table 2-3. Experimental conditions and observations for experiments conducted at the same experimental starting pressure (13 MPa), 





















#NHF – No hydrate formation              
ψ Rate of hydrate formation was calculated for the first 15 minutes from nucleation point. 









Time, IT (h) 
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hydrate 
formation       
(mol/min/m3) ψ 



















11 5.3 mol% THF Fresh 1.00 18.07 6 0.1841 0.0203 0.186 178.66 
(±7.29) 12 5.3 mol% THF Memory 1.03 18.07 6 0.1785 0.0197 0.180 
13 5.3 mol% THF Memory NHF for 24 h   0.0239 0.0025   
14 2.0 mol% TBAB Fresh 0.24 3.44 4 0.0329 0.0048 0.032 156.67 
(±2.79) 15 2.0 mol% TBAB Memory 0.11 5.89 4 0.0358 0.0052 0.035 







Experimental conditions for these set of experiments along with the 
observations are listed in Table 2-3. Due to the increased promoter concentration 
(from 3.5 mol% to 5.3 mol%) and similar driving force of 2.2 K, THF solution 
nucleated very quickly at an average of 1 hour for the experiments performed. 
However, only first cycle of the memory solution formed hydrates. The second cycle 
of the memory experiment did not nucleate for 24 hours. This randomness in 
nucleation even at higher driving is common and we have discussed such 
irregularities in the formation of THF/Hydrogen hydrates earlier in the section 
2.2.4.4. Figure 2-16 shows average hydrate growth profiles observed for THF and 
TBAB solutions at the studied experimental conditions. The growth has been 
averaged with standard deviations presented for data every 30 min. As seen from 
Figure 2-16, hydrogen gas uptake and hydrate growth profile for 5.3 mol% THF 
solution was higher compared to 3.5 mol% THF solution.  
 
Figure 2-16. Hydrate growth profiles of THF solutions (the hydrate growth data is 





Though the experimental temperature and pressure at which these 
experiments are conducted are different, driving force for hydrate formation was 
closer 2.2 K and 2.4 K for 5.3 mol% and 3.5 mol% THF solutions respectively. 
Hydrogen stored on a weight basis (wt of hydrogen/wt of promoter) for 5.3 mol% 
THF solutions was calculated to be 0.010 gm of H2/gm of THF. Earlier discussion in 
section 2.2.4.5.1, shows this ratio for 3.5 mol% THF to be 0.012 gm of H2/gm of 
THF. Thus it can be inferred that the storage ratio in weight basis remains same 
despite an increase in the gas uptake for 5.3 mol% THF solution. Comparison on a 
weight basis shows that it is more or less the same amount of hydrogen that is stored 
per unit weight of the promoter taken between experiments conducted with similar 
driving force and varying concentrations of the promoter. This could be very 
important factor when scaling up the clathrate process for hydrogen storage  
For TBAB experiments conducted at driving force of 2.2 K and 2 mol% 
concentration, nucleation occurred on an average of within 10 minutes from the start 
of stirring excluding the second cycle of memory solution which did not nucleate. 
The induction time was only slightly higher than that of 3.5 mol% TBAB solutions 
despite approximately 4 times reduction in driving force and reduction in 
concentration from 3.5 mol% to 2 mol% (1.75 times reduction). The gas consumption 
due to hydrate growth was lower compared to 3.5 mol% TBAB solution.  
Comparison of hydrogen stored on a weight basis (wt of hydrogen/wt of the 
promoter) between 3.5 mol% and 2 mol% TBAB solutions show that despite the 
decrease in amount of TBAB the ratio remains 0.0010 gm of H2/gm of TBAB for 2 
mol% solutions. Under the experimental conditions studied, the amount of hydrogen 
stored on a weight basis of the promoter taken remains the same similar to THF 
experiments.  
THF promoter at 5.3 mol% shows the highest hydrogen uptake, the rate of 
hydrate growth and high ratio of moles of gas stored / moles of water taken. 





only around 1 hour. Hydrogen/TBAB semi-clathrates (with 3.5 mol% concentration) 
can store a maximum of only 1/3rd of the amount stored by THF/Hydrogen hydrate 
based on our kinetic measurements. The normalized rate of hydrate formation 
(calculated from Equation 2-4) are presented in Table 2-3 and as can be seen rate of 
hydrate growth is 18.07 mol/min/m3 and 4.67 (±1.73) mol/min/m3 for 5.3 mol% THF 
and 2.0 mol% TBAB respectively. The rate of hydrate growth is almost 4 times 
higher for the 5.3 mol% THF experiment compared to 2.0 mol% TBAB experiments 
conducted at the same starting pressure and same driving force (ΔT) of 2.2 K. First set 
of experiments indicated the difficulty in forming CP/Hydrogen hydrates even at a 
driving force of 9.5 K. So, CP was not considered for the second set of experiments. 
2.2.4.6.2 Hydrate decomposition experiments 
Hydrate decomposition for the second set of experiments were the same as 
that of the first set of experiments described in section 2.2.4.5.2. Decomposition start 
pressure was 7 MPa for all the experiments and temperature increase provided was 15 
K. The normalized hydrogen release profiles for 5.3 mol% THF and 3.5 mol% look 
similar as shown in Figure 2-17. As can be seen in the Figure 2-17, with the same 
amount of heat supplied to dissociate the hydrate crystals, it takes long time to 
completely dissociate the hydrates formed with 5.3 mol% THF solution. Normalized 
gas release curves for 2.0 and 3.5 mol% TBAB are presented in Figure 2-18. Similar 
to the THF dissociation curves, the hydrates formed at lower concentration of TBAB 
dissociated faster than the hydrates formed with 3.5 mol% TBAB solution even 
though the rate of heating was the same.  
It is noted the starting temperature for the 2.0 mol% TBAB/Hydrogen 
hydrate was higher (283.6 K). Hence it is presented on another y-axis to map the 
heating rate for the both sets. The rate of dissociation of the TBAB/hydrogen hydrates 
formed using 2.0 mol% TBAB solution was 1.56 times faster than TBAB/hydrogen 







Figure 2-17. (Top) Gas recovery profiles of mixed hydrogen hydrates of THF (the 
normalized gas release data has been averaged and the standard deviation of selected 











Figure 2-18. (Top) Gas recovery profiles of mixed hydrogen hydrates of TBAB (the 
normalized gas release data has been averaged and standard deviation of selected data 
points are shown); (Bottom) Heating profiles of 3.5 mol% and 2.0 mol% TBAB 
experiments, starting temperatures for the experiments between 2.0 and 3.5 mol% are 








From the experiments conducted on the investigation of hydrogen/THF 
hydrate kinetics, it can be clearly understood that in the dissolution phase, increase in 
driving force results in an increase in gas uptake till saturation for any specific 
concentration of THF promoter and increase in concentration of THF from 2.4 mol% 
to 5 mol% results in decreased gas uptake. The gas uptake profiles for 5 mol% THF 
solution are distinct showcasing multiple nucleation events (observed based on 
temperature spikes and gas uptake). For any given THF concentration, rate of hydrate 
formation increased with the increase in driving force. Induction time is not 
influenced much by the driving force and promoter concentration. Hydrate formation 
time for the memory solution does not vary much with fresh solution unlike other 
mixed hydrate studies wherein hydrate induction time is considerably reduced for 
memory water. Maximum gas consumption of 0.108 moles with a water to hydrate 
conversion of 10.8% was observed for 5 mol% THF at driving force of 7 MPa. Faster 
induction times, higher rate of hydrate formation and higher gas consumption (water 
conversion to hydrates) are desirable for successful demonstration of the clathrate 
process for hydrogen storage. Detailed molecular level studies coupled with 
macroscopic kinetic studies focusing on induction time reduction and improved 
hydrogen storage capacity are required for scaling up the clathrate based hydrogen 
storage process and applying it commercially.  
Comparison of the kinetics of mixed hydrogen hydrate formation/dissociation 
using three different promoters - THF (sII hydrate forming water soluble promoter), 
TBAB (semi-clathrate forming water soluble promoter) and cyclopentane (sII hydrate 
forming water immiscible promoter) was carried out under similar experimental 
conditions. Effect of driving force on induction time, hydrate growth and hydrogen 
storage capacity was discussed. Effect of promoter concentration in influencing 





THF/hydrogen hydrates and semi-clathrate TBAB/hydrogen hydrates was discussed 
in detail. TBAB/Hydrogen semi-clathrate hydrates though formed quite easily 
required a longer time to decompose completely. THF/Hydrogen sII hydrates took 
longer time to form but were dissociated quickly and demonstrated highest hydrogen 
storage capacity. CP/Hydrogen sII hydrates were quite difficult to form and suggest 




3. MACROSCOPIC KINETICS OF MIXED HYDROGEN 
HYDRATES USING GAS PHASE THERMODYNAMIC 
PROMOTERS4 
3.1 Introduction 
After the investigation of macroscopic kinetics on mixed hydrogen hydrates 
using liquid phase thermodynamic promoters, it was decided to study the kinetics of 
mixed hydrogen hydrates using gas phase thermodynamic promoters. Hydrocarbon 
gases like methane, ethane and propane along with hydrogen favourably form 
hydrates at low pressures and moderate temperatures [100, 101, 278, 279]. Other 
gases like SF6 have also been reported to form mixed hydrogen hydrates at similar 
temperature and pressure conditions.[280] Pure propane gas forms sII hydrate on its 
own similar to pure hydrogen hydrate. Propane hydrate formation pressures are in the 
order of 0.2-0.5 MPa for temperature range of 274.15-278.15 K [173]. Such low 
hydrate forming pressures can aid in easy formation of hydrates and also increase the 
stability of hydrates. Propane as a co-guest has favoured hydrate formation and 
resulted in lower hydrate forming pressures when used along with other gases (CH4) 
and gas mixtures (CO2/H2) [281-284]. Zhang et al. [100] reported hydrogen/propane 
hydrate equilibrium data using three different concentrations of propane – 12.78%, 
18.36% and 25.82% in temperature range of 274.2-278.2 K and pressure range of 0.8-
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4 MPa. Skiba et al [278] obtained hydrogen/propane hydrate decomposition curves 
on wide pressure range of 1-250 MPa at temperatures between 277.2 K and 313.2 K 
using five different concentrations of propane – 20%, 30%, 40%, 50% and 60%.  
In the present study, three phase equilibrium data for hydrogen/propane hydrates 
using a lower concentration of propane, 9.5% and a higher concentration of propane, 
35% are determined. The advantage of having propane as a co-guest with hydrogen is 
that since hydrogen and propane form sII, the structural stability would be good. 
Propane only occupies the large cages; there is also a possibility of tuning the large 
cage occupancy between hydrogen and propane [50, 131]. Conduction of equilibrium 
studies at two propane compositions considered (9.5% and 35%) will help in adding 
valuable information to the existing literature on the phase equilibrium of 
hydrogen+propane+water system. In addition, heat of dissociation of mixed 
hydrogen/propane hydrates can be calculated using Clausius-Clayperon equation 
from the equilibrium data obtained. Following this, hydrate formation and 
dissociation studies are performed using 9.5 mol% propane in hydrogen gas mixture. 
Effect of temperature and pressure on mixed hydrogen/propane gas hydrate formation 
was studied by performing suitable experiments. Abbondondola et al. [103] formed 
propane clathrates starting from ice grains at 272.2 K. They studied hydrogen gas 
uptake using synthesized propane clathrates at 263 K and at hydrogen gas pressures 
of 0.68 MPa and 1.5 MPa. There are no studies available in literature on the kinetics 
of mixed hydrogen/propane hydrates starting from water and at temperatures above 
273.2 K. 
3.2 Experimental Section 
3.2.1 Materials 
Two gas mixtures of 90.45% H2/9.55% C3H8 and 65.36% H2/34.64% C3H8 




composition of gas mixtures was guaranteed by the supplier. Deionized water 
obtained from Elga micromeg deionizaton apparatus was used in all experiments.  
3.2.2 Experimental Apparatus 
3.2.2.1 Apparatus for phase equilibrium study 
All experiments were conducted in the same experimental setup as detailed in 
Chapter 2, Section 2.2.2 without the internal cooling arrangement inside the reactor. 
In addition to this set-up, the gas analysis was performed using Agilent 6890N Gas 
chromatograph by injecting the gas samples collected from the experiment. Thermal 
Conductivity Detector (TCD) with a PORAPAK-Q packed column pre-calibrated for 
hydrogen with helium as the carrier gas was used for analyzing hydrogen in sample 
gas mixtures. The calibration procedure used is able to predict the composition with 
an accuracy of ±1% in the hydrogen concentration range of 60-100%.  
3.2.2.2 Apparatus for kinetic study 
All the kinetic experiments were conducted in a batch manner. The detailed 
description of the experimental setup is available in  Babu et al. [285]. A crystallizer 
(SS-316) having an internal volume of 142 ml along with two observation windows 
and designed for 10 MPa was used in all the experiments. A minor modification was 
made to the experimental setup in which 75 ml of gas vessel was connected to the 
crystallizer in order to have sufficiently large gas volume for the kinetic experiments. 
A stirrer bar was used to mix the liquid contents in the crystallizer. Stirring was 
achieved by ‘2mag MIXdrive1’ submersible magnetic stirrer with its control unit for 
setting the stirring speed. Cooling the reactor to the experimental temperature was 
achieved using Polyscience circulator (Model SD15R) of 15 litre capacity with 
ethylene glycol (7%)-water (93%) cooling solution. Temperature stability in the 
crystallizer due to the Polyscience circulator is quite good with minor fluctuations 




Temperature and pressure measurement were recorded through data acquisition 
system supplied by National Instruments and gas analysis was performed using 
Agilent 6890N gas chromatograph.  
3.2.3 Experimental procedure 
3.2.3.1 Phase equilibrium study 
The experimental set-up used was the same as described in section 2.2.2 
without the internal cooling arrangement. Isochoric pressure search method was 
employed to determine the three phase equilibrium of hydrogen/propane hydrates 
[282, 286, 287]. 204 ml of water was taken inside the reactor in order to maintain the 
water level at half the distance of the viewing sapphire window for visualization of 
the hydrate crystals at equilibrium. The reactor with water was cooled to a desired 
temperature for which the equilibrium pressure had to be determined. Reactor was 
then pressurized to 0.5 MPa with hydrogen/propane gas mixture and depressurized 
three times to remove air present initially in the reactor. After this, reactor was set to 
a pressure sufficient to form hydrogen/propane mixed hydrates. Stirrer was switched 
on and set to 600 rpm. After the formation of hydrates (observed through the viewing 
window), stirrer was switched off. The formed hydrates were dissociated by thermal 
stimulation by heating reactor contents to 293.2 K. This process was repeated once 
again to remove hysteresis effect [286].  
Following this, after the formation of hydrate crystals the reactor pressure 
was gradually reduced till infinitesimal hydrate remained stable for about 4 h at the 
set experimental temperature. Reducing the pressure below the determined 
equilibrium pressure resulted in disappearance of hydrate crystals. Further, increase 
of pressure above the determined equilibrium resulted in formation of few hydrate 
crystals reconfirming the equilibrium point. A gas sample was collected and analysed 
for the gas phase composition at equilibrium using Agilent 6890N gas 




vented (reactor was depressurized to atmospheric pressure). The cycle was repeated 
once again to verify the equilibrium pressure. Thus for each experimental 
temperature, the equilibrium pressure was estimated twice. The average of two 
pressures is reported as the equilibrium pressure at the set experimental temperature. 
For determining equilibrium pressure at higher temperatures (279.2 K and 
above), a combination of temperature search and pressure search procedure was 
adopted. The reason for this is that hydrate formation at high temperatures even with 
the maximum cylinder pressure (9.4 MPa for 9.5% propane gas mixture and 2.4 MPa 
for 35% propane gas mixture) was difficult. To overcome this problem and to prevent 
the occurrence of metastable states that hinder equilibrium, mixed hydrogen/propane 
hydrates were formed at lower temperature (say 274.2 K) and then the reactor was 
heated to high experimental temperature and then the usual pressure search procedure 
was adopted to determine the equilibrium pressure. This procedure is described in 
detail in one of the prior work at our lab [281]. 
3.2.3.2 Kinetic study 
3.2.3.2.1 Hydrate formation 
53 ml of distilled water was taken in the crystallizer and was cooled to the 
experimental temperature. The crystallizer was then pressurized with 
hydrogen/propane gas mixture to experimental pressure. After temperature and 
pressure in the crystallizer stabilized to set experimental conditions, stirrer was 
switched on and set to 500 rpm. This speed was optimized to have the best mixing 
profile inside the crystallizer used for the study. Temperature and pressure data were 
recorded for every 20 seconds throughout the experiment. When stirring started, there 
was dissolution of gas due to which drop in experimental pressure was observed. 
When no further gas could dissolve the water became super saturated and remained in 




During nucleation, a sudden temperature rise due to the exothermic nature of 
hydrate formation accompanied by a marked decrease pressure was observed. The 
pressure continued to decrease due to gas entering and stabilizing hydrate cages. 
When the pressure stabilized inside the crystallizer and no further pressure drop could 
be observed, hydrate formation was assumed to be complete. Normalized gas uptake 
was computed for each of the experiment as explained in Chapter 2, Section 2.2.3.3 
and is represented in Equation 3-1. 
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where ( , )gas tn   represents the number of moles of gas at any time t calculated using 
compressibility factor (z), calculated by Pitzer’s correlations [267], the volume of the 
gas phase of the crystallizer (VCR), pressure (P), temperature (T) of the crystallizer 
and watern denotes the number of moles of water taken for each experiment. 
Percentage of water conversion to hydrates was determined using Equation 3-2. 
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where ( , gasn  ) is the number of moles of gas consumed for hydrate formation at the 
end of the experiment and watern is the total number of moles of water in the system. 
Hydration number is the number of water molecules present per guest molecule. 
Propane forms standard sII structure for which standard hydration number of 5.67 
was considered. Equation (3-2) is different from Equation (2-2) because in the present 
study propane is present along with hydrogen in the gas phase, whereas 
tetrahydrofuran was present in the liquid phase that will affect the water to hydrate 
conversion based on the tetrahydrofuran concentration considered for the earlier 
study presented in Chapter 2. Normalized rate of hydrate formation (NRf,15) was 




3.2.3.2.2 Hydrate dissociation 
Two methods were adopted for dissociating the mixed hydrogen/propane 
hydrates. In order to estimate the composition of gas stored in mixed hydrates, 
resultant gas after hydrate formation was vented off quickly (approximately 2-3 
minutes) and then hydrates were subjected to thermal stimulation of 15 K [44]. After 
decomposition, the gas sample was collected and analysed by gas chromatograph. 
This method was carried out for fresh water trial for each set of experimental 
condition.  
The other procedure was employed in order to understand the gas release 
profiles of mixed hydrogen/propane hydrates during thermal stimulation. The 
crystallizer pressure was reduced to a predetermined set pressure of 4 MPa after 
hydrate formation. After this 15 K temperature rise was provided to dissociate all the 
hydrates formed. 15 K was chosen considering all the experimental pressures studied 
and to ensure complete decomposition of the formed hydrates. The equilibrium 
pressure of mixed hydrogen/propane hydrates at 274.2 K and 277.2 K are 1.5 MPa 
and 3.8 MPa respectively. Thus choosing 4 MPa starting pressure for dissociation 
will ensure that hydrate crystals don’t dissociate and comparison of gas release 
profiles under all the experimental conditions can be done. This procedure was 
adopted for two memory water trials in each set of the experimental condition. After 
the completion of hydrate decomposition, gas was vented out completely and the 
crystallizer was left undisturbed for 2 hours. Following this water was cooled again to 
experimental temperature and used as memory water for subsequent trials. 
A control experiment (CE) was conducted to offset the gas expansion due to 
thermal stimulation [288] in which water without any hydrate was subjected to 15 K 
thermal stimulation starting from 4 MPa. Control experiment was performed for two 
experimental temperature conditions studied – at 274.2 K and 277.2 K. Control 
experiment provides the increase in number of moles of gas due to thermal expansion 




when studying the decomposition of mixed hydrogen hydrates with liquid phase 
thermodynamic promoters. Further, the normalized gas release was computed using 
the Equation (2-6) provided in Chapter 2. Each formation experiment has different 
gas consumption and accordingly, the gas released due to dissociation would be 
different which necessitates the normalization. Characteristic time for the hydrate 
formation and gas release (during hydrate dissociation) processes were calculated and 
presented. Characteristic time is defined as the time taken to reach 63.2% of the final 
asymptotic value; this serves as a measure of the response time of the system studied 
under hydrate formation and dissociation conditions. 
3.3 Results and Discussion 
3.3.1 Phase equilibrium study 
3.3.1.1 Three phase equilibrium plot determination for 
hydrogen/propane gas hydrates 
  Equilibrium pressures for temperatures ranging from 274.2 K to 281.2 K was 
determined for the gas mixture containing 9.5% propane using the procedure detailed 
in Section 3.2.3.1. Equilibrium pressures at the set experimental temperature along 
with gas phase equilibrium composition are presented in Table 3-1.  
Table 3-1. Hydrate phase equilibrium conditions for hydrogen/propane  





Gas phase composition at equilibrium  
(H2 : C3H8 mol %) 
274.2 1.53 90.7 : 9.3 
275.2 2.41 91.1 : 8.9 
276.2 3.15 90.3 : 9.7 
277.2 3.83 90.7 : 9.3 
278.2 4.81 90.0 : 10.0 
279.2 6.34 90.8 : 9.2 
280.2 7.73 91.2 : 8.8 




Similarly for gas mixture with 35% propane, the equilibrium pressures in the 
range of 0.4-2.4 MPa were determined for set temperatures between 274.2 K and    
279.5 K. The results along with equilibrium gas phase composition are presented in 
Table 3-2. Figure 3-1 presents the P-T equilibrium plot determined for two gas 
mixtures with 90.5% hydrogen/9.5% propane and 65 % hydrogen/35% propane 
compositions. 
Table 3-2. Hydrate phase equilibrium conditions for hydrogen/propane  
(65/35 mol%) gas mixture in water 
 
 
Figure 3-1. Three phase equilibrium (H+L+V) plots of hydrogen/propane gas 
hydrates formed with 9.5 mol% and 35 mol% propane  





Gas phase composition at equilibrium 
(H2 : C3H8 mol %) 
274.2 0.37 65.4 : 34.6 
275.2 0.43 65.0 : 35.0 
276.2 0.64 68.0 : 32.0 
277.2 0.82 65.6 : 34.4 
278.2 1.11 67.5 : 32.5 




Figure 3-2 shows the comprehensive equilibrium plots for hydrogen/propane 
gas mixtures available in the literature (including the present work) along with 
equilibrium plots for pure hydrogen and pure propane gases. Pure propane has the 
least hydrate forming pressure and pure hydrogen has the highest hydrate forming 
pressure in temperature of 274.2 to 281.2 K. This plot clearly elucidates the drastic 
reduction in hydrate forming pressures when propane is added along with hydrogen 
in varying compositions. Higher the composition of propane in the mixture, lower is 
the hydrate forming pressure.  
 
Figure 3-2. Three phase equilibrium (H+L+V) plots of mixed hydrogen/propane gas 
hydrates along with pure propane and pure hydrogen hydrates 
3.3.1.2 Enthalpy of dissociation determination of hydrogen/propane 
mixed gas hydrates 
Heat of dissociation for hydrogen/propane mixed hydrate formed by two 
different propane gas mixtures was determined using the Clausius-Clayperon 
equation indicated in (3-3). Plotting logarithm of pressure against the reciprocal of 
temperature yields a straight line with slope that equals the negative of heat of 
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where P and T are the ternary phase equilibrium pressures and temperatures 
respectively, ΔHD is the heat of dissociation of hydrogen/propane hydrates, z is the 
compressibility factor and R is the universal gas constant.                                          .   
 
Figure 3-3. Claussius-Clayperon plots of hydrogen/propane gas hydrates formed with 
9.5 mol% and 35 mol% propane and remaining hydrogen gas mixtures 
Figure 3-3 presents the Clausius-Clayperon plots for two propane gas 
mixtures whose ternary phase equilibrium points have been determined earlier. Linear 
line fitted along with slope and R-square values are also included in Figure 3-3. From 
the slope, known compressibility factor and universal gas constant, the heat of 
dissociation was calculated for two hydrogen/propane gas mixtures. For gas mixture 
with 90.5% hydrogen/9.5% propane, the heat of dissociation was calculated to be 
149.3 kJ/mol. Similarly for 65% hydrogen/35% propane mixture, 178.0 kJ/mol was 




It is inferred from these values that more heat (~ 30 kJ/mol) is required to 
dissociate hydrogen/propane hydrates formed with 35% propane concentration than 
mixed hydrates formed using 9.5% propane mixture.  
Table 3-3. Heat of dissociation for hydrogen, propane and mixed hydrogen/propane 
hydrates based on Clausius-Clayperon equation 
 
Heat of dissociation calculated using (3-3) for hydrates formed using 
hydrogen/propane mixtures reported by Zhang et al. [100] and the present work along 
with pure hydrogen and propane hydrates are presented in Table 3-3. Similar to the 
present observation, the calculated heat of dissociation for data reported by Zhang et 
al. [100] also shows a slight increase at higher propane concentrations. Heat of 
dissociation in the range of 120-180 kJ/mol was computed for propane concentrations 
varying between 9.5% and 35% with hydrogen gas. This range corresponds to the 
heat of dissociation of a typical sII hydrate structure confirming that the mixed 
propane/hydrogen hydrates formed using the listed concentrations of propane are sII 
type hydrates [289].   
3.3.2 Kinetic studies using 9.5% propane gas mixture 
In order to evaluate the performance of propane as the co-guest in forming 
hydrogen/propane mixed gas hydrates, batch experiments were performed as per the 
procedure explianed in Section 2.3.2.3.1. Effect of driving force (ΔP) on the 
formation of mixed hydrogen/propane hydrates was studied by performing 
Gas composition Slope 
(from ln p 
Vs 1/T 
plot) 
R2 Heat of 
dissociation 
(kJ/mol) 
90.50% Hydrogen/9.50% propane 
(this work) 17754 0.9983 149.28 
87.22% Hydrogen/12.78% propane [100] 14792 0.9945 123.32 
81.64% Hydrogen/18.36% propane [100] 15107 0.9826 124.99 
74.18% Hydrogen/25.82% propane [100] 19798 0.9851 162.36 
65.00% Hydrogen/35.00% propane 
(this work) 21834 0.9888 178.01 
100% Propane [173] 17572 0.9710 135.66 




experiments at three different driving forces of 3, 5 and 7 MPa at the experimental 
temperature of 274.2 K. Effect of driving force at an elevated experimental 
temperature of 277.2 K was also attempted. Three trials were performed at each of the 
experimental conditions - the first trial was with fresh water (no prior hydrate 
formation) and the subsequent two trials were with memory water (hydrates formed 
were dissociated and the same water was used again for the conduction of 
experiments).  
3.3.2.1 Effect of driving force for experiments conducted at 274.2 K 
 
Figure 3-4. Effect of pressure on hydrate growth for mixed hydrogen/propane 
hydrate formation at 274.2 K. Time zero corresponds to the                                
induction time listed in Table 3-4 
Figure 3-4 shows the plot of gas uptake for experiments conducted at 
constant temperature of 274.2 K and three different pressures of 4.5, 6.5 and 8.5 MPa 
corresponding to three driving forces of 3, 5 and 7 MPa respectively. Average gas 
uptake of three trials along with error bars as shaded band for each experimental 
condition is presented in Figure 3-4. From the figure, it could be seen that the gas 




274.2 K estimated was 1.5 MPa as presented earlier. Time zero corresponds to the 
induction time or the nucleation of first hydrate crystal. This curve presents the gas 
uptake only due to the hydrate formation and does not include the dissolved gas. The 
total gas uptake values (due to dissolution and hydrate formation) are presented in 
Table 3-4. The induction time, gas uptake, normalized rate (NRf,15), gas uptake during 
dissolution phase and gas composition in hydrates for all the experimental trials 
conducted at 274.2 K are also given in Table 3-4.  
The average maximum gas uptake achieved was about 0.0039, 0.0074 and 
0.0094 mol of gas/mol of water for the driving forces of 3, 5 and 7 MPa. Rate of 
hydrate formation calculated for the first fifteen minutes from nucleation also showed 
an increasing trend similar to the gas uptake with the increase in driving force. 
Average of rate of hydrate formation calculated for the first 15 minutes from 
nucleation for each of three driving forces are 1.9, 3.7 and 4.6 mol/min/m3 
respectively. Also as observed from Figure 3-4, the time taken for completion of 
hydrate formation increased with the increase in driving force.  
For three driving forces of 3, 5 and 7 MPa, the time taken for completion of 
mixed hydrogen/propane hydrate formation was about 4 hours, 10 hours and 14 hours 
respectively. Despite the higher rate of hydrate formation observed initially at the 
higher driving force of 7 MPa, longer time was required for the completion of mixed 
hydrogen/propane hydrates. Characteristic time (time taken to reach 63.2% of the 
final value of gas consumption) for hydrate formation experiments conducted at 
274.2 K with driving force of 3.0, 5.0 and 7.0 MPa were calculated to be 1.39, 2.18 
and 2.89 h respectively. Thus as the gas uptake increased with increase in driving 
force, time taken for completion of mixed hydrate formation also increased. Time 
required for nucleation of mixed hydrates was random and the memory water did not 
show any pronounced effect in the reduction of induction time. Such a similar 
observation was reported in Chapter 2, Section 2.2.4.4 during the formation of 
hydrogen/THF mixed hydrates.   
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Table 3-4. Experimental observations during mixed hydrogen/propane hydrate formation at 274.2 K and three different driving  
forces for H2/C3H8 (90.5/9.5 mol%) gas mixture 
   *based on first 15 minutes from nucleation 











































1 4.5 3.0 Fresh 0.2 0.0011 0.0041 1.75 2.33 0.022 0.12 
2 4.5 3.0 Memory 12.1 0.0008 0.0037 2.12 2.12 0.020 0.11 
3 4.5 3.0 Memory NHF for 20 hrs^ 0.0008      
4 6.5 5.0 Fresh 0.7 0.0012 0.0076 3.87 4.29 0.033 0.24 
5 6.5 5.0 Memory 0.4 0.0010 0.0070 3.62 3.99 0.030 0.22 
6 6.5 5.0 Memory 2.0 0.0010 0.0075 3.58 4.27 0.033 0.24 
7 8.5 7.0 Fresh 0.1 0.0011 0.0096 4.55 5.45 0.034 0.32 
8 8.5 7.0 Memory 6.8 0.0010 0.0095 4.55 5.39 0.034 0.32 







3.3.2.2 Effect of driving force for experiments conducted at 277.2 K 
Figure 3-5 shows the plot of gas uptake for experiments conducted at 
constant temperature of 277.2 K and two different pressures of 6.8 and 8.8 
corresponding to two driving forces of 3 and 5 MPa respectively. The equilibrium 
pressure for 9.5 mol% propane/90.5% hydrogen mixture is 3.8 MPa at 277.2 K. The 
maximum pressure in the cylinder provided by the supplier at 9.5% propane 
concentration was 9.4 MPa due to which driving force above 5 MPa could not be 
conducted at 277.2 K. The average maximum gas uptake achieved was about 0.0050 
and 0.0079 mol of gas/mol of water for the driving forces of 3 and 5 MPa 
respectively. For experiments conducted at 277.2 K (elevated temperature) there is an 
increase in gas uptake observed than for experiments conducted at 274.2 K at the 
same driving force considered. Rate of hydrate formation for the first fifteen minutes 
increased with the increase in driving force similar to that observed for experiments 
conducted at 274.2 K.  
 
Figure 3-5. Effect of pressure on hydrate growth for mixed hydrogen/propane 





Table 3-5. Experimental observations during mixed hydrogen/propane hydrate formation at 277.2 K and two different  
driving forces for H2/C3H8 (90.5/9.5 mol%) gas mixture 
 















































10 6.8 3.0 Fresh 4.8 0.0011 0.0049 2.04 2.83 0.027 0.14 
11 6.8 3.0 Memory 1.2 0.0010 0.0051 1.86 2.91 0.027 0.14 
12 6.8 3.0 Memory 4.1 0.0011 0.0050 1.82 2.87 0.027 0.14 
13 8.8 5.0 Fresh 3.4 0.0012 0.0077 3.16 4.41 0.036 0.23 
14 8.8 5.0 Memory 10.5 0.0014 0.0081 3.16 4.64 0.038 0.24 







Table 3-5 summarizes the experimental analysis for experiments conducted 
on mixed hydrogen/propane hydrates at 277.2 K. Time taken for completion of mixed 
hydrogen/propane hydrates was about 6 hours and 10 hours for driving forces of        
3 MPa and 5 MPa respectively. The characteristic times for experiments conducted at 
277.2 K with driving force of 3.0 and 5.0 MPa are 1.93 and 2.46 h respectively. 
Hydrate formation experiments conducted at lower temperature (274.2 K) are faster 
than experiments conducted at higher temperature of 277.2 K for the same driving 
force provided. However, approximately 3-20% higher gas uptake is observed for 
experiments at 277.2 K than at 274.2 K for the same driving force provided.  
Though induction time is stochastic in nature, the average induction time for 
experiments at 277.2 K are longer than for experiments at 274.2 K. The percentage of 
hydrogen in hydrates analyzed was also found to be higher at 277.2 K than for the 
experiments at lower 274.2 K. 48.7% and 42.9% were hydrogen composition 
analyzed for driving forces of 3 and 5 MPa at 277.2 K. The maximum hydrogen 
capacity calculated was 0.243 wt% and 0.038 wt% on atomic basis and molecular 
basis respectively at 5 MPa driving force. The maximum hydrogen capacities on 
atomic and molecular basis were 0.237 wt% and 0.033 wt% at the same driving force 
and temperature of 274.2 K Thus a marginal improvement in hydrogen storage 
capacity is achieved at higher temperature than at lower temperature for the same 
driving force. 
Theoretical calculation on the maximum hydrogen storage capacity of mixed 
hydrogen/propane hydrates considering atomic hydrogen (inclusive of hydrogen 
atoms in propane) on weight basis computes to be 3.4 wt% with the assumption of 
one molecule of propane in each of the eight large cages and single hydrogen 
molecule in each of the sixteen small cages. Considering molecular hydrogen (pure 
hydrogen), the above assumption yields 1.1 wt% of hydrogen. With the assumption of 
double hydrogen molecule occupancy in each of small cages increases the hydrogen 





respectively. Theoretical calculations show the possibility of storing substantial 
amount of hydrogen in mixed hydrogen/propane hydrates. This capacity could be 
further improved if the 'tuning effect' in which hydrogen molecule can selectively 
occupy large cages could be achieved. From experiments conducted, the maximum 
hydrogen storage computed was 0.32 wt% and 0.034 wt% on an atomic basis and 
molecular basis respectively at driving force of 7 MPa and 274.2 K. Very low storage 
capacity achieved experimentally compared to theoretical calculations could be 
attributed to mass transfer limitations in the stirred tank reactor.  
The percentage of water conversion to hydrates achieved at this experimental 
condition was 5.5% based on hydration number of 5.67 for standard sII structure 
which is consistent with typical low water conversions observed in the literature for 
hydrate formation systems employing stirred tank reactor. Kinetic study on the binary 
gas mixture of propane/hydrogen demonstrates that the rate of hydrate formation is 
slow (in the range of 1.8 to 4.8 mol.m-3.min-1).  
3.3.2.3 Dissociation of mixed hydrogen/propane hydrates 
The hydrate phase composition determined after the dissociation of hydrates 
for all fresh water experiments is presented in Table 3-6.  
 Table 3-6. Hydrogen gas composition in hydrates analysed after decomposition at 




















274.2 4.5 3.0 47.4 
274.2 6.5 5.0 39.0 
274.2 8.5 7.0 32.2 
277.2 6.8 3.0 48.7 





From Table 3-6, gas analysis after decomposition of the mixed 
hydrogen/propane hydrates showed that percentage of hydrogen decreased with the 
increase in driving force. 47.4% hydrogen was analyzed for experiment with 3 MPa 
driving force, 38.9% hydrogen was recorded for experiment at 5 MPa driving force. 
The least of 32.2% hydrogen was observed for experiment at the highest driving force 
of 7 MPa. GC analysis suggested that more of propane entered and stabilized hydrate 
cages at higher driving force. However, due to the highest total gas uptake observed 
at 7 MPa, the total hydrogen stored in mixed hydrates for driving force of 7 MPa 
remained the highest. Though the molecular hydrogen stored in mixed hydrates is less 
than 50% in all the experiments conducted, the advantage of using propane as a co-
guest for storing hydrogen is that each propane molecule contains eight hydrogen 
atoms which increase the total hydrogen content in hydrates on atomic weight basis. 
Further propane along with hydrogen can serve as better fuel similar to Hythane® 
[290] for selected applications. However, for applications’ demanding the 
requirement of pure hydrogen, purification or separation from propane is required 
which may be a costlier option to be considered. 
Figure 3-6 shows the temperature profiles along with normalized gas release 
curves (calculated using Equation 2-6) for decomposition experiments conducted 
with memory water at 274.2 K and different driving forces. Temperature profiles for 
hydrate decomposition experiments deviate from the control experiments (without 
hydrates) as heat is required to decompose the hydrates and finally reached the set 
experimental temperature of 289.2 K. The extent of deviation of temperature from the 
control experiment increased with the increase in driving force. As clearly seen, for 
experiment 2 (driving force of 3 MPa) the temperature profile reached the final 
temperature in 0.75 hr whereas it took around 1.2 hrs and 1.5 hrs for the experiments 
conducted at driving forces of 5.0 MPa and 7.0 MPa respectively. This also correlates 








Figure 3-6. Temperature and normalized gas release profiles for decomposition 









Characteristic time for gas release (time taken to reach 63.2% of the final 
value)  was found out to be 0.42, 0.5 and 0.54 h for dissociation of mixed hydrates 
formed with the driving force of 3.0, 5.0 and 7.0 MPa respectively. The temperature 
profile of the experiment 2 during dissociation deviates from the control experiment 
at an early stage compared to experiment 6 and 8. Further, more than 90% of the 
clathrated gas was released in 0.5 h. There is a deviation observed in the temperature 
profile which also correlates to the change of slope in the gas release profile. Similar 
deviations were observed for experiments 6 and 8. However, the deviation or the 
change of slope is not quite steep compared to experiment 2.  
The reason for deviation of hydrate dissociation experiment from temperature 
profile of the control experiment (without hydrates) is that dissociation being an 
endothermic process requires heat to dissociate the hydrogen bonds of the formed 
clathrate cages. Experiment 2 deviates early from the control experiment and also 
retraces back to the profile faster implying faster decomposition of all the hydrates 
present. The deviation for experiment 6 is longer than that of experiment 2 and the 
experiment 8 has the longest deviation time before it reaches the set temperature of 
289.2 K.  
The deviation in the temperature profiles are aptly correlated to the gas 
release profiles presented in the bottom graph of Figure 3-6. Slope change in the gas 
release profile is evident whenever there is a deviation of temperature profile. This 
also reinstates the fact that hydrate cages are being dissociated due to the increasing 
temperature and gas is being released inside the reactor. It has to be noted that the 
heating rate for all the conducted experiments were same.  
The reason for longer time for decomposing hydrates formed at highest 
driving force could be that the formation experiments at higher driving force had a 
higher gas uptake meaning higher hydrate formation which required longer time to 
dissociate at the same heat supply rate. Another possible reason could be that 





propane content in mixed hydrates at the end of formation experiment (Table 3-6). 
Decomposition of hydrate with higher propane content will require more energy and 
hence takes longer time to release all the gas stored in hydrates than experiments with 
lower propane content in hydrates. Similar behaviour was observed for 
decomposition experiments on mixed hydrogen/propane hydrates conducted at 277.2 
K. Figure A3-1 in the appendix shows temperature profiles and normalized gas 
release for decomposition experiments starting from 277.2 K. Characteristic time for 
gas was found out to be 0.39 and 0.47 h for dissociation of mixed hydrates formed 
with the driving force of 3.0 and 5.0 MPa respectively.  
3.4 Conclusion 
New ternary phase (H+L+V) equilibrium data for hydrogen/propane mixed 
gas hydrates having 9.5% and 35% propane gas composition were determined using 
isochoric pressure search method. Heats of dissociation were computed to be     
149.28 kJ/mol and 178.01 kJ/mol respectively for the two gas mixtures employed 
using Clausius-Clayperon equation.  
Kinetic studies on mixed hydrogen/propane hydrate formation with 9.5% 
propane at different temperatures and driving forces were performed. Propane when 
used as a co-guest along with hydrogen drastically lowers the hydrate formation 
pressures and shifts the equilibrium curve to moderate temperature and pressure 
conditions. However, formation kinetics is slow requiring long time (about 14 h) for 
completion of hydrate formation even at higher pressures (7 MPa driving force).  
Decomposition studies show that it takes longer time to dissociate mixed 
hydrogen/propane hydrates formed at higher driving force than the hydrates formed at 
lower driving forces for the same heating rate provided. Highest hydrogen storage 
capacity of 0.32 wt% on atomic basis was observed for experiment conducted at 8.5 
MPa pressure and 274.2 K using 9.5 mol% propane. It was also observed that with 





suggesting more propane occupancy in cages; however the overall gas uptake and 
hydrogen storage capacity was observed to be high for the experiments conducted at 





4. MACROSCOPIC KINETICS OF MIXED HYDROGEN 
HYDRATES USING KINETIC PROMOTERS 
(SURFACTANTS)5,6 
4.1 Introduction 
Surfactant molecules have been demonstrated to increase the rate of hydrate 
formation in many natural gas systems like methane and CO2 without affecting 
thermodynamic conditions of hydrate formation i.e., no change in the hydrate phase 
equilibrium [188, 203, 257, 291-293]. Surfactants are often referred as “kinetic 
promoters” as they help to increase the rate of hydrate formation resulting in faster 
gas uptake. In this chapter, two studies are performed to examine the kinetics of 
mixed hydrogen hydrates in presence of surfactants (kinetic promoters). The first 
study details the efforts to improve the kinetics of mixed hydrogen/propane hydrate 
formation (discussed in Chapter 3) in which propane was used as gas phase 
thermodynamic promoter. The second study discusses all experiments performed in 
order to improve the kinetics of mixed hydrogen hydrates formed using THF, a liquid 









5 Veluswamy HP, Chen JY, Linga P. Surfactant effect on the kinetics of mixed hydrogen/propane 
hydrate formation for hydrogen storage as clathrates. Chemical Engineering Science. 2015;126:488-99. 
6 Veluswamy HP, Ang WJ, Zhao D, Linga P. Influence of cationic and non-ionic surfactants on the 





The mechanism by which surfactants promote hydrate formation has been highly 
debated. Zhong and Rogers [188] studied quiescent systems containing ethane/water 
& natural gas/water along with Sodium Dodecyl Sulphate (SDS) surfactant. They 
report Critical Micelle Concentration (CMC) for SDS surfactant beyond which 
micelles solubilized with hydrocarbon gases initiate a subsurface resulting in 700 fold 
increase in the rate of hydrate formation compared to system without any added 
surfactant. However, the micelle formation mechanism resulting in increased rate of 
hydrate formation was disputed by the study conducted by Di Profio et al. [189] 
because they did not observe any micelle formation under similar hydrate formation 
conditions using SDS, other anionic and cationic surfactants.  Another work by Di 
Profio et al. [190] conducted by using sodium oleate and dodecyl benzene sulfonic 
acid surfactants reported a pronounced decrease in methane hydrate formation rate 
observed at concentrations above CMC compared to experiments conducted below 
CMC. Further studies [257, 294] also report that micelle formation of SDS would not 
be possible under hydrate formation conditions.  
Some studies report that SDS surfactant causes a capillary suction resulting in 
the growth of hydrate front in upward direction on the reactor walls resulting in 
improved rates compared to the hydrate film growth in liquid-gas interface occurring 
in experiments conducted with water devoid of the surfactant [191, 192]. Few studies 
also report SDS adsorption on hydrates and discuss the effect of adsorption in 
influencing the hydrate formation kinetics [193-195, 258].  
Surfactants have been reported to improve the rate of hydrate formation in fixed 
bed reactor configurations [295-297]. Experiments have also been conducted to study 
the effect of surfactants in promoting hydrate formation in stirred tank reactor [199, 
203, 232, 298]. These studies compare the performance of different surfactants for 
specific gas-liquid systems in order to determine the optimal concentration of the 
surfactant in achieving the fastest gas uptake due to the increased rate of hydrate 





The first study presented in this chapter investigates the effect of SDS surfactant 
in improving the kinetics of mixed hydrogen/propane hydrate formation. the 
formation kinetics of mixed hydrogen/propane hydrates using hydrogen/propane 
((90.5/9.5 mol%) gas mixture showed that it took almost 10-14 hours for hydrate 
formation to be complete (reach a steady state) despite performing the experiments at 
8.5 MPa (7 MPa driving force) and 274.15 K. The highest hydrogen uptake (0.32 
wt% on atomic basis) was achieved under these experimental conditions (Chapter 3). 
This showed the sluggish nature of mixed hydogen/propane hydrate formation. In an 
attempt to improve the rate of mixed hydrogen/propane hydrate formation, a well-
known kinetic promoter, anionic SDS surfactant was added in different 
concentrations and its effect on the formation of mixed hydrogen hydrates was 
studied. The reason for choosing SDS surfactant is that it is known to be the best 
performing kinetic promoter for different hydrocarbon-water systems in the literature. 
This study also presents visual observations of mixed hydrogen/propane hydrate 
crystals recorded during formation experiments. There are no studies conducted so far 
to improve the rate of mixed hydrogen hydrate formation starting from aqueous 
solution or water emphasizing the importance of the present study. 
The second study presents the effect of three different types of surfactants – an 
anionic surfactant (sodium dodecyl sulphate), a cationic surfactant (Dodecyl 
trimethylammonium chloride) and a non-ionic surfactant (Tween-20) on the kinetics 
of mixed hydrogen/THF hydrate formation. During the course of this study, it was 
necessary to conduct experiments to form mixed methane/THF hydrates which are 
also presented in this chapter. 
4.2 Experimental Section 
4.2.1 Materials 
Gas cylinder having hydrogen/propane (90.5%/9.5% mol%) purchased from 





gas mixtures was guaranteed by the supplier. Hydrogen gas of 99.9995% purity and 
methane gas of 99.9% purity also purchased from Singapore Oxygen Air Liquide Pte 
Ltd were used in experiments. Analytical reagent grade tetrahydrofuran (THF) of 
99.99% purity procured from Fisher Chemicals, Sodium dodecyl sulphate surfactant 
(biotechnology grade) having 99.0% purity purchased from Amresco, 
Dodecyltrimethylammonium chloride (DTAC) of 97% purity and technical grade 
Tween® 20 (T-20) surfactants supplied by Alfa Aesar were used in experiments. 
Deionized water prepared using a conventional apparatus was used in all 
experiments. 
4.2.2 Experimental Apparatus 
 
Figure 4-1. Schematic of the experimental setup used for studying surfactant effect 
on kinetics of mixed hydrogen/propane hydrates. 
For the investigation of mixed hydrogen/propane hydrate formation using 
surfactants, the schematic of the employed setup is provided in Figure 4-1. The 
reactor made of SS-316 having internal volume of 142 ml rated for 10 MPa was used. 





diameter of 30.0 mm. Stainless steel gas vessel having capacity of 75 ml was 
connected to the reactor in order to have sufficiently large gas volume for 
experiments. ‘2mag MIXdrive1’ submersible magnetic stirrer with its control unit 
was used for adjusting stirring speed and a magnetic stirrer bar was used to mix liquid 
contents in the reactor. Polyscience circulator of 15L capacity was used to cool the 
reactor to the experimental temperature using water (93%)- glycol (7%) solution. T 
type thermocouple of 0.1 K uncertainty purchased from Omega was used to measure 
temperature in the reactor. Rosemount pressure transmitter purchased from Emerson 
Process Management having a 0.1% uncertainty in 0-20,000 kPa span was used for 
pressure measurement. Agilent 6890N Gas Chromatograph was used to analyze gas 
samples collected from experimental runs. Stereoscopic zoom microscope SMZ1000 
from Nikon coupled along with Nikon Digital Sight (DS-Fi1) Camera was used to 
capture images of the hydrates during hydrate formation and growth.  
Figure 4-2. Schematic of the experimental setup used for studying the surfactant 





For the investigation of mixed hydrogen/THF hydrate formation using 
cationic and non-ionic surfactants, the schematic of the employed setup is provided in 
Figure 4-2. The setup is also equipped with a control valve operated by a PID 
controller. All experiments in this study were conducted in batch mode, hence the 
control valve was always kept closed and the reactor was isolated by a manual valve 
that remained closed during all experiments. All other instruments used were same as 
explained earlier in this section. For studying the effect of anionic SDS surfactant on 
mixed hydrogen/THF hydrates, experiments were conducted in the set-up described 
in Chapter 2 Section 2.2.2. 
4.2.3 Experimental procedure 
4.2.3.1 Surfactant effect study on mixed hydrogen/propane hydrates 
All the kinetic study experiments conducted were of batch type. All the 
experiments were conducted at experimental pressure of 8.5 MPa and temperature of 
274.2 K. These conditions were chosen based on the earlier study (Chapter 3) that 
had resulted in the highest hydrogen storage in mixed hydrates. The hydrate 
formation procedure is the same as described in section 3.2.3.2.1. SDS solution of the 
required concentration was prepared and 53 ml of the same was taken in the reactor. 
This volume of the solution was taken in order to observe the gas-liquid interface at 
centre of the viewing window. The solution was cooled to experimental temperature, 
and then the reactor was pressurized to 0.5 MPa and depressurized three times in 
order to remove the air present initially in the reactor. Following this the reactor was 
set to the experimental pressure. When temperature and pressure conditions 
stabilized, the magnetic stirrer was switched on and set to a speed of 500 rpm. 
Temperature and pressure data were recorded continuously for every 20 seconds from 
the start of the experiment till completion. When stirring started, initially the gas 
dissolved in SDS solution resulting in pressure drop in the reactor. Saturation of SDS 





stable till the formation of first hydrate crystal. After nucleation, the reactor pressure 
started reducing due to the gas occupying and stabilizing hydrate cages. The pressure 
drop was accompanied by a marked temperature rise due to the exothermic nature of 
hydrate formation. Hydrate formation continued till no further pressure drop could be 
observed in the reactor. The pressure drop from the start of nucleation till the 
completion of experiment was correlated to the gas uptake in hydrates by Pitzers' 
correlation. Normalized gas uptake (mol of gas/mol of water) and percentage 
conversion of water to hydrates and normalized rate of hydrate formation were 
calculated.  
Normalized rate of hydrate formation for a given time period t (NRt) was 
calculated using the following Equation (4-1)  
  1 3. .( )tt
water
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where, Rt is calculated by fitting the gas uptake for hydrate growth verses time for the 
time period t min from nucleation point using least squares method and Vwater is the 
volume of water taken in m3. 
The composition of the hydrates was determined by dissociating the hydrates 
and analyzing the composition of the gas released from hydrates [299]. The first step 
involved venting off the resultant residual gas after hydrate formation quickly (about 
2-3 minutes) to atmospheric pressure and the second step involved heating the reactor 
by increasing the temperature by 15 K to dissociate the hydrates completely. The 
stirrer was turned off during the dissociation process and as the hydrates decomposed 
the pressure in the reactor increased due to the gas released from the dissociating 
hydrates. After the crystallizer pressure stabilized indicating the dissociation is 
complete, gas sample was collected and analysed by the gas chromatograph in order 
to determine the composition of gas stored in hydrates. Following decomposition, gas 





this time, the reactor was cooled again to the experimental temperature and the 
memory SDS solution was used for subsequent trials. 
4.2.3.2 Surfactant effect study on mixed hydrogen/THF hydrates 
4.2.3.2.1 Hydrate Formation 
53 ml sample of 5.6 mol% THF solution either without surfactant or with 
desired surfactant concentration was first charged into the reactor. The volume of 
solution was chosen such that the gas-liquid interface can be clearly observed through 
the reactor viewing window. For preparing 0.5 wt% DTAC surfactant/THF solution 
the following procedure was adopted. The required mass of surfactant, 0.265g was 
measured using a weighing balance (uncertainty of 0.0001 g), and transferred to the 
beaker containing 41.8 ml of distilled water. The beaker contents were then mixed 
thoroughly with the use of a magnetic stirrer for about 5 minutes to dissolve the 
surfactant completely in water. Following this, 11.2 ml of THF was then pipetted into 
the beaker with surfactant solution; the beaker was covered with a strip of 
ParafilmM® and mixed using the magnetic stirrer for a short time (about 2 minutes) 
in order to envisage the homogeneity of the solution. The prepared solution was then 
charged into the reactor and cooled to the experimental temperature of 278.2 K.  
Three cycles of purging using the experimental gas (to pressure of about 0.3 
MPa) was carried out to remove any air in the reactor. The reactor was then 
pressurized to the required experimental pressure. Sufficient time (about 10 min) was 
allowed for the reactor pressure and temperature to stabilize. After this, the magnetic 
stirrer was switched on and set to a stirring speed of 500 rpm, which was determined 
to be the optimal stirring speed for hydrate formation. Reactor temperature and 
pressure data were recorded for every 20s. Normalized gas uptake, water conversion 
to hydrates and the rate of hydrate formation were calculated based on Equations    





4.2.3.2.2 Hydrate Dissociation 
To compare and evaluate the kinetics of hydrate decomposition, thermal 
stimulation procedure was adopted. Mixed hydrogen/THF Hydrates formed were 
dissociated by heating to a temperature of 298.2 K (ΔT=20 K) from the experimental 
temperature of 278.2 K. 20 K temperature increase was selected to ensure the 
complete dissociation of all formed hydrates. The temperature was increased at the 
rate of 1.4 K/min using the Polyscience SD15R chiller. At the end of hydrate 
formation, the pressure of the reactor was reduced to a predetermined pressure of 6 
MPa and 3 MPa, for hydrate formation experiments conducted at 7.13 MPa and 4.13 
MPa respectively. Selecting 3 MPa and 6 MPa as the starting pressure for 
dissociation will ensure that the pressure of the reactor is above the equilibrium 
pressure of 2.13 MPa at 278.2 K [110] and hence the hydrates do not dissociate 
before the temperature increase.  
The same starting pressure also aids in the comparison between gas recovery 
from hydrates at different surfactant concentrations as the dissociation starting 
pressure is the same i.e. 6.0 MPa for the higher driving force formation experiments 
and the 3.0 MPa for the lower driving force formation experiments. Decomposition 
was conducted without stirring for one set of experiments (comprising of a fresh and 
memory trial) and with stirring at 500 rpm for another set of experiments. This has 
been done in order to evaluate the effect of stirring during decomposition of mixed 
hydrogen/THF hydrates. Hydrate dissociation resulted in an increase of the reactor 
pressure due to the release of hydrogen gas from the hydrate cages. Sufficient time 
was given for the reactor pressure to stabilize, which indicates the end of hydrate 
dissociation. Visual observation through the window indicated clear solution 
implying the completion of hydrate dissociation. After dissociation, the hydrogen gas 
was completely vented off, and the reactor contents were left undisturbed for 1 h. 
Subsequently, the reactor contents were cooled and pressurized again for hydrate 





memory solutions for every experimental condition. ‘Fresh solution’ refers to newly 
prepared THF/surfactant solution that is to form hydrates for the first time. ‘Memory 
solution’ refers to THF/surfactant solution that had previously formed hydrates. Two 
experimental sets (each set comprising of fresh and memory trials) were performed at 
each experimental condition to observe consistent results. 
In order to account for increase in pressure due to thermal expansion, two 
base case experiments were carried out by heating water without any hydrates from 
278.2 K to 298.2 K, each starting respectively from 3 MPa and 6 MPa. The difference 
between the increase in amount of gas between dissociation experiments    
(
 ,dissociationn   ) and the base case experiment ( ,  base casen  )  provides the actual amount 
of gas released due to hydrate dissociation [300, 301]. Amount of gas recovered due 
to hydrate dissociation can then be calculated from Equation (4-2) below, where nwater 
is the number of moles of water present in the reactor. Gas recovery is then calculated 
by the fraction of moles of gas recovered during hydrate dissociation to the moles of 
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4.3 Results and Discussion 
4.3.1 Surfactant effect study on mixed hydrogen/propane 
hydrates 
4.3.1.1 Hydrate growth kinetics without surfactant (control experiment) 
Kinetic experiments were performed initially with water (no surfactant) for 





hydrate formation. Mixed hydrogen/propane hydrates were formed and dissociated as 
per the procedure outlined earlier in section 4.2.3.1. One fresh water (no prior hydrate 
formation) and two memory water trials were performed at same experimental 
conditions of 8.5 MPa and 274.2 K. First set of experiment was conducted without 
any surfactant (0 ppm SDS) will also serve as control data to study the effect of SDS 
concentration on the kinetics of hydrate formation. Figure 4-3 presents hydrate 
growth curves for three experimental trials conducted with water.  Time zero in this 
figure corresponds to the induction time provided in Table 4-1.  
 
Figure 4-3. Hydrate growth curves for control experiments (with water) 
After nucleation, gas uptake increases gradually with time due to growth of 
mixed hydrogen/propane hydrates. The gas uptake due to hydrate growth tends to 
plateau off after approximately 10 hours from the onset of nucleation. The hydrate 
growth curves for three trials conducted are reproducible showing similar 
performance. Total gas uptake of approximately 0.01 mol of gas/mol of water was 
achieved at the end of each formation trial. Despite a high driving force of 7 MPa, the 
growth of mixed hydrogen/propane hydrates is quite slow requiring almost 10 hours 





Table 4-1. Summary of mixed hydrogen/propane hydrate formation experiments 
conducted along with induction time and gas uptake data. All experiments were 
conducted at 8.5 MPa and 274.2 K 
 
 
4.3.1.2 Surfactant effect on hydrate growth kinetics 
After this experiment, SDS surfactant solution of varying concentrations - 5 
ppm, 25 ppm, 100 ppm, 500 ppm and 1000 ppm was subjected to mixed 
hydrogen/propane hydrate formation and dissociation experiments. SDS solution of 
each concentration was subjected to two sets of experiment at the same experimental 
condition. Each set of experiment comprised of one fresh and at least one memory 

















(mol of gas/mol 
of water) 
A1 0 Fresh 3.7 0.0011 0.0098 
A2 0 Memory 10 0.0012 0.0100 
A3 0 Memory 3.7 0.0009 0.0094 
B1 5 Fresh 4.3 0.0010 0.0101 
B2 5 Memory 9.3 0.0013 0.0102 
B3 5 Memory 4.0 0.0013 0.0102 
B4 5 Fresh 12.3 0.0012 0.0099 
B5 5 Memory 14.3 0.0012 0.0099 
C1 25 Fresh 8.7 0.0012 0.0100 
C2 25 Memory 4.3 0.0010 0.0102 
C3 25 Memory 19.7 0.0014 0.0100 
C4 25 Fresh 13.0 0.0010 0.0095 
C5 25 Memory 22.7 0.0010 0.0092 
D1 100 Fresh 762.0 0.0010 0.0101 
D2 100 Memory 60.0 0.0010 0.0095 
D3 100 Memory 39.3 0.0012 0.0101 
D4 100 Fresh 290.0 0.0010 0.0104 
D5 100 Memory 207.0 0.0009 0.0102 
E1 500 Fresh 188.3 0.0016 0.0101 
E2 500 Memory 321.3 0.0011 0.0101 
E3 500 Memory 161.3 0.0012 0.0100 
E4 500 Fresh 532.7 0.0012 0.0101 
E5 500 Memory 58.3 0.0007 0.0094 
F1 1000 Fresh 23.3 0.0012 0.0099 
F2 1000 Memory 52.0 0.0008 0.0099 





repeatability of observed results. Table 4-1 comprehensively summarizes the 
experimental observations for all the experiments conducted with water (control 
experiments) and different concentrations of SDS solution. Induction time, gas uptake 
till induction and total gas uptake at the end of experiment are presented in Table 4-1. 
 
 
Figure 4-4. Gas uptake measurement curves for 500 ppm SDS solutions showing the 
stochastic nature of hydrate nucleation 
Figure 4-4 shows typical gas uptake and the temperature profiles with respect 
to time for all the hydrate formation experiments conducted using 500 ppm of SDS 





varying between 1 and 10 h for five experimental trials conducted using 500 ppm 
SDS solution at 274.2 K and 8.5 MPa. Similar gas uptake and temperature profiles 
were observed for all other experiments conducted. Gas uptake and temperature 
profiles for experiments conducted using 100 ppm SDS solution is provided in  
Figure A4-1 of the appendix. The stochastic nature is quite evident at higher SDS 
concentrations (100, 500 and 1000 ppm) where it takes several hours for nucleation 
whereas for experiments with water and lower concentrations of SDS surfactant (0, 5 
and 25 ppm) nucleation consistently occurs within 0.5 h.  
Figure 4-5. Hydrate growth curves for formation experiments using 5 ppm SDS 
along with the control experiments 
Very low concentration of 5 ppm SDS was initially taken for studying the 
mixed hydrogen/propane hydrate formation. Such a low concentration of SDS 
surfactant to improve the kinetics of hydrate formation was rarely studied by 
researchers prior to this study. Figure 4-5 shows the plot of gas uptake occurring 
during hydrate growth (starting from nucleation) phase for experiments conducted 
with 5 ppm SDS solution. Gas uptake for the water (control) experiment during 
hydrate growth phase was also included for better comparison and understanding. 





and 5 ppm SDS solution exhibit similar gas uptake profiles. This trend continues until 
approximately 1.5 h for the experiment B1, at which there is a deviation from the 
water experiment profile. There is a significant increase in gas uptake due to the 
increased rate of hydrate formation observed at this juncture, following which the 
mixed hydrate formation proceeded to completion in just approximately 4.5 h. 
Similar profiles were obtained for other subsequent experimental trials conducted 
with 5 ppm SDS solution. 
 The time at which the deviation occurs varies for different experimental 
trials. However, they fall in the time range of approximately 1.5 to 2.5 h and they 
proceed to completion in about 4.5 hours. Gas uptake achieved at the end of 4.5 h is 
same as the gas uptake of water experiment at the end of 10 h. Thus time taken for 
completion of hydrate formation is halved (reduced by two times) by addition of very 
low concentration (5 ppm) of SDS surfactant. This clearly showed that SDS 
surfactant played a significant role in improving the kinetics of mixed hydrogen 
hydrate formation. The point at which the 5 ppm SDS gas uptake curve got deflected 
from the pure water curve shall be referred to as the “deflection point” and the time at 
which the deflection occurs shall be termed as “deflection time”. Thus a two stage 
hydrate growth was observed when SDS surfactant was added. The first stage 
exhibits water like behaviour (without any surfactant) involving relatively slow rate 
of hydrate formation. The second stage that follows after the deflection point is 
characterized by a faster rate of hydrate formation due to the hydrate growth 
promoting effect exhibited by the added SDS surfactant.  
Next set of experiments were carried out at 25 ppm and the plot of gas uptake 
during hydrate growth as a function of time is presented in Figure 4-6.  It can be seen 
from the inset of Figure 4-6 that the deflection point shifted earlier to 0.4-0.6 h 
compared to 1.5-2.5 h observed for experiments conducted at 5 ppm. Also, the 
hydrate formation was completed in just two hours after the nucleation. Time taken 





compared to the experiment with 5 ppm SDS solution and gets reduced by 5 times 
compared to the experiment with water. A similar two stage hydrate growth was also 
exhibited by 25 ppm SDS solution with shorter time for the first stage and increased 
rates at second stage compared to 5 ppm SDS solution.  
Figure 4-6. Hydrate growth curves for formation experiments using 25 ppm SDS 
along with the control experiments 
Further increase in SDS concentration to 100 ppm resulted in drastic increase 
of the rate of hydrate formation starting from the nucleation itself. Figure 4-7 presents 
the hydrate growth observed for the experimental trials conducted with 100 ppm of 
SDS solution. A distinct point of deflection could not be observed from the overall 
plot presented. However, the inset shows that the deflection occurred immediately at 
around 5 minutes after nucleation and thus mixed hydrate formation proceeded to 
completion in just 30 minutes which is quite faster compared to experiments 
conducted at lower concentrations of SDS. Further increase of SDS concentration to 
500 ppm and 1000 ppm resulted in slight improvement in the rate of hydrate 
formation compared to 100 ppm. The overall behaviour was similar to that of the 





formation. Similar to 100 ppm SDS solutions, characteristic deflection point could 
not be observed. Gas uptake during the hydrate growth of 500 ppm and 1000 ppm 
SDS solutions are provided in Figures A4-2 and A4-3 of the appendix. 
Figure 4-7. Hydrate growth curves for formation experiments using 100 ppm 
SDS along with the control experiments 
Figure 4-8 presents the comprehensive gas uptake observed for all the above 
concentrations of fresh SDS solution experiments along with fresh water (no 
surfactant) experiment starting from nucleation till the completion of hydrate 
formation. As evident from the Figure 4-8, the experiment conducted with only water 
without any surfactant took the longest time for completion of hydrate formation. It 
almost took around 10 hours from the nucleation to reach a plateau or steady state (no 
further gas uptake) indicating completion of the mixed hydrogen/propane hydrate 
formation. The inset in the Figure 4-8 clearly shows the two stage hydrate growth as 
the deflection point of the SDS concentrations is visible with respect to the control 
experiment. Thus, the rate of mixed hydrogen/propane hydrate formation improved 
with the addition of SDS surfactant. Even very low concentration of SDS surfactant 
added manifested improvement in hydrate formation. Higher concentrations of SDS 





hydrogen/propane hydrates with completion of experiment in approximately 30 
minutes from nucleation.  
 
Figure 4-8. Surfactant effect on the kinetics of hydrate formation of mixed 
hydrogen/propane (90.5/9.5 mol%) gas mixture 
It can also be observed from the Table 4-1 that the final gas uptake achieved 
was similar in all the tested concentrations of SDS solution and for water without any 
surfactant. This proves that SDS surfactant serves as kinetic promoter only without 
altering the thermodynamics of the hydrogen/propane/water system. 
4.3.1.3 Comparison of the rates of mixed hydrogen/propane hydrate 
formation 
For all the experiments, we were able to observe the deflection in the gas 
uptake curve at the point of deflection for experiments conducted in presence of SDS. 
Promotion of the kinetics of mixed hydrogen/propane hydrates by SDS surfactant can 
be established well by the comparison of rate of mixed hydrogen hydrate formation 
observed for all experiments in comparison to control experiments. As explained 





concentration was experimented. Each stage is distinct with hydrate growth occurring 
in different rates.  
For highlighting the characteristic behaviour of SDS in promoting hydrate 
growth of mixed hydrogen/propane hydrate formation, we calculated the two stage 
normalized rate of hydrate formation. The first stage rate was estimated for the first 5 
min from nucleation point. At higher concentrations of SDS (100 ppm and above), 
the first stage of hydrate formation was very short existing only for about five to ten 
minutes from nucleation. Thus for a fair comparison between all experiments we 
calculated NR5, the formation rate for the first five minutes from nucleation for all 
experiments.  
The second stage rate of hydrate formation was calculated for the first 20 min 
from the deflection point to correlate the effect of SDS concentration on the second 
stage rate. The rate for second stage was chosen based on the best fit and variance of 
all the experiments. We noticed that for the second stage, the rate was linear for 20 
min and hence NR20 was estimated. The deflection point determination and the rate fit 
are illustrated in Figure 4-9a. The deflection time was determined for each of the SDS 
concentrations data sets and the average and standard deviation is presented as a 
function of SDS concentration in Figure 4-9b.  
As can be seen in Figure 4-9b, the deflection time (or the onset of the SDS 
effect on the kinetics) decreases significantly with the increase in SDS concentration 
and is more or less the same after 100 ppm SDS concentration. A drastic decrease of 
the onset time of the kinetic promotion of SDS occurs from 5 ppm to 100 ppm, 
decrease by a factor of about 23 from 123.2 (±32.6) to 5.4 (±1.3) min. It is also 
interesting to note that the decrease of deflection time with SDS concentration was 








Figure 4-9. (a) Illustration of the deflection point/deflection time for the 
determination of stage 2 rate calculation (NR20) (b) Deflection time from nucleation 






To further quantify the kinetic effect of SDS, Figure 4-10 presents the time 
required to achieve 90% of the final gas uptake (t90). As detailed earlier due to the 
drastic reduction of hydrate growth time due to SDS effect as a kinetic promoter, the 
time taken to achieve 90% of the total gas uptake is quite less for higher 
concentrations of SDS (100 ppm and above) than for lower concentrations of SDS 
and the control experiment. This we believe is due to the two step hydrate growth 
behaviour where by the second step or stage is influenced by the presence of SDS. 
This extent of t90 decrease is also dependent on the SDS concentration and as seen in 
Figure 4-10, it is observed to have no effect beyond 100 ppm SDS concentrations. 
Further, similar to deflection time, exponential decay (3 parameter) function fit for t90 
Vs SDS concentration is observed from Figure 4-10.  
 
Figure 4-10. Effect of SDS concentration on t90 of hydrate formation excluding 
induction time 
Figure 4-11 shows the two stage rates calculated and plotted against the SDS 
concentration. As can be seen, the NR5 calculated for the first 5 min from nucleation 





with the deviation less than (11%). In order to present a perspective for the effect of 
SDS concentration on the second stage rate we have also plotted the rate (NR20) for 
the control experiments from the deflection time estimated for the 5, 25, 100, 500 and 
1000 ppm respectively.  
Figure 4-11. Effect of SDS concentration on the rate of hydrate formation. Stage 1 
corresponds to rate calculated for the first 5 min from nucleation point or induction 
time. Stage 2 corresponds to rate for the first 20 min from the deflection point. For a 
comparison, the rate calculated for 20 min from the average deflection time for each 
SDS concentration for the control experiment (water) is also presented. 
From Figure 4-11, it can be inferred that the stage 2 of hydrate growth 
attributes to the rapid mixed hydrate formation resulting in about five fold increase in 





experiment. Nevertheless even at very low concentrations of SDS (5 ppm and 25 
ppm), considerable improvement in the rate of mixed hydrate formation in 
comparison to the control experiment is evident from the enlarged section presented 
in Figure 4-11.  
The mechanism by which surfactants affect hydrate growth is still not very 
clear in the literature as there are many factors that influence the effect like gas 
solubility during hydrate growth phase, surface tension, adhesion properties, crystal 
morphology etc. According to the study by Lo et al. [194], it has been proposed that 
at lower SDS concentrations, both head and tail groups of the anionic surfactant get 
adsorbed flatly on the hydrate surface resulting in fewer adsorption sites available for 
other surfactant anions and decreased net surface charge favouring further adsorption. 
This had resulted in reduced or poor performance in promoting growth of mixed 
hydrates. It was also proposed in the study [194] that at higher SDS concentrations 
due to higher hydrophobic force, the anionic surfactant aligned parallel to each other 
with only its head group interacting with adsorption sites on hydrate surface. Authors 
speculate the change in the alignment of SDS surfactant at higher concentrations as 
the probable explanation for the effective promotion of the hydrate growth.  
Inference drawn from IR spectroscopic investigations [302] suggest that such 
a transition in the alignment of surfactant happens at SDS concentration starting from 
100 ppm. This could be a probable reason that in our present study we observe a 
remarkable promotion in hydrate growth only at SDS concentrations above 100 ppm. 
Few studies [303, 304] suggest that interfacial surface tension during hydrate 
formation is less at higher SDS concentrations thereby favouring increased hydrate 
formation compared to low concentration SDS solutions. It was also recently reported 
that SDS was found to increase the methane mole fraction in the bulk liquid during 
hydrate growth contributing to the increase in hydrate growth rate [203, 293]. On the 
other hand, it is also well known in the literature that the presence of surfactant 





probably explain the improved mixed hydrogen hydrate growth achieved at high 
concentration SDS solutions in the present study. However, the exact mechanism by 
which SDS surfactant promotes the rate of mixed hydrogen/propane hydrate 
formation is still unknown and further microscopic investigations and 
characterization are required for determining the same.  
4.3.1.4 Visual observations during the mixed hydrogen/propane hydrate 
formation 
In order to provide further support for the rate promoting effect by SDS 
surfactant, we present here the visual observations during the conduction of mixed 
hydrogen/propane hydrate formation experiments. We attribute the deflection of the 
hydrate growth curve due to the presence of SDS surfactant; this can be confirmed by 
visual observations presented. The visual changes happening to the aqueous liquid 
contents from the nucleation point till the completion of hydrate formation were 
continuously recorded by a microscope coupled with a camera connected to the 
experimental setup. 
  Figure 4-12(A-F) shows the images recorded from the nucleation and the 
progressive growth of hydrates for the experiment A without any surfactant (0 ppm 
SDS) along with hydrate growth profile. It can be clearly seen from Figure 4-12A that 
after nucleation (Induction time, IT), the hydrate growth occurred progressively from 
the gas-liquid interface towards the bulk of solution. The growth of hydrate phase 
boundary is evident (Figure 4-12B-E) but it is rather slow due to low rate of hydrate 
formation. The hydrate formation continued and was complete (no further pressure 
drop due to hydrate formation) only after approximately 10 hours from the nucleation 
despite the continuous stirring at 500 rpm. The final hydrate observation after 10 
hours is presented in Figure 4-12F. This clearly elucidates the poor kinetics 
associated with the formation of mixed hydrogen/propane hydrate formation. Further 





can be seen from uniform white slurry like observation. However, after prolonged 
growth of hydrates at time >120 minutes dense hydrate layer can be distinctly seen 
with unconverted water remaining below the layer. 
 
Figure 4-12. Hydrate growth from nucleation for the mixed hydrogen/propane 
hydrate formation experiment conducted with water (control experiment; 0 ppm SDS) 









Figure 4-13. Hydrate growth from nucleation for the mixed hydrogen/propane 
hydrate formation experiment conducted with 25 ppm SDS solution at                  
274.2 K and 8.5 MPa 
Figure 4-13(A-F) presents the observation of mixed hydrate formation and 
growth for experiment C2 conducted with 25 ppm of SDS solution along with gas 
uptake profile. Nucleation (IT) followed by the growth of hydrates is shown is 
Figures 4-13A and 4-13B. However after 27 minutes from nucleation small hydrate 





hydrates continue to grow quickly above the interface and there is a drastic growth 
observed covering the entire observation window in just 10 min (Figure 4-13D-E) 
following the initial small hydrate growth observed above the interface. Further 
growth happens and the gas uptake reaches plateau in just 60 min from the 
nucleation. Observation of hydrates after plateau is provided in Figure 4-13F.  
It is interesting to observe that the time at which the first growth of hydrate 
above the water-gas interface occurred is the deflection time determined from the gas 
uptake profile as explained earlier. It also marked the start of the second stage of the 
hydrate growth phase which manifested higher rate of hydrate formation compared to 
the first stage. Thus the effect of SDS in promoting the rate of mixed 
hydrogen/propane hydrate formation was reinstated from visual observations. Similar 
growth of hydrates above gas-water interface was observed for 5 ppm experiments 
but the deflection time was later compared 25 ppm experiments. Visual observations 
during the experiment B2 (5 ppm SDS) is included in the Figure A4-4 of the 
appendix. The characteristic growth of hydrates above the water/gas interface along 
the reactor walls was due to the capillary suction of water from the bulk to the 
crystallization front thereby resulting in continuous renewal of water/gas interface 
promoting rapid growth of hydrates [191]. 
Figure 4-14(A-F) presents the observation of hydrate formation and growth 
for experiment D2 along with gas uptake profile when 100 ppm of SDS solution was 
subjected to mixed hydrogen/propane hydrate formation. Nucleation (IT) of mixed 
hydrogen/propane hydrates is shown in Figure 4-14A. Just after 3 minutes from 
nucleation, growth of hydrates above the interface could be observed (Figure 4-14B) 
followed by momentous growth and the entire window was covered with hydrates in 
just 8 minutes from the nucleation (Figures 4-14C-D). Immediate growth of hydrates 
could be vividly seen, the liquid interface progressively lowers due to the intensely 
forming hydrates and the entire window is covered within 10 minutes from the 





observed to form (Figure 4-14F). 500 ppm SDS solution when used for mixed 
hydrogen/propane hydrate formation behaved similarly like 100 ppm SDS but with 
marginal improvement in rate of hydrate formation. Visual observations during the 
experiment E2 using 500 ppm SDS are included in Figure A4-5 of the appendix. 
 
Figure 4-14. Hydrate growth from nucleation for the mixed hydrogen/propane 
hydrate formation experiment conducted with 100 ppm SDS solution at                 







4.3.1.5 Hydrate composition analysis  
Figure 4-15 presents the hydrogen composition in hydrates analysed through 
GC after mixed hydrogen/propane hydrate decomposition formed from fresh water 
and fresh SDS solutions. Approximately 30% of hydrogen is stored in mixed 
hydrogen/propane hydrates in all the experiments conducted with and without SDS 
surfactant. Composition of hydrogen stored in the mixed hydrates is not influenced by 
the SDS surfactant, thus reconfirming the fact that SDS only improves the rate of 
hydrate formation and does not affect the thermodynamics of mixed hydrogen 
hydrate formation. 
 
Figure 4-15. Hydrogen composition in mixed hydrogen/propane hydrates formed 










4.3.2 Surfactant effect study on mixed hydrogen/THF hydrates 
4.3.2.1 Mixed hydrogen/THF hydrate formation experiments with SDS 
surfactant  
Using the experimental setup described in Chapter 2, Section 2.2.2 we had 
performed mixed hydrogen/THF hydrate formation using different concentrations of 
SDS, an anionic surfactant with the same procedure described in Section 2.2.3.1. We 
chose the concentration of THF to be 5.0 mol% and the experimental pressure and 
temperature to be 8.8 MPa and 278.2 K respectively because these conditions resulted 
in the high gas uptake and water conversion to hydrates. Figure 4-16 shows a 
comparison of the gas uptake curves for the experiment without SDS and the 
experiments with various concentrations of SDS (between 0 to 5000ppm) conducted 
at experimental pressure of 8.8 MPa and 278.2 K using 5.0 mol% THF solution.  
 
Figure 4-16. Plot showing the gas uptake profiles for experiments conducted at 
different concentrations of SDS surfactant with 5mol% THF solution at  






It is found that none of the SDS surfactant containing THF solutions was able 
to nucleate despite the high driving force and high promoter concentration that are 
highly favorable for hydrate formation. Improvement of hydrate formation kinetics of 
mixed hydrogen/THF hydrates using SDS could not be demonstrated.  In fact none of 
the eight experiments conducted at different concentration of SDS showed hydrate 
formation despite high driving force, high promoter concentration and longer reaction 
times. Table 4-2 summarizes the observations during these experiments. Attempt was 
made to form mixed hydrogen/THF hydrates in presence of SDS at low THF 
concentration (1 mol%) but failed to observe the nucleation as is the case with higher 
THF concentration. 
Table 4-2. Experimental data for Hydrogen/THF/Water system at different 
concentrations of SDS surfactant 
#Experimental pressure at the start of the experiment (batch type experiments) 
NHF – No Hydrate Formation 
Next attempt was to investigate mixed hydrogen/THF hydrate formation in 
presence of cationic Dodecyltrimethylammonium chloride (DTAC) and non-anionic 
Tween-20 (T-20) surfactant. Experimental setup (Figure 4-2) used for these 
experiments was detailed in section 4.2.2. A set of control experiments in the absence 
of surfactants was initially conducted with stoichiometric THF solution (5.6 mol%), 
at 278.2 K and an experimental pressure of 7.13 MPa. At these conditions, the 














Gas consumed at 
the end of 
experiment 
 (mol) 
1 250 11.3 5.3 NHF till 48 hr 0.0230 
1 2000 11.2 5.2 NHF till 25 hr 0.0205 
5 300 8.8 7.0 NHF till 24 hr 0.0111 
5 300 8.8 7.0 NHF till 24 hr 0.0144 
5 500 8.8 7.0 NHF till 24 hr 0.0114 
5 500 8.8 7.0 NHF till 25 hr 0.0136 
5 1000 8.8 7.0 NHF till 48 hr 0.0133 
5 2500 8.8 7.0 NHF till 24 hr 0.0122 
5 3000 8.8 7.0 NHF till 20 hr 0.0130 





experiments were performed at a driving force of 5 MPa provided by the difference 
between equilibrium pressure and experimental pressure at 278.2 K. Two 
experimental sets with each set comprising of fresh and memory experiments were 
performed.  
4.3.2.2 Mixed hydrogen/THF hydrate formation experiments with 
cationic DTAC surfactant             
Figure 4-17. Hydrate growth profiles for experiments (B9-12) conducted with 0.5 
wt% DTAC at 278.2 K and 7.13 MPa 
DTAC surfactant in varying concentrations of 0.01 wt%, 0.05 wt%, 0.5 wt% 
and 1 wt% was added to water and 5.6 mol% THF. Each solution was subjected to 
hydrate formation procedure as outlined earlier (Section 4.2.3.2) and the observations 
during all the experimental trials are summarized in Table 4-3 along with surfactant 
free water experiments. The gas uptake provided till 90 min after induction period 
(IP) in Table 4-3 represents the total gas uptake due to dissolution and hydrate growth 
till 90 min after nucleation from IP. Typical gas uptake profiles of experiments 
conducted with 0.5 wt% DTAC/THF solution is provided in Figure 4-17.  
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Table 4-3. Summary of observations for mixed hydrogen/THF hydrate formation with and without cationic DTAC surfactant  












Gas uptake at IP 
(mmol/mol water) 
Rate of hydrate 
formation 
(mmol/s/m3)* 
Gas uptake till 






Fresh 0.04 0.39  
177.2 ± 11.0 
(R2 = 0.98) 
 
4.74 4.54 
A2 Memory 0.13 0.95 5.43 4.97 
A3 Fresh 0.05 0.69 5.77 5.33 
A4 Memory 2.96 0.52 5.68 5.46 
B1 
0.01 
Fresh 4.21 1.08  
186.6 ± 3.7 
(R2 = 0.99) 
 
5.77 4.94 
B2 Memory 0.33 1.21 5.51 4.58 
B3 Fresh 0.09 0.73 5.04 4.42 
B4 Memory 0.05 0.65 4.69 4.21 
B5 
0.05 
Fresh 0.06 0.99  
192.9  ± 10.6 
(R2 = 0.98) 
 
5.21 4.27 
B6 Memory 0.14 0.86 5.51 5.05 
B7 Fresh 0.03 0.60 5.30 4.71 
B8 Memory 0.18 0.95 5.81 5.29 
B9 
0.5 
Fresh 0.04 0.78  
218.6 ± 17.2 
(R2 = 0.96) 
 
5.43 5.08 
B10 Memory 0.03 0.73 5.51 4.88
B11 Fresh 0.03 0.69 5.25 4.38
B12 Memory 2.60 0.95 5.73 4.78 
B13 
1 
Fresh 0.04 0.73  
197.3 ± 15.4 
(R2 = 0.95) 
 
5.38 4.97 
B14 Memory 0.06 0.65 5.04 4.44 
B15 Fresh 0.07 0.73 5.51 5.28 
B16 Memory 0.04 0.65 4.78 4.22 






Time zero in Figure 4-17 corresponds to the time of the first hydrate crystal 
formation (induction time) detected from the first temperature spike from the 
experimental temperature observed due to the exothermic nature of hydrate formation 
process. All four experiments show similar growth uptake profiles with minor 
deviation showcasing the consistency of hydrate formation experiments. All 
experiment trials conducted with different DTAC concentrations resulted in such 
consistent gas uptake curves. It can also be observed that gas uptake curves plateau 
off at approximately 30 mins after nucleation. However,all experiments were 
continued till about 90 minutes after nucleation to ensure the completion of hydrate 
formation process.  
Figure 4-18 shows the average gas uptakes and hydrate growth rates, along 
with calculated error bars, observed for each concentration of DTAC in comparison 
to the control experiment. Normalized rate of hydrate formation was calculated for 
the first 15 minutes from induction time (NR15) and is expressed in terms of 
mmol/s/m3. A time period of 15 minutes was chosen based on the best fit for hydrate 
growth for all experiments (as can be seen in Table 4-3, the variance, R2 was >0.95).  
It can be observed from Figure 4-18(a) that the gas uptake due to hydrate 
growth for all surfactant concentrations were similar, demonstrating consistency with 
literature observations that surfactants serve only as a kinetic promoter for hydrate 
formation [187, 188, 203, 257, 305]. From Figure 4-18(b), it can be observed that 
there is only a slight increase in NR15 with the increase of DTAC concentration from 
0.01wt% (5.3% higher), 0.05 wt% (8.9% higher) and 0.5 wt% (23.4% higher) 
respectively compared to the control experiment (0 wt%). However further increase 
in concentration to 1 wt% DTAC (11.3% higher) had resulted in slightly reduced rate 










Figure 4-18. a) Effect of DTAC composition on the gas uptake b) Effect of DTAC 
composition on the rate of hydrate formation (NR15) for experiments conducted at 







Driving force of 5 MPa provided in earlier experiments had resulted in the 
completion of hydrate formation in approximately 30 minutes from the start of 
nucleation. It was proposed to conduct formation experiments at lower driving force 
and evaluate the performance of cationic DTAC surfactant. A new set of control 
experiments in the absence of surfactant was first performed at 4.13 MPa (ΔP=2 
MPa) and 278.2 K. This was followed by similar experiments using DTAC surfactant 
solutions of 0.05 wt%, 0.1 wt% and 0.5 wt% compositions. This range of DTAC 
concentrations was selected for study based on more promising observations in earlier 
experiments conducted at high driving force, since at very low concentrations of 0.01 
wt%, the promoting effect of DTAC was very minimal (5.3% with respect to its 
control experiment), while at higher concentrations of 1 wt%, improvements in the 
promoting effect were observed to diminish. Summary of observations recorded 
during formation experiments are presented in Table 4-4.  
Similar to high driving force experiments, four experimental trials were 
conducted at each experimental condition. The gas uptake profiles obtained for all 
four trials conducted with 0.5 wt% DTAC/THF solution (Experiments D9-12) were 
consistent and included in Figure A4-6 in appendix.  All experiment trials conducted 
with different DTAC concentrations also resulted in such consistent gas uptake 
curves. Figure 4-19 presents the gas uptake profiles of low driving force experiments 
in comparison to higher driving force experiments. Three sets of comparable 
experimental data – 0 wt%, 0.05 wt% and 0.5wt% are presented in the Figure 4-19. It 
can be clearly seen that the gas uptake is slower for experiments conducted at 4.13 
MPa due to the lower driving force (2 MPa) provided. It also took longer time for the 
completion of hydrate formation at lower driving force requiring about 90 minutes 
after nucleation to reach a steady gas uptake profile in comparison to 30 minutes 




Table 4-4. Summary of observations for mixed hydrogen/THF hydrate formation with and without cationic DTAC surfactant 















Gas uptake at IP 
(mmol/mol water) 
Rate of hydrate 
formation 
(mmol/s/m3)* 
Gas uptake till 







Fresh 1.15 0.26  
84.7 ± 5.5 
(R2 = 0.99) 
 
4.87 4.82 
C2 Memory 0.41 0.34 5.26 5.22
C3 Fresh 2.35 0.78 5.17 4.79 
C4 Memory 0.09 0.43 4.87 4.60 
D1 
0.05 
Fresh 2.34 0.69  
84.6 ± 2.8 
(R2 = 0.99) 
 
5.26 4.91 
D2 Memory NHF** - - - 
D3 Fresh 0.52 0.60 4.70 4.40 
D4 Memory 1.02 0.82 4.91 4.41 
D5 
0.1 
Fresh 0.03 0.26  
98.2 ± 7.4 
(R2 = 0.99) 
 
4.87 4.75 
D6 Memory 3.37 0.90 5.35 5.07 
D7 Fresh 0.08 0.56 4.74 4.42 
D8 Memory 0.03 0.26 5.00 4.85 
D9 
0.5 
Fresh 1.64 0.52  
95.4 ± 4.8 
(R2 = 0.99) 
 
4.83 4.42 
D10 Memory 0.03 0.09 4.91 4.52 
D11 Fresh 0.08 0.73 5.13 4.62 
D12 Memory 0.09 0.65 5.04 4.87 
*Rate of hydrate formation (average gas uptake rate for the first 15 minutes after IP) 







Figure 4-19. Comparison of hydrate growth profiles for experiments conducted at 
driving forces of 2MPa and 5MPa a) No surfactant b) 0.05 wt% DTAC c) 0.5 wt% 
DTAC d) Effect of DTAC composition on the rate of hydrate formation (NR15) 
conducted at driving forces of 2MPa and 5MPa. 
Further the total uptake achieved after the completion of formation 
experiments at both 2.0 MPa and 5.0 MPa driving forces are similar. The reason for 
similar gas upatkes at both driving forces could be due to nature of gas/liquid contact 
provided i.e., all the experiments conducted were conducted in a stirred tank reactor. 
It is known that in a stirred tank reactor, there is a significant mass transfer resistance 
due to the formation of hydrate layer at the gas-liquid interface preventing further 
diffusion of gas into the aqueous soltuion resulting in low water to hydrate 
conversions of 5-10% despite large amount of unconverted water/promoter present 
beneath the hydrate layer.  
Even though same storage capacity was achieved at both low and high 
driving forces, the rate of hydrate formation (NR15) at lower 2 MPa driving force was 
considerably less than that observed at the higher 5 MPa driving force. Figure 4-19d 





as experiments conducted using 0.05 wt% and 0.5 wt% DTAC/THF solutions 
conducted at 2 MPa and 5 MPa driving forces. Due to the lower driving force 
provided, the rate of hydrate formation after 15 minutes from nucleation is almost 
reduced by approximately 50% compared to formation experiments at higher driving 
force. As observed for low driving force experiments, there is again an insignificant 
promotion in rate of mixed hydrogen/THF hydrate formation with increase in DTAC 
concentration from 0.05wt% (no improvement), 0.1 wt% (15.9% higher) and 0.5 wt% 
(12.6% higher), as compared to the control experiment. Similar to the 5 MPa driving 
force experiments, no drastic promotion in formation rates could be observed.  
Figure 4-20 presents the visual observations during the mixed hydrogen/THF 
experiments conducted without any surfactant (Figure 4-20a-e) and with 0.5 wt% 
DTAC (Figure 4-20f-j). All images presented are at similar time intervals, so a fair 
comparison of the effect of surfactant to the experiment without surfactant is possible. 
Time zero in the figure corresponds to the induction time or observation of the first 
mixed hydrogen/THF hydrate crystal. It can be clearly seen from images that for the 
experiment conducted without surfactant, mixed hydrogen/THF hydrates started 
forming at the interface and crystals were found to be growing into the bulk solution. 
As the time progresses, the thickness of the hydrate layer at the gas-liquid interface 
increased (Fig 4-20b-d). At the end of experiment (Fig 4-20e), extensive hydrates 
formed at the interface and stirring had stopped seen from the absence of 
characteristic vortex that could be seen at the earlier stages (Fig 4-20a-d). For 
experiments with 0.5 wt% DTAC surfactant, after nucleation, there is slight growth of 
hydrate crystals observed on the reactor walls (4-20g-i) and the nature of hydrate 
layer is slightly porous with small hydrate crystals in comparison to the uniform layer 
seen in images conducted for experiment without surfactant. This small growth above 
the interface might attribute to the slight promotion in the rate of mixed hydrogen 







Figure 4-20. Visual observations during the formation of mixed hydrogen/THF 
hydrate formation without surfactant (a-e; control experiment) and in presence of 0.5 
wt% DTAC surfactant (f-j) 
4.3.2.3 Mixed hydrogen/THF hydrate formation experiments with  
non-ionic surfactant 
Further to experiments conducted with cationic DTAC surfactant, mixed 
hydrogen/THF hydrate formation experiments were conducted in presence of Tween-
20, a well-known non-ionic surfactant. Experiments were performed at 7.13 MPa 
(ΔP= 5MPa) and 278.2 K. Tween-20 of 0.01 wt%, 0.05 wt% and 0.1 wt% 
compositions were selected and studied for mixed hydrogen/THF hydrate formation 
as per the procedure listed earlier. Table 4-5 provides the summary of experimental 
observations conducted with Tween-20 surfactant. Figure 4-21 shows bar plots of 
total gas uptakes and NR15 hydrate growth rates, along with calculated error bars 
observed for each composition of Tween-20, in comparison to those of DTAC and 
the experiment without surfactant. It can be seen from Figure 4-21(a) that final gas 
uptake for all Tween-20 compositions are similar as those observed in the control and 
DTAC experiments with approximately 5 mmol of gas/mol of water, reinstating the 






Figure 4-21. a) Effect of the surfactant (DTAC, Tween-20 and Control experiment) 
on the gas uptake b) Effect of the surfactant (DTAC, Tween-20 and Control 
experiment) on the rate of hydrate formation (NR15) for experiments conducted at 







Table 4-5. Summary of observations for mixed hydrogen/THF hydrate formation with non-ionic Tween-20 surfactant  












*Rate of hydrate formation (average gas uptake rate for the first 15 minutes after IP) 
 








Gas uptake at IP 
(mmol/mol water) 
Rate of hydrate 
formation 
(mmol s-1m-3)* 
Gas uptake till 






Fresh 0.04 0.39  
177.2 ± 11.0 
(R2 = 0.98) 
 
4.74 4.54 
E2 Memory 0.13 0.95 5.43 4.97 
E3 Fresh 0.05 0.69 5.77 5.33 
E4 Memory 2.96 0.52 5.68 5.46 
E5 
0.05 
Fresh 0.04 0.52  
200.3 ± 9.6 
(R2 = 0.95) 
 
4.74 4.50 
E6 Memory 0.1 1.03 4.82 4.28 
E7 Fresh 0.02 0.34 5.38 4.78 
E8 Memory 0.06 0.82 5.21 4.90 
E9 
0.10 
Fresh 0.04 0.65  
208.2 ± 10.1 
(R2 = 0.96) 
 
5.17 4.58 
E10 Memory 0.05 0.78 5.00 3.92 
E11 Fresh 0.08 0.90 4.74 3.78 







Figure 4-21(b) shows the rate of mixed hydrogen/THF hydrate formation at 
different compositions of cationic and anionic surfactants. Similar to minor 
promoting effect observed using DTAC at higher compositions, Tween-20 also 
exhibits similar increase in the rate of mixed hydrogen/THF hydrates (NR15) with 
increase in the composition of Tween-20. With increasing Tween-20 concentration 
from 0.01wt%, 0.05 wt% and 0.1 wt%, hydrate formation rates improved by 10.8%, 
13.0%, and 17.5% respectively.  
Amongst the two categories of surfactants studied, 0.5 wt% DTAC was 
observed to exhibit the highest rate of hydrate formation of 218.6± 17.2 mmol.s-1.m-3. 
However, this rate was not quite significant as the rate of mixed hydrogen/THF 
hydrate without any surfactant was calculated to be 177.2 ± 11.0 mmol s-1 m-3. Thus a 
slight increase of only about 23.4% was observed in the hydrate formation rate with 
the addition of surfactants.  
4.3.2.4 Surfactant behavior in water and water+organic promoter system 
Rate (NR20) promotion of 5.5 times was observed for the mixed 
hydrogen/propane hydrates due to the two stage growth promotion in the presence of 
even 0.01wt% of SDS as surfactant (Section 4.3.1). However, in this study THF 
promoter along with surfactant is present in aqueous phase during the formation 
experiment. This lack of promotion effect of surfactant could be attributed to the 
presence of THF in the aqueous solution along with the surfactant.  
Surfactant molecules contain both hydrophilic and hydrophobic segments 
which allow them to undergo self-assembly in aqueous solutions due to the different 
solubility of the two segments in water. Water-miscible organic solvents such as THF 
tend to have good solvation ability towards both segments, which can affect the 
properties of surfactants in aqueous solution. Nazemi et al. [306] studied the effect of 
polar organic solvents on the surface adsorption and micellization of surface active 





relative permittivity (εr) than water, the efficiency of the surfactant in lowering 
surface tension of the mixture decreases. They further characterized parameters such 
as the maximum surface excess concentration (Γmax), as well as the minimum area 
occupied by a single surfactant molecule at the air/liquid interface (Amin), and were 
able to show a reduction in adsorption efficiency(C20) of surfactants at the air/liquid 
interface with addition of organic solvent. Reduction in efficiency was attributed to 
the competition between the organic and surfactant molecules for positions at the 
air/liquid interface, as well as how organic molecules reduce hydrophobic interactions 
between the hydrophobic groups of surfactants resulting in lower adsorption 
tendencies of surfactant molecules. Similar trends in Γmax, Amin and C20 were also 
observed by Pino et al. [307] and Strobel et al. [62], when investigating the 
micellization and interfacial behavior of surfactants  in polar organic solvent-water 
mixtures. This could explain why surfactants are observed to be effective in 
promoting the formation of hydrates from pure water, as compared to from THF-
water solutions. Detailed experimental investigation of surface properties of THF 
solution in presence of SDS surfactant performed by Pan et al. [308] also reaffirms 
this claim. Further, many experimental studies along with the recent review on the 
role of surfactants in promoting gas hydrate formation by Kumar et al. [309] also 
highlight the retardation of kinetic promotion effect of SDS surfactant in presence of 
organic promoters like THF and CP. 
Ricaurte et al. [310] investigated the effect of surfactant in separation of CO2 
from CO2/CH4 mixture in presence of organic promoter molecules like 
Tetrahydrofuran, Cyclopentane, 2-methyl tetrahydrofuran and 1,3 dioxalane. They 
had performed experiments using 4 wt% (1 mol%) and 19.6 wt% (5.6 mol%) THF 
and observed that at higher THF concentrations the rate of hydrate formation and 
uptake of CO2 were reduced approximately by 50% despite the presence of same 





The formation of pure H2 hydrates without THF promoter requires a 
significantly higher pressure that exceeds the maximum allowable working pressure 
of the experimental reactor, and thus could not be carried out. Instead, to determine 
whether surfactant effects on mixed THF hydrates are general across all other guest 
gases or characteristic to the specific guest gas, additional series of hydrate forming 
experiments with 5.56 mol% THF were conducted using another guest gas, methane. 
Methane was selected as it has relatively low solubility in water similar to hydrogen 
[311], and is extensively studied in gas storage and transport applications               
[51, 312-314]. It is noted that the promoting effect of surfactant for pure methane 
hydrate system is well documented in the literature [199, 201, 233].  
4.3.2.5 Mixed methane/THF hydrate formation experiments with DTAC 
surfactant 
For effective comparison of the performance of surfactant, it was decided to 
conduct experiments at same experimental pressure (driving force). Hydrate 
equilibrium data for methane/THF(5 mol%)/water was reported by                             
de Deugd et al. [315]. 5 mol% THF was close to the stoichiometric THF composition 
and equilibrium pressure at 293.2 K was 2.05 MPa close to experimental conditions 
of the present study. A new set of methane/THF mixed hydrate formation control 
experiments were performed at 293.2 K and 7.15 MPa (ΔP= 5MPa) with 5.6 mol% 
THF solution in order to compare with hydrogen/THF mixed hydrate formation data. 
Following the control experiments, further experiments were carried out with 
introduction of 0.05 wt% and 0.5 wt% DTAC. These concentrations were selected for 
study based on more promising observations on hydrate formation rates in earlier 
experiments conducted at high driving force. Nucleation of methane/THF hydrates 
without surfactant occurred faster in comparison to experiments conducted with the 





Table 4-6 provides induction time, total gas uptake, and NR15 obtained for all 
experiments conducted with methane/THF/water system using 0, 0.05 and 0.5 wt% of 
DTAC surfactant compositions. The induction period (IP) for all the conducted trials 
is provided in Table 4-6. Due to the delay in nucleation, the gas uptake at IP for 
experimental trials is observed to be higher for those conducted with the surfactant. 
The greater the delay in nucleation, higher is the gas uptake till IP as observed for the 
trials conducted. The gas uptake provided after 90 min from nucleation in Table 4-6 
represents the total gas uptake due to dissolution and hydrate growth. 
 
Figure 4-22. Hydrate growth profiles for methane/THF hydrate formation 
experiments at 278.2 K and 7.13 MPa 
Figure 4-22 shows the average gas uptake profiles with error margin for the 
formation of CH4/THF mixed hydrates with 0 and 0.5 wt% DTAC surfactant 
compositions. Each curve represented the average of four experimental trials. It can 
be observed from Figure 4-22 that hydrate formation was retarded in a mixed 




Table 4-6. Summary of observations for mixed methane/THF hydrate formation with and without cationic DTAC surfactant  











*Rate of hydrate formation (average gas uptake rate for the first 15 minutes after IP) 
 
 








Gas uptake at IP 
(mmol/mol water) 
Rate of hydrate 
formation 
(mmol s-1m-3)* 
Gas uptake till 




Fresh 0.02 0.7  
722.2 ± 63.7 
(R2 = 0.99) 
 
46.7 
F2 Memory 0.02 0.8 44.8 
F3 Fresh 0.02 0.8 44.5 
F4 Memory 0.03 0.7 42.2 
G1 
0.05 
Fresh 0.05 6.6 696.1 ± 25.5 
(R2 = 0.98) 
46.2 
G2 Memory 0.04 4.3 45.6 
G3 
0.5 
Fresh 0.03 0.9  
568.2 ± 13.6 
(R2 = 0.95) 
 
34.2 
G4 Memory 0.03 0.8 34.9 
G5 Fresh 0.04 4.2 38.5







Gas uptake for the experiment with 0.5 wt% DTAC surfactant during the first 
ten minutes was higher than the uptake without any surfactant. However, during the 
progressive hydrate growth, experiments without any surfactant resulted in higher gas 
uptake than experiments with 0.5 wt% DTAC surfactant. Final gas consumption after 
12 hours of hydrate growth was 58.1 ± 4.1 mmol/mol water for the control 
experiments and 39.4 ± 2.3 mmol/mol water for experiments conducted with 0.5 wt% 
DTAC surfactant.  
Table 4-6 summarizes the gas uptake data only for the first 90 minutes in 
order to compare with data of hydrogen/THF mixed hydrate systems. We observed 
that the methane/THF experiments did not reach a steady state after 90 min from the 
induction time (as can be seen in Figure 4-22) and it took much longer time (74 h) for 
the completion of the kinetic experiment as provided in the Figure A4-7 of the 
appendix.  
Figure 4-23 shows a comparison between the effect of DTAC on H2/THF and 
CH4/THF mixed hydrate formation kinetics. The first bar graph provides the 
comparison between the total gas uptake at the end of 90 minutes after nucleation in 
two systems studied. The total gas uptake at the end of mixed hydrogen/THF hydrates 
with and without surfactant remains same under the studied experimental conditions.  
It is interesting to note that the gas uptake of methane/THF mixed hydrates was 
observed to be six to eight times higher than the gas uptake observed for mixed 
hydrogen/THF even though the experimental pressure and the driving for both 
systems were the same. This shows the extensive methane/THF hydrate formation 
within short time span and also the relative difficulty in achieving higher uptake of 
hydrogen in mixed hydrogen/THF hydrates even though the experimental pressure 









Figure 4-23. a) Effect of DTAC composition on the gas uptake for methane/THF and  
hydrogen/THF hydrate systems (at the end of 90 minutes from nucleation) b) Effect 
of DTAC composition on the rate of hydrate formation (NR15) for methane/THF and 
hydrogen/THF hydrate systems at 278.2 K and 7.13 MPa. 
The NR15 of methane/THF hydrates is approximately four times (or 300%) 
higher than hydrogen/THF hydrates at the same experimental pressure and same 
driving force (presented in Figure 4-22). Similar to the gas uptake, the rate of hydrate 
formation at the end of first 15 minutes also decreases with increase in surfactant 
concentration in the case of methane/THF mixed hydrate formation. Whereas slight 
improvement in the NR15 was observed in hydrogen/THF hydrates with the increase 





It can be observed that although experiments were carried out under the same 
pressure and driving force in both hydrate systems, the surfactant exhibits different 
behavior, with a slight promoting effect on H2/THF hydrate kinetics, and an inhibitive 
effect on CH4/THF hydrate kinetics. Thus the guest gas plays a significant role and 
may cause either promotion or retardation of the rate of mixed hydrogen/THF hydrate 
formation with the added surfactant. 
It is clear from the two hydrate forming systems with the presence of THF 
that the surfactant effect was not very prominent in enhancing the rate of hydrate 
formation. Further molecular-level investigations, morphology study, and interfacial 
property measurements at hydrate formation conditions may shed additional insights 
on how the presence of THF suppresses the surfactant promoting effect on hydrate 
formation while we have consistently observed this retarding effect in our kinetic 
study for both the guest gases (hydrogen and methane) in 5.56 mol% THF solution. 
4.3.2.6 Dissociation kinetics of mixed hydrogen/THF hydrates 
Decomposition study on mixed hydrogen hydrates was performed in order to 
understand the dissociation behaviour of the stored hydrogen from hydrates subjected 
to thermal stimulation. Recovery of molecular hydrogen from hydrates is possible by 
depressurization, thermal stimulation or a combination of both approaches. We 
performed the decomposition study by thermal stimulation approach which will help 
in assessing the stability of mixed hydrogen hydrates. The starting pressure before 
decomposition for all experiments under similar conditions was kept constant in order 
to compare the effect of surfactant concentration on the dissociation kinetics of mixed 
hydrogen hydrates. As detailed in the experimental section, decomposition of 
hydrates was also investigated with and without stirring in order to evaluate if stirring 
helped to improve the dissociation kinetics and reduce the time required to release all 





4.3.2.6.1 Effect of stirring on mixed hydrogen/THF hydrate dissociation 
kinetics 
The dissociation experiments were performed with and without stirring to 
understand the dissociation characteristics of the hydrates formed for control 
experiments and the experiments with surfactants. Figure 4-24 shows typical pressure 
increase profiles with and without stirring, along with the respective reactor 
temperature profiles observed during hydrate dissociation for hydrates formed in 
Experiments A1 to A4 (no surfactant) and Experiments B9 to B12 (0.5 wt% DTAC). 
The initial pressure before the start of dissociation was 6 MPa as explained in the 
experimental procedure, for an ease of presentation we have subtracted the pressure 
data with the initial starting pressure hence the pressure profile increases from zero in 
Figure 4-24. The circulator was then set to provide a 20 K temperature increase from 
the hydrate formation temperature for complete dissociation of the hydrates. At 6 
MPa and stoichiometric 5.6 mol% THF composition, the equilibrium temperature of 
the H2/THF/water system was obtained through interpolation of available 
experimental data provided by Hashimoto et al. [110] to be approximately 279.6 K. 
Thus we expect hydrates to be dissociated beyond this temperature under the 
considered experimental conditions. Hydrate dissociation is an endothermic process, 
requiring heat for releasing the gas stored in hydrate cages.  
In Figures 4-24 a and c, the pressure and temperature profiles of dissociation 
experiments conducted with and without stirring for experiments conducted without 
any surfactant are shown. As can be seen, pressure profiles for experiments with and 
without stirring are observed to be similar for approximately the first 13 min from the 
start of decomposition experiment. From temperature profiles, it can be seen that 
during the first 13 min of decomposition, the temperature remained below the 
equilibrium temperature of 279.6 K. Thus the increase in pressure during this period 





stage, no stirring was observed in the reactor due to the presence of stable mixed 
hydrogen/THF hydrates.  
As the temperature gradually increases and is higher than the equilibrium 
temperature, hydrates start to dissociate. It can be seen from the figure that there is a 
sharp increase in gas release profiles for experiments conducted with stirring. This 
can be correlated to the sharp temperature increase observed in the reactor. This 
happens due to the start of stirring action in the reactor due to the dissociation of 
hydrates. Thus as expected, stirring helps in the faster release of gas in hydrates and 
the dissociation process is almost complete after 30 minutes from the start of the 
experiment. However, in the case of experiments conducted without stirring the 
temperature rise is gradual due to which there is a steady increase in gas recovery as 
observed in the Figure 4-24.  Thus the time taken for the completion of dissociation 
experiment without stirring is longer requiring about 40-45 minutes compared to 30 
minutes for experiments conducted with stirring. Figure 4-24 b and d provides 
temperature and pressure profiles of hydrate dissociation experiments conducted with 
0.5 wt% DTAC surfactant. It can be clearly seen that both pressure and temperature 
profiles are similar to experiments conducted without any surfactant with faster 
completion of experiments conducted with stirring.  Similar observations were made 
during the decomposition of mixed hydrogen/THF hydrates with other compositions 
of DTAC. Figure A4-8 of the appendix shows the temperature and pressure profiles 
during decomposition of mixed hydrogen/THF hydrates using 0.05 wt% and 1 wt% 
DTAC surfactant. In order to characterize the decomposition kinetics, the time taken 
for 90% of the total gas released during decomposition (t90) was calculated for 
experiments conducted with and without stirring. t90 of 22.2(±0.8) min was observed 
for decomposition experiments conducted with stirring in comparison to t90 of 



















Figure 4-24. Pressure profiles during decomposition for a) control experiments (A1-4) b) 0.5 wt% DTAC 
experiments (B9-12); Temperature profiles of the reactor and chiller during decomposition for c) control experiments 







4.3.2.6.2 Effect of surfactant on hydrate dissociation kinetics 
In order to observe the effect of surfactant on the dissociation kinetics, 
pressure profiles conducted without stirring for each composition of DTAC surfactant 
are presented in Figure 4-25. From Figure 4-25, it is obvious that there is no 
significant effect of the surfactant in affecting the dissociation kinetics when used in 
the compositions of 0 to 1 wt%. A similar trend was observed for the experiments 
conducted with stirring and the data are presented in Figure A4-8 of the appendix. 
Several studies in literature have reported surfactants to increase the rates of hydrate 
dissociation [199, 232, 316]. However, we did not observe any significant 
improvement in the kinetics of mixed hydrogen/THF hydrate experiments under 











Figure 4-25. Pressure profiles during decomposition without stirring for control 
experiment and experiments with varying compositions of DTAC surfactant 
Gas recovery was computed employing Equations (4-2) and (4-3) and presented in 
Figure 4-26. It can be seen that the gas recovery for dissociation experiments 
conducted at lower starting pressure (3 MPa) are slightly higher than dissociation 





This could be due to that for decomposition experiments conducted at lower 
starting pressure; the moles of dissolved gas recovered might be slightly higher due to 
lower solubility of gas at 3 MPa than at 6 MPa. Recovery in the range of 90-99% 
(94.5% average) was computed for dissociation experiments starting at 3 MPa and for 
dissociation experiments conducted starting at 6 MPa, the recovery was in the range 
of 82-96% (89.5% average). Recovery achieved is always less than 100% due to the 
difficulty in complete recovery of the dissolved hydrogen gas in water. Though the 
solubility of hydrogen gas in water is quite low, in the context of our kinetic study, 
the hydrogen gas dissolved till nucleation or induction time accounts for about 9.0 to 
17.4 % of the total gas consumption reported in Tables 4-3, 4-4 and 4-5. In terms of 
mole fraction, the hydrogen gas solubility at induction point is about 0.00045-
0.00092 mole fraction.  
Figure 4-26. Gas recovery (%) for decomposition experiments conducted at starting 
pressures of 3 MPa and 6 MPa. 
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SDS surfactant is found to be a very effective kinetic promoter improving the 
rates of hydrate formation of mixed hydrogen/propane hydrates. Even a small 
concentration of surfactant (5 ppm) resulted in considerable reduction of hydrate 
formation time. The time required to achieve 90% of the gas uptake reduced 
significantly from approximately 5.6 h for experiment with water to just 
approximately 0.4 h for experiments with higher SDS concentration solutions (100 
ppm and above). Higher SDS concentration solutions demonstrated increased rate of 
hydrate formation and faster hydrate formation completion times (t90) compared to 
low concentration surfactants and water. We observed distinctive two stage hydrate 
growth for the SDS containing systems with the second stage rate significantly higher 
than the control experiments which is attributed to the kinetic promoting effect of 
SDS. The final gas uptake was found to be similar to that for experiment conducted 
without any surfactant at reduced formation times and improved kinetics.  
Experiments were performed to study the effect of cationic DTAC surfactant 
and non-ionic Tween-20 surfactant on the mixed hydrogen hydrate formation in 
presence of 5.6 mol% THF promoter. About 20% improvement in the rate of hydrate 
formation was achieved using 0.5 wt% DTAC surfactant and 0.1 wt% Tween-20 
experiment. Decomposition kinetics of mixed hydrogen/THF was not influenced by 
the presence of surfactant. Dissociation experiments conducted with stirring resulted 
in faster gas release compared to experiments without stirring. However, the presence 
of 0.5 wt% DTAC surfactant reduced the mixed methane/THF hydrate formation 
rates by approximately 20%. Thus the nature of guest gas molecule played a key role 
in affecting the rates of mixed hydrate formation in the presence of surfactant and 
water soluble liquid promoter like THF.  The presence of THF was found to retard 
the kinetic promoting effect of surfactants during gas hydrate formation for the two 





5. RAPID METHANE HYDRATE FORMATION FOR 
DEVELOPING A COST EFFECTIVE LARGE SCALE 
ENERGY STORAGE SYSTEM7 
5.1 Introduction 
Natural gas is the cleanest fossil fuel known that is being used for power 
generation and numerous industrial applications. Natural gas storage via clathrate 
hydrates is one of the best option to store natural gas in a large scale for natural gas 
driven economies in this century and in future. In the current study, we use 
tetrahydrofuran (THF), a well-known sII hydrate former and demonstrate that in an 
unstirred tank reactor configuration, we can produce mixed methane hydrates rapidly 
at mild operating conditions (temperature of 283.2 K; experimental pressures of 5.0 
and 7.2 MPa) with 5.56 mol% THF. The mechanism of rapid hydrate formation by 
coupling morphology and kinetic data is elucidated. A multi-scale experimental 
validation of this method to a volumetric sample scale-up factor of 120 and internal 
reactor diameter scale-up factor of 10 is performed and presented. Further, new 
insights are reported on the dissociation morphology during methane recovery by 









7 Veluswamy HP, Wong AJH, Babu P, Kumar R, Kulprathipanja S, Rangsunvigit P, et al. Rapid 
methane hydrate formation to develop a cost effective large scale energy storage system. Energy and 





5.2 Experimental  
5.2.1 Materials 
99.9% methane gas procured from Singapore Oxygen Air Liquide Private 
Ltd (SOXAL), Tetrahydrofuran (THF) of 99.99% purity (AR grade) procured from 
Fisher Chemicals and de-ionized water obtained from a conventional apparatus were 
used for the conduction of experiments  
5.2.2 Apparatus 
Morphology and associated kinetics of mixed methane/THF hydrates on the 
small scale were studied using the experimental setup shown in Figure 5-1a. 
Experiments were conducted in reactor made of hollow cylindrical poly methyl 
methacrylate (PMMA) which is transparent to allow the observation of crystallization 
and growth of hydrate crystals. PMMA column had an inner diameter of 2.5 cm and 
height of 7.5 cm. The column was supported by two stainless steel lids having outer 
diameter of 12.5 cm.  The reactor was rated for a maximum pressure of 10 MPa. Two 
ports for the gas inlet and vent were available in the top stainless steel lid. Further a 
port for the thermocouple was also provided in the top lid. The stainless steel lids and 
PMMA column were held together firmly with hexagonal nuts and bolts. Further in 
order to prevent leakage in the reactor, O-rings were provided both the top and 
bottom stainless steel lids. The volume of the crystallizer (or reactor) was measured 
to be 36.8 cm3. Detailed description of this experimental setup was provided by Lim 
et al. [263]. Minor modification to this set-up was done and used for this 
experimental study. Figure 5-1b shows the front view of the crystallizer. A solid 
stainless steel (SS) cylindrical block having diameter equal to inner diameter of 
crystallizer (2.5 cm) was tightly fitted in order to keep the entire volume of the liquid 
contents under microscopic observation. Without this solid block, the bottom 









Figure 5-1. (a) Schematic of the experimental setup (b) Cross sectional                  
view of the crystallizer                                                                                                        
Preliminary experiments revealed that the PMMA column was being etched 
by the THF solution during hydrate formation and led to cracks in the column. In 





inside the acrylic column of the reactor for all the morphology experiments. This 
crystallizer was placed in the water bath that used water (93%)-glycol (7%) mixture 
to maintain the experimental temperature using a Polyscience 9102 external 
refrigerator. Temperature was measured by Omega constantan thermocouple with 0.1 
K uncertainty and pressure was recorded by Rosemount pressure transmitter with 
0.1% uncertainty in 0-20 MPa range. National Instruments’ data acquisition system 
was used to record the temperature and pressure data of the reactor for every 20 
seconds. Stereoscopic zoom microscope SMZ1000 from Nikon with 0.5X objective 
lens coupled along with Nikon Digital Sight (DS-Fi1) Camera was used to capture 
images of the hydrate crystals during hydrate formation and growth. Kinetic studies 
on medium scale were conducted in the setup detailed in Chapter 4 Section 4.2.2 
(Figure 4-2).  
 
 






Kinetic studies on the large scale were conducted in the setup provided in 
Figure 5-2. It consists of a crystallizer (CR) which is a cylindrical vessel (Internal 
diameter = 10.2 cm, height = 12 cm) made up of 316 stainless steel. It has a volume 
of 980 cm3. The crystallizer is fitted with an external cooling jacket that employs 
water as the coolant and the temperature is controlled by an external refrigerator/ 
chiller (PolyScience). Two Rosemount smart pressure transducers, model 3051S 
(Emerson Process Management, Singapore) are employed for pressure measurement 
with a maximum uncertainty of 0.1% of the span (0‒20,000 kPa). The temperature of 
the hydrate phase and the gas phase of the crystallizer is measured using Omega 
copper-constantan thermocouples with an uncertainty of 0.1 K. Two thermocouples 
are located in the crystallizer with one in gas phase and the other in the liquid close to 
the gas/liquid interface. The data acquisition system (National Instruments) is coupled 
with a computer to record the data as well as to communicate with the control valve 
during the experiment and the software used for this purpose is Labview 2010 
(National Instruments). The apparatus is also equipped with a safety pressure relief 
valve.  
5.2.3 Experimental Procedure 
All experiments performed were of batch type. For the morphology study, a 
known volume (either 1.5 ml or 2 ml) of 5.6 mol% (stoichiometric) THF was taken in 
a glass vial that was placed inside the transparent acrylic column placed on the 
bottom SS flange. Now the top flange was fixed at the top and then tightened with the 
bot and nut arrangement. The reactor was now placed in water bath to maintain the 
experimental temperature of 283.2 K. The reactor was now flushed a couple of times 
to remove any residual air after which the reactor was pressurized to 7.2 MPa 
(experimental pressure) using the methane gas. Images were recorded for every 10 s 
continuously during the hydrate nucleation and growth. Temperature in the reactor 





 Pressure drop in the reactor was observed simultaneously due to the methane 
gas forming and stabilizing the hydrate cages. When the pressure in the reactor 
stabilized and no further pressure drop occurred for an extended time, the hydrate 
formation process was considered complete. Dissociation of mixed hydrates was 
performed by reducing the pressure in the reactor to 1 MPa (well above the 
equilibrium pressure of 0.5 MPa at 283.2 K) and increasing the temperature to 301.7 
K. Thus a temperature rise of 15 K was provided for the mixed methane/THF 
hydrates to dissociate. The reactor was cooled again and the same 
formation/decomposition cycle was repeated two more times to ensure the 
consistency of observed results. Same procedure was followed for medium and large 
scale kinetic experiments with 53 ml and 220 ml of THF solution respectively. 
5.3 Results and Discussion 
5.3.1 Rapid methane hydrate formation in unstirred tank 
reactor (UTR) 
The rapid methane hydrate formation kinetic data along with the visual 
images observed through microscope is presented in Figure 5-3. 2 ml of 
stoichiometric 5.6 mol% THF solution at 283.2 K was subjected to a methane 
pressure of 7.2 MPa in a transparent crystallizer. Equilibrium pressure for 
methane/THF hydrates at 283.2 K is 0.5 MPa [209]. We observed drastic and 
extremely fast hydrate formation behavior as shown in the visual images, within the 
first 10 min, the entire column is filed with hydrates. From the kinetic data coupled 
with microscopic images, we observed an interesting two step pattern of hydrate 
formation. The first step (~5min) involves extensive THF hydrate formation with 
very little methane uptake. As can be seen in Figure 5-3, at about 4 min, the 
microscope images show extensive hydrate formation, while the methane 





plausible to state that during this step, hydrate nucleates and grows as THF is entering 
into the large cages of sII hydrates and slow methane uptake signifies occupancy of 
methane into the small cages of sII hydrates. 
 
 
Figure 5-3. Rapid methane hydrate formation in the presence of 2 ml of 5.6 mol% 
THF solution in a UTR configuration 
 
Methane uptake starts to increase drastically after THF has occupied the large 
cages and resulted in extensive hydrate formation. This is clearly illustrated in the 
significant increase in methane uptake while there is little change in the morphology 
observations after 10 min or so. At 283.2 K, the equilibrium hydrate formation 
condition to form sI hydrates is 7.25 MPa [175]. So, practically it is impossible to 
form sI hydrates at our chosen experimental conditions. In addition, we have mapped 
the hydrate formation kinetic data of a typical experiment into the phase boundaries 
of sI and sII (in presence of THF) [213] to further illustrate our point that sI hydrates 





Figure 5-4. P-T profile during typical mixed hydrate formation experiment along 
with pure methane and mixed hydrate equilibrium plots 
Formation of hollow crater with ridgy interface was observed within 20 seconds after 
nucleation (Figure 5-5A-B). Further hydrate growth resulted in the growth of the 
hollow crater that can be clearly seen in Figure 5-5C. Growth of hydrates both above 
and below the interface was seen, with predominant mushy needle like hydrate 
structures growing into the bulk solution. The hollow crater formation may result in 
the rapid gas uptake/hydrate growth at later stage (Stage 2) possibly due to the 
continuous gas/liquid contact. Figures 5-5D-F show similar hollow crater formation 
in another trial conducted with 2 ml of THF solution. In this trial, the hollow crater 
could be seen folding outward (Figure 5-5F). Despite the nature of folding exhibited 
(outward or inward), there exists a continuous contact of liquid/gas and similar rapid 
gas uptake was observed. We reduced the volume of solution taken to 1.5 ml in order 
to have a better visualization of the enhanced kinetics induced within the first few 
minutes of nucleation. We were able to observe the same behavior of the two step fast 






Figure 5-5. Crater formation immediately after nucleation during mixed 
methane/THF hydrate formation 
In order to further understand/elucidate the reason behind the enhanced 
kinetics within the first few minutes of hydrate nucleation, we performed a few 
experiments with 1.5 ml and camera was focused on the gas/liquid interface. Figure 
5-6 presents the observation of mixed hydrate under these conditions for two different 
experimental trials. Figure 5-6B and 5-6E along with zoomed sections (Figure 5-6B-1 
& 5-6E-1) show distinct channels formed in the growing mixed hydrates 
predominantly above the interface attached to the walls of the gas vial, these channels 
seem to facilitate the migration of solution from the bulk of solution to the gas/liquid 

















Figure 5-6. Channels aiding the flow of solution between the hydrates in the 







These channels persist during the hydrate growth (Figure 5-6C and 5-6F) 
resulting in continuous fluid flow and gas uptake that can be evidently seen in the 
zoomed sections of Figure 5-6C-1 and 5-6E-1. Characteristic dendritic crystals 
growing into the solution are seen clearly in the zoomed insets 4, 5, 9 and 10 in 
Figure 5-6 for two different trials conducted. Hollow craters aided with well-
established channels for fluid flow in the upward direction and the dendrite crystals 
driving the expansion in the liquid solution are responsible for the rapid hydrate 
growth observed in the UTR configuration. The hydrate growth kinetic data for 9 
different trials conducted with 1.5 ml and 2.0 ml are presented in Figure 5-7. The two 
steps are illustrated in Figure 5-7 as step I (rapid THF hydrate formation step, ~up to 
4 min) and step II (rapid methane hydrate formation step, after 4 min) are indicated 
based on analyzing the microscopic images and the kinetic data.  
Figure 5-7. Gas uptake profiles for experiments conducted with 1.5 and 2 ml 
stoichiometric THF solutions with representation of two stage mixed hydrate growth 
We attempted to quantify the growth of mixed methane/THF hydrates by 
measuring the growth of hydrate front both in upward direction (above the interface) 
and downward direction (into the bulk solution) at four different locations across the 





presented in Figure 5-8. It can be seen hydrate growth increases linearly in both 
directions with dominating downward growth (steeper slope) at the rate of 0.084 
mm/s for the experiment conducted at 2 ml. For experiments conducted with 1.5 ml 
similar linear increase of hydrate growth with dominating upward growth was 
observed (Figure A5-2 in appendix). Though at lower solution volume the upward 
growth front dominates, from Figure 5-7 it can be clearly seen that the gas uptake is 
almost the same for both 1.5 ml and 2 ml solutions for approximately 4 min (stage1) 
presented. Overall, a methane gas uptake of 75.7±3.0 mmol of gas/mol of water was 
observed after 60 min from the start of nucleation for experiments conducted using 
1.5 ml and 2 ml THF solutions at 7.2 MPa and 283.2 K.  
 
Figure 5-8. Growth of the hydrate front Vs time during mixed methane/THF hydrate 
formation starting from 2 ml stoichiometric THF solution. Each point presented here 
is average (along with error) of four locations across the diameter of the glass vial. 
In order to distinguish the distinct nature of mixed methane/THF hydrates, 
we attempted forming pure methane hydrates and pure THF hydrates. Figure 5-9 
summarizes the morphological observations along with experimental conditions in 
forming pure and mixed hydrates. Pure methane hydrates were observed to form at 
the gas/liquid interface and resulting in a “skin” formation with no noticeable hydrate 






Figure 5-9. Observation of morphologies of pure methane hydrates, THF hydrates and mixed 





The final gas uptake that we observed for this experiment was negligible 
(about 7.0 mmol/mol of water). Thin film like growth occurred along the reactor 
walls above the interface at longer hydrate formation time. It was difficult to form 
pure THF hydrates at the experimental conditions attempted; however with minimal 
methane gas pressure of 0.5 MPa, thread like hydrate structures started forming from 
the interface and grew into the bulk solution. Mixed methane/THF hydrates initially 
formed a distinct hydrate rim with hollow cater and exhibited a synergistic effect with 
dense hydrates growing into the bulk solution as well as above the interface.  
In order to understand the methane recovery which is an integral part of any 
energy storage application, we performed hydrate dissociation experiments. 
Dissociation of mixed hydrates was performed in two steps - the first step involved 
the reduction in the reactor pressure to 1 MPa (well above the equilibrium pressure of 
0.5 MPa at 283.2 K) followed by the temperature increase to 301.7 K. A temperature 
rise of 15 K was provided for the mixed methane/THF hydrates to dissociate. 
Hydrates are allowed to decompose under these conditions and images were 
continuously recorded. The second step involved the release of gas or 
depressurization to the atmosphere performed only after all the hydrates were 
observed visually to have been dissociated (this step was necessitated as we observed 
many stable methane bubbles in the solution).  
Figure 5-10 presents the sequential observations during the decomposition of 
hydrates. From the start of decomposition till 30 min, there was small reduction in the 
hydrate size mostly towards the periphery (Figure 5-10 A-B). At about 45min, there 
were two water droplets seen at the bottom of the glass vial. Further dissociation of 
hydrates mostly closer to the wall of the glass vial was observed due to better heat 
transfer available in that area (Figure 5-10 C-D). During 55-58 min after the start of 
decomposition experiment there was significant change in the morphology of hydrate 
lump with dissolved gas seen dispersed as bubbles in a watery froth. The point at 


















Due to the difficulty in the evolving gas from hydrates to reach the bulk gas 
phase at the top of the hydrates, there was a slight uplift of the available hydrate 
(Figure 5-10G) and then resulted in the formation of a frothy liquid phase with gas 
(Figure 5-10H). As time progresses, the hydrate dissociates completely and an 
increase in the number of gas bubbles was also observed during this period       
(Figure 5-10 H-J). Further, a zoomed section of Figure 5-10J shows that there are few 
larger bubbles of diameter between 0.5-1.0 mm and numerous small bubbles of     
0.1-0.4 mm across the glass vial observed during this period (Figure 5-10J-1). 
Probable reason for the appearance of gas bubbles is that excess methane gas is 
available in the solution during the hydrate dissociation much higher than the 
solubility limit. Considerable pressure in the reactor (~1.3 MPa) also retards the 
diffusion of gas bubbles from the liquid phase to the gas phase interface thereby 
resulting in increased gas bubbles with the increased hydrate dissociation observed in 
the glass vial.  
Observation of spherical gas bubbles is in-line with the recent report of the 
nano bubbles of methane gas observed during dissociation of methane hydrate in the 
simulation study performed by Bagherzadeh et al. [317]. However, considering the 
scale of hydrates present in our study we were able to observe bubbles of size in the 
order of millimeters compared to the nano bubbles reported in the study. It can be 
confirmed from our work that methane bubbles should reach micro/macro scale 
before it reaches the gas/liquid interphase. Probably many nano bubbles coalesced 
together to form the observed larger sized bubbles. From expanded  sections of 
Figure 5-10K and 5-10L (Figure 5-10K-1 and 5-10L-1), it can be seen that there is no 
considerable change in the methane bubble morphology observed over extended time 
periods. This marked the completion of first stage of dissociation; the next stage 







As the gas in the reactor is drawn down by venting, the methane bubbles 
present in the solution tend to diffuse to the gas phase, increased number of bubbles 
covering the entire solution in the glass vial were observed which gradually reduce 
with time and relatively few spherical bubbles of approximately 0.5 mm diameter are 
observed at 220 min (Figure 5-10M-1). Similar observations were made for other 
experiments conducted on dissociation; one such independent trial is presented as 
Figure A5-3 in the appendix.  
Time scale of about 180 min (3 h) for the complete dissociation observed 
here is due to the inefficient heat transfer to the glass vial placed inside the acrylic 
column that is in contact with heating medium (water). Effective heat transfer may 
result in increased rate of mixed methane hydrate decomposition in less time. Further, 
it has to be noted that we repeated the hydrate formation/dissociation cycle for 2 or 3 
times continuously and we observed consistent gas uptake performance and the 
associated kinetics. Further there was no significant loss of THF observed during the 
study. Figure 5-11 documents this evidence showing gas/liquid interface in the glass 
vial before and after one cycle of mixed hydrate formation/dissociation. 
 
Figure 5-11. Gas-liquid interface observed before hydrate formation and after the 






5.3.2 Multi-scale validation of rapid methane hydrate formation 
in UTR 
In order to study if this method of enhanced kinetics for methane hydrates is 
scalable we performed multi-scale validation without our lab using existing medium 
and large scale reactors. In the process we also elucidate the effect of the material 
surface that is in contact with the THF solution. Table 5-1 presents the summary of 
multi-scale reactor details used for three (small, medium and large) different scales of 
experiments.  
Table 5-1. Multi-scale reactor configuration details, solution volume, material and 
percentage of excess gas in the three systems 
 
Figure 5-12 presents the hydrate growth curves for experiments conducted 
using three different solution volumes labeled as small scale (2 ml), medium scale (53 
ml) and large scale (220 ml) respectively. Each curve in the Figure 5-12 is the 
average of three or more experiment trials shown along with the deviation observed 
for experiments conducted using different solution volumes. All experiments were 
conducted at 283.2 K and 7.2 MPa. From Figure 5-12, it can be seen that the rate of 
methane uptake (first 20 min) for hydrate formation is significantly faster for the 
small scale experiments compared to the medium and large scale experiments. 




Medium scale Large 
scale 
Volume of sample solution (ml) 2 53 220 
Volume scale factor (solution) 26.5 110 
Diameter of reactor, D (cm) 1.3 5.1 10.2 
Solution height, H (cm) 1.6 2.6 2.6 
H/D ratio (with respect to solution) 1.23 0.51 0.25 












that at smaller scale, the rate of methane uptake is 3626.8 mmol/m3/s and it is thrice 
as faster than at medium (1084.4 mmol/m3/s) and large scale (1248.9 mol/m3/s).  
 
Figure 5-12. Methane uptake data for the experimental multi-scale validation. Lines 
are average data and the shaded regions represent the standard deviation of the data. 
It is noted that while the height of solution for the medium and large scale 
were about the same (2.6 cm), the height for small scale experiments was 1.6 cm 
(38% lower). This could be the reason for the accelerated rate observed in the small 
scale as is evident in Figure 5-12, where the hydrate growth curves for medium and 
large scale follow each other closely during the first 20 min compared to the small 
scale experiments. Another interesting observation is that the average induction times 
of mixed methane/THF hydrates in medium and large scale reactors are 1.0 ±0.7 and 
2.8±0.2 min respectively in comparison to small scale morphology setup where it was 
120.9 ±95.7 min.  
This could be attributed to the difference in material of contact with the 
solution. In both medium and large scale configurations, the contact of material was 
stainless steel 316 and this might have resulted in reduced induction times compared 





while induction time is stochastic in nature, it is reasonably small and predictable in 
the medium and large scale UTR configurations as observed in our work. 
5.3.3 UTR vs STR for methane hydrate formation using THF  
In order to benchmark our results obtained in UTR, we performed kinetic 
experiments with a stirred tank reactor (STR) as it is the most commonly employed 
lab-scale reactor configuration for hydrate research. We performed the STR 
experiments in the medium scale reactor. Experimental setup used for the conduction 
of medium scale mixed methane/THF experiments (53 ml of THF solution) was used 
for studying STR experiments. It is noted that this experimental facility detailed in 
Figure 4-2 can provide rigorous mixing of gas/liquid contents and is described in 
Section 4.2.2. Figure 5-13 presents the gas uptake profile observed in medium scale 
between STR and UTR.  
 
Figure 5-13. Comparison of gas uptake profiles in UTR and STR configuration in 







It could be observed from the Figure 5-13 that under same experimental 
conditions, the gas uptake in stirred configuration was higher than UTR configuration 
for about 20 min from nucleation, after which the UTR shows an increased uptake 
and reaches 62.8±2.5 mmol of gas/mol of water in comparison to 48.4±2.0 mmol 
gas/mol of water. The reason for the reduced performance of STR configuration after 
20 min could be due the inability to form the crater and channels in STR 
configuration and the mass transfer limitation that is typical of hydrate formation in 
STRs [177, 261, 318, 319]. Despite rigorous mixing (energy intensive operation), the 
methane uptake in STR is about 23% lower than the UTR after 60 min of hydrate 
growth.  
5.3.4 Avrami model for methane uptake during hydrate 
formation in UTR 
Kinetics of mixed methane/THF hydrate formation in UTR configuration was 
fitted using the well-known classical crystallization ‘Avrami’ model for phase change 
[320-322]. The model equations are presented in 5-1 and 5-2. 
1 exp( ( ) )                                                                (5-1)








where α is the gas uptake at time t and is correlated directly the gas uptake to the 
hydrate formation kinetics, k is the overall crystallization rate constant, n is the 
Avrami exponent which represents the hydrate nucleation and growth. ‘n’ and ‘k’ are 
obtained from slope and intercept of the line fit by plotting ln[-ln(1- )] vs ‘t’. Due 
to the distinct two step hydrate formation with methane uptake being more drastic in 
the second stage, we fit the Avrami exponent for the time period of 4-14 min for all 
the multi-scale reactors of UTR and for the STR configuration. Table 5-2 presents the 
value of Avrami constants computed for STR and UTR configurations. We can 





highest for STR configuration as also confirmed by the methane uptake curve (first 
15 min in Figure 5-14). Also ‘n’, the Avrami exponent has values greater than 1.5 for 
UTR and 0.51 for STR configuration which confirms that in a STR, hydrate growth is 
limited by mass transfer resulting in reduced gas uptake compared to UTR 
configuration. The lack of mass transfer resistance in UTR is also evident from the 
morphology results presented earlier. 
 
Table 5-2. Avrami model parameters for the different configurations 
employed for methane-THF system 
 
 
Figure 5-14. Plot of ln[-ln(1- )] vs ln(t-t0) for determination of Avrami parameters 
‘k’ and ‘n’ for different reactor configurations 
Solution volume Configuration n k R 
2 ml UTR 1.47 0.00129 0.997 
53 ml UTR 1.54 0.00026 0.998 
220 ml UTR 1.69 0.00022 0.998 





5.3.5 Methane storage capacity enhancement at moderate 
conditions of hydrate formation in UTR configuration  
 
Figure 5-15. Enhanced methane uptake employing THF as a promoter in a UTR. 
Lines in the figure are average data and the shaded regions represent the standard 
deviation of the data. 
Hydrate formation experiments were performed at a lower pressure, 5.0 MPa 
and 283.2 K in order to see the effect of driving force on the kinetics and methane gas 
uptake enhancement. In the same context, pure methane-THF experiments were 
performed in the medium scale reactor to quantify the effect of THF as promoter in 
methane enhancement. Figure 5-15 represents the methane uptake curves for 
methane-THF (7.2 MPa and 5.0 MPa & 283.2 K) and methane-water experiments 
(9.5 MPa and 274.2 K) in UTR configuration. At a comparable hydrate growth time 
of 1 h, the methane uptake enhancement is about 11.6 times higher with the presence 
of THF as a promoter at comparable pressure driving force.  A more striking feature 
is that even with a lower experimental pressure of 5.0 MPa at 283.2 K, a capacity 
enhancement of 9.94 times of methane uptake is achieved. This shows the distinct 





kinetic promoter increasing the rate of methane hydrate formation substantially in 
UTR configuration under the experimental conditions studied. Though similar driving 
force was provided for experiments with and without THF, it is arguable that the 
pressure ratio (Experimental pressure/ Equilibrium pressure) for methane/THF 
system is quite high as 14.4 and 10.0 for experimental pressures of 7.2 MPa and 5.0 
MPa respectively in comparison to pure methane system which computes to be just 
3.3. However, it has to be understood that the compression energy required for 
achieving the same methane uptake in the pure methane/water system using the 
unstirred configuration comparable to system with promoter will be too high that it 
might not be suitable for commercial SNG production 
5.3.6 Methane hydrate formation kinetics in presence of THF at 
higher temperatures 
With promising results obtained from methane hydrate formation studies at 
283.2 K in presence of THF, we performed hydrate formation experiments at the 
same experimental pressure of 7.2 MPa but at increased temperatures of 288.2 K and   
293.2 K. Forming methane hydrates at a higher temperature further reduces the 
energy requirement, thus enabling SNG mode of storage for easy commercialization. 
Equilibrium pressures of methane hydrate formation in presence of stoichiometric 
THF (5.6 mol%) at 288.2 K and 293.2 K are 1.22 MPa and 2.05 MPa respectively 
[209, 213]. At constant experimental pressure of 7.2 MPa, driving forces are 
computed to be 5.98 MPa and 5.15 MPa for 288.2 K and 293.2 experiments 
respectively. Figure 5-16 presents methane uptake curves for hydrate formation 
experiments at three different temperatures of 283.2 K, 288.2 and 293.2 K. Each 
curve shown is the average of two experimental trials along with associated error. It 
can be seen that kinetics of hydrate formation gradually lowers for experiments at 
288.2 K compared to 283.2 K and experiments performed at 293.2 K demonstrate 





hydrate formation in comparison to     283.2 K which required just about 1 h for the 
completion of hydrate formation. t90 (time taken for 90% completion of hydrate 
formation) calculated for experiments at 283.2 K, 288.2 K and 293.2 K are  58.5 min, 
120.7 min and 459.3 min respectively. Thus at a higher temperature of 293.2 K, 
despite a driving force of 5 MPa provided, the kinetics of methane hydrate formation 
in presence of stoichiometric THF is very sluggish and may not be suitable for large 
scale production. 
 
Figure 5-16. Methane gas uptake profiles using 5.6 mol% THF at 7.2 MPa and three 
temperatures of 283.2 K, 288.2 K and 293.2 K 
 
5.3.7 Surfactant effect on methane hydrate formation kinetics in 
presence of THF at 293.2 K and 7.2 MPa 
It was proposed to examine the effect of the anionic sodium dodecyl sulfate 
(SDS) surfactant on the kinetics of methane hydrate formation at 293.2 K in order to 
improve the kinetics of hydrate formation. The concentration of the surfactant was 





under similar experimental conditions of 293.2 K and 7.2 MPa (driving force of 5.15 
MPa). Figure 5-17 presents the effect of the kinetic promoter (SDS surfactant) on the 
methane gas uptake behavior during the hydrate formation experiments, only the 
single fresh trial for each experimental condition is presented for clear observation of 
the kinetic performance. It can be seen that even with addition of small SDS 
concentrations (from 25 to 100 ppm), significant improvement in the kinetics was 
observed in comparison to experiment without any surfactant. t90 of  for 100 ppm 
SDS surfactant  was only 46.5 min in comparison to t90 of 372.7 min required for the 
experiment without any surfactant.  
 
Figure 5-17. Surfactant effect on gas uptake during methane hydrate using 5.6 mol% 
THF at 7.2 MPa and 293.2 K 
However, on further increase of SDS concentration to 500 ppm and 2500 
ppm (close to critical micelle concentration of the surfactant), a prominent decrease in 
the total gas uptake was observed despite the improved rate of hydrate formation 
observed. This could be due to the increased resistance to the diffusing gas offered by 





thereby resulting in decreased gas uptake and low conversion of water to hydrates 
compared to experiments at low surfactant concentrations. Thus in presence of low 
SDS concentration at 293.2 K and 7.2 MPa (driving force of 5.15 MPa), methane 
hydrate formation kinetics is enhanced and hydrate formation is observed to be 
complete in about 1 h similar to the formation kinetics observed at 283.2 K and      
7.2 MPa without surfactant and at a higher driving force of 6.7 MPa as shown in 
Figure 5-18. This observation is significant as it highlights the potential of forming 
methane at near ambient temperatures with reasonable storage capacity suited for 
commercial application.  
 
Figure 5-18. Gas uptake profiles for experiments at 283.2 K (without surfactant) and 
293.2 K (with 100 ppm SDS surfactant) at same experimental pressure of 7.2 MPa. 
 
5.3.8 Cost effective Large Scale Energy Storage System 
The major research challenges for the SNG production and storage system 
are in the formation step (kinetics of hydrate formation, operating process conditions) 





about -20 ˚C). Several literature works have reported the use of surfactants to enhance 
the kinetics of methane hydrate formation for energy storage. A study by                 
Du et al. [198], reported a methane gas uptake of about 90 mmol of gas/mol of water 
employing 0.2 wt% SDS at 15.0 MPa and 274.2 K. A recent study by Liu et al. [208] 
reported a methane uptake of 157.6 mmol of gas/mol of water starting from methane 
pressure of 9.5 MPa and cooling to 273K during the first 60 min using 0.5 wt% l-
leucine amino acid as a kinetic promoter based on a single measurement. It is noted 
that while surfactants or other kinetic promoters are good at promoting the rate of 
hydrate formation, they have no bearing on the operating conditions. The implication 
is that we still have to operate at higher pressure to form hydrates and the low storage 
temperature of 253 K is still needed for the storage.   
Most of the literature works reported for surfactants or other kinetic 
promoters employ experimental pressures in the range of 9 to 15 MPa and 
temperatures of 273 to 277 K. While the methane uptake is higher for the pure 
methane hydrate in literature compared to methane uptake observed in our work, a 
major advantage of our approach is the mild operating conditions during formation 
and the significant improvement in the storage conditions. In our study, an operating 
temperature of 283.2 K and operating pressure 5.0-7.2 MPa is sufficient to form 
considerable methane hydrates (~75 mmol/mol of water). Theoretical calculation of 
methane storage capacity in sII hydrate structure with the assumption of complete 
occupancy of methane in small cages and complete THF occupancy of THF in large 
cages is 117.6 mmol gas/mol of water. Approximately 64% of the maximum possible 
storage capacity is achievable at moderate hydrate forming conditions and the 
unstirred reactor configuration considered. Maximum theoretical methane storage 
capacity in pure methane sI hydrate structure is calculated to be 174 mmol gas/mol of 
water. Thus, approximately 30% reduction in methane storage capacity results due to 
the addition of THF promoter. However, the temperature and pressure conditions 





simple energy calculation reveals that, operating at 283.2 K will reduce the cooling 
load by 60% compared to operating at 274.2 K. The cooling load will further reduce 
when methane hydrates are formed in presence of low SDS surfactant concentration 
(50-100 ppm) at 293.2 K. The presence of THF also reduces the storage conditions to 
about 268.2 K at 1 atm.  
It is noted that though the dissociation temperature for pure methane hydrates 
at 1 atm is 193 K [59], there exists a ‘self-preservation effect’ or anomalous behavior 
due to which methane hydrates in 242-268 K temperature regime, despite being in 
unstable thermodynamic zone dissociate at considerably slow rates aiding in the 
preservation of the clathrate structure for duration up to few days or weeks aiding in 
effective storage/transport of natural gas at these conditions [58, 59, 323-326]. Few 
studies [199, 232] report lowering of self-preservation effect (increased 
decomposition rate) in presence of surfactant that may challenge the use of 
surfactants for storing methane in hydrates. Though continued research efforts are put 
forth in investigating this distinct behavior, it has not yet been completely understood 
and considerable engineering challenges have to be overcome when opting to store 
methane hydrates aided by self-preservation [327]. The dissociation temperature of 
mixed methane-THF hydrates reported at 0.13 MPa (closer to 1 atm) is                
277.7 K [209]. Thus, storing mixed methane/THF hydrates at about 268.2 K is 
expected to ensure complete thermodynamic stability and absolutely no loss of 
methane gas should be observed under these storage conditions. Further, the cooling 
load for a unit volume of stored hydrate can be reduced by approximately 50% using 
THF as a promoter compared to storage temperature of 253 K required for pure 
methane hydrates. Also, as discussed earlier, the lack of clear understanding of the 
self-preservation effect and the engineering challenges associated with it challenging 
for pure methane hydrates to be applied for SNG technology.  Thus, there exists a 





technology via clathrate hydrates with mild storage conditions by using the proposed 
method of methane hydrate formation.  
5.4 Conclusion 
Rapid formation of mixed methane/THF hydrate in UTR configuration was 
observed and reported for the first time. Hydrate rim with hollow crater and well-
connected channels during the initial stage of nucleation is the reason for the fast 
kinetics. A methane gas uptake of 75.7±3.0 mmol of gas/mol of water was observed 
within the first 60 min from the start of nucleation for experiments conducted at 7.2 
MPa and 283.2 K. Similar methane gas uptake was also observed at higher 
temperature of 293.2 K and same pressure of 7.2 MPa in presence of low 
concentration of SDS surfactant. Further, new insights are reported on the hydrate 
dissociation behavior during the energy recovery step. We demonstrated a multi-scale 
validation of our method to a volumetric scale factor of 110 times and an internal 
diameter scale factor of 10 times. The presence of THF promoter enhances both 
thermodynamic and kinetic performance at 283.2 K/7.2 MPa and presence of low 
concentration of SDS surfactant (50-100 ppm) along with THF promoter enhances 
kinetics of methane hydrate formation at 293.2 K/7.2 MPa. Our experimental 
observations highlight the feasibility to develop a low cost, energy efficient solidified 
natural gas (SNG) technology based on clathrate hydrates for natural gas storage. Our 
findings also open up an exciting prospect of scaling up the SNG technology for large 











6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
This thesis aimed to investigate the macroscopic kinetics of hydrogen hydrate 
formation in presence of liquid phase and gas phase thermodynamic promoters. 
Influence of surfactants (kinetic promoters) on the kinetics of hydrogen hydrate 
formation was also studied and presented. Rapid methane hydrate formation and 
dissociation in the presence of THF observed in an unstirred reactor was also detailed 
in this thesis work. This chapter presents the overall conclusions pertaining to the 
research work summarized in thesis and provides recommendations for future 
investigation of energy storage in clathrate hydrates. 
6.1 Conclusions 
Tetrahydrofuran, the well-known sII hydrate forming liquid phase 
thermodynamic promoter was investigated exhaustively at different concentrations 
and driving forces to form hydrogen hydrates starting from aqueous solution in a 
stirred tank reactor. The maximum hydrogen uptake observed was 12.7 mmol 
gas/mol of water at 8.8 MPa (ΔP = 7 MPa) and 278.2 K with water to hydrate 
conversion of 10.8% using 5 mol% THF solution. Significant randomness in 
nucleation was observed even at a higher driving force and high THF concentration 
(recording the maximum hydrogen uptake) which may be a key challenge to be 
addressed when scaling up the clathrate process for hydrogen storage. It was difficult 
to form hydrogen hydrates using immiscible cyclopentane liquid phase promoter 
compared to water soluble tetrahydrofuran and tetrabutylammonium bromide liquid 
phase promoters under comparable experimental conditions. Tetrabutylammonium 
bromide promoter formed hydrogen hydrates readily and were more stable compared 
to tetrahydrofuran promoter forming hydrogen hydrates. Yet, the hydrogen storage 
capacity in hydrates achieved using TBAB promoter is much lower compared to 





promoters, THF is found to be the best promoter to form hydrogen hydrates 
considering the hydrogen storage capacity.  
Propane gas when used as a co-guest (promoter) along with hydrogen drastically 
lowered the hydrate formation pressures and shifted the equilibrium curve to 
moderate temperature and pressure conditions. 9.5% and 35% propane gas 
compositions in hydrogen mixtures were used to estimate new ternary phase 
(H+L+V) equilibrium data for hydrogen/propane mixed gas hydrates by isochoric 
pressure search method. Kinetic studies on mixed hydrogen/propane hydrate 
formation with 9.5% propane at resulted in slow formation kinetics requiring about 
14 h for completion of hydrate formation even at 7 MPa driving force. Highest total 
gas uptake of about 10 mmol of gas/mol of water with hydrogen storage capacity of 
0.32 wt% on atomic basis (0.034 wt% on molecular basis) was observed for 
experiment conducted at 8.5 MPa (highest driving force of 7 MPa) and 274.2 K using 
9.5 mol% propane. It was also observed that the increase in driving force resulted in 
high total gas uptake. However at higher pressures, there is a decrease in hydrogen 
composition of hydrates suggesting more propane occupancy in cages.  
Kinetic promoters (surfactants) at varying concentrations were investigated 
for their effect in influencing the macroscopic kinetics of mixed hydrogen hydrates. 
Sodium dodecyl sulphate (SDS), an anionic surfactant is found to be a very effective 
kinetic promoter improving the rates of hydrate formation of mixed 
hydrogen/propane hydrates. SDS solutions of 0.1 wt% and above demonstrated an 
increased rate of hydrate formation and faster hydrate formation completion times 
(t90) compared to low concentration surfactants and water. Two distinctive two stage 
hydrate growth for the SDS containing systems with the second stage rate 
significantly higher than the control experiments which is attributed to the kinetic 
promoting effect of SDS was observed. The final gas uptake was found to be similar 
to that for experiment conducted without any surfactant at reduced formation times 





THF (liquid phase promoter) was investigated using anionic (SDS), cationic (DTAC) 
and non-ionic (Tween-20) surfactants. It was noted that about 20% improvement in 
the rate of mixed hydrogen hydrate formation was achieved using 0.5 wt% DTAC 
surfactant and 0.1 wt% Tween-20. Nature of guest gas molecule played a significant 
role in affecting the rates of mixed hydrogen hydrate formation in the presence of 
surfactant and water soluble liquid promoter THF.  The presence of THF was found 
to retard the kinetic promoting effect of surfactants during gas hydrate formation for 
the hydrogen/THF and methane/THF systems investigated. Thus, surfactants when 
present only in water showed a significant promotion in the kinetics of mixed 
hydrogen hydrate formation (gas phase promoters) compared to when present along 
with liquid phase promoters in which case there was no considerable promotion of 
mixed hydrogen hydrate formation observed. 
Dissociation kinetics of mixed hydrogen hydrates formed using liquid and 
gas thermodynamic promoters was investigated. It has been shown that simple 
thermal stimulation was sufficient to recover approximately > 90% of the stored gas 
in mixed hydrogen hydrates. Amongst the liquid thermodynamic promoters studied, 
mixed hydrogen/TBAB semi-clathrate hydrate was the most stable hydrate requiring 
longer time for dissociation compared to mixed hydrogen/THF hydrate subjected to 
same heating rates. Further, it takes longer time to dissociate mixed hydrogen 
hydrates formed using higher promoter concentrations than mixed hydrogen hydrates 
formed at low promoter concentrations under similar conditions of dissociation.  
Dissociation kinetics of mixed hydrogen/THF was not influenced by the presence of 
surfactant. Dissociation experiments conducted with stirring resulted in faster gas 
release compared to experiments without stirring. Decomposition studies on mixed 
hydrogen/propane hydrates show that it takes longer time to dissociate mixed 
hydrates formed at higher driving force than the hydrates formed at lower driving 






Based on current investigations on mixed hydrogen hydrate formation using 
liquid and gas phase promoters in a stirred tank reactor configuration starting from 
aqueous solution we observe a maximum of only 0.3 wt% hydrogen storage capacity 
which might not be suitable for scaling up for commercial applications despite the 
increased advantages they offer. However, it should be noted that in a stirred tank 
reactor configuration, there is increased mass transfer resistance due to the hydrate 
formation at the gas/liquid interface resulting in a maximum of only about 10% water 
to hydrate conversion. It is therefore intuitive to investigate the mixed hydrogen 
hydrate formation in other reactor configurations like fixed bed configuration or other  
novel reactor configurations with increased gas/liquid contact for achieving increased 
uptake or higher water to hydrate conversion.  
Rapid methane hydrate formation kinetics was observed and reported for the 
first time unstirred reactor configuration in presence of 5.6 mol% THF. Hydrate rim 
with hollow crater and well-connected channels seen during the initial stage of 
hydrate formation could be the probable reason for the observed fast kinetics. 
Substantial methane gas uptake of 75.7±3.0 mmol of gas/mol of water was observed 
within the first 60 min from the start of nucleation for experiments conducted at 7.2 
MPa and 283.2 K. A multi-scale validation was performed to a volumetric scale 
factor of 110 times and an internal diameter scale factor of 10 times with similar 
methane gas uptake and rapid hydrate formation. The presence of THF promoter 
enhanced both thermodynamic and kinetic performance at 283.2 K/7.2 MPa and 
presence of low concentration of SDS surfactant (50-100 ppm) along with THF 
promoter enhanced the kinetics of methane hydrate formation at 293.2 K/7.2 MPa. 
These observations could enable the development of a low cost, energy efficient 








6.2 Recommendations for future work 
Following are recommendations proposed for future work: 
6.2.1 Hydrogen storage in clathrate hydrates 
1. All macroscopic kinetic investigations performed in this work used stirred 
tank reactor configuration, the effect of improved gas/liquid contact available 
in fixed bed configuration for mixed hydrogen hydrate formation needs to be 
studied. It is proposed to study mixed hydrogen hydrate formation using light 
weight fixed bed supports like polyurethane foam, hollow silica etc., which 
may aid in achieving better gravimetric hydrogen storage capacities. 
However, it should be noted that additional challenges exist due to the 
presence of these materials that needs to be evaluated further. 
2. It has been shown that the presence of THF in the solution retards the 
performance of surfactants in promoting the rate of hydrate formation. Search 
for other suitable kinetic promoters that can promote hydrogen hydrate 
formation in presence of THF can be attempted. Leucine, one of the well-
known amino acid in presence of water has been reported to improve the 
methane formation kinetics significantly [208].  The effect of such amino 
acids in presence of THF for improving the rate of mixed hydrogen hydrate 
formation can be studied.  
3. Investigation of kinetics of mixed hydrogen hydrates in presence of 
promoters forming sH and sVI structures can be performed as hydrogen 
storage capacities are expected to be higher in these structures due to the 
large size cages available per unit hydrate structure. However, it has to be 
noted that conditions of mixed hydrogen hydrate formation will be rigorous 
(higher pressure and lower temperature) compared to conditions of mixed 
hydrogen hydrate formation for sII and semi-clathrate structures studied and 





6.2.2 Methane storage in clathrate hydrates 
4. Experiments were conducted at pressure of 7.2 MPa at 283.2 K and 293.2 K. 
Studying the kinetics of methane hydrate formation at ambient temperature 
(298.2 K) in presence of THF can be performed which will result in further 
energy savings and might have immense commercialization potential. It shall 
be noted that equilibrium pressure of methane/THF hydrate formation with 5 
mol% THF at room temperature (298.2 K) is interpolated from literature to 
be approximately 4.5 MPa. Thus there exists a potential to form methane 
hydrates at moderate pressures of about 7.5 MPa and at room temperature of 
298.2 K. 
5. We postulated a two stage hydrate growth, the first stage observed during the 
initial 4 min from nucleation with rapid extensive hydrate formation observed 
in glass vial but only limited methane gas uptake (11% of total uptake) 
followed by increased methane gas uptake (second stage) for 1 h. In-situ 
Raman spectroscopy characterization may be performed to throw light on the 
cage occupancy during the methane hydrate nucleation and growth which 
will be of prime importance for understanding and improving the methane 
storage capacity. Further, kinetic study at lower THF concentrations aided 
with in-situ raman spectroscopy may reveal the possibility of tuning methane 
into large sII cages for increasing methane storage capacity. 
6. It is suggested to study the dependence of H/D ratio (Solution 
height/Diameter) and the effective solution height on the rate of methane 
hydrate formation at the optimal temperature and conditions of hydrate 
formation in presence of THF. This may aid in the development of an 
innovative reactor configuration for effective gas/liquid contact enabling 
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1. Energy storage in clathrate hydrates – current status and research objectives 
 
Table A1-1. Enthalpy of dissociation for pure and binary hydrogen hydrates 
S.No System Hydrate structure Enthalpy of 
dissociation (in kJ/mol)
Reference 
1.  Hydrogen+Water sII 11.42 Nakayama et al. [152] 
2.  Hydrogen+THF (5.3 mol%)+Water sII 212 Komatsu et al. [91] 
3.  Hydrogen+CP (5.6 mol%)+Water sII 220 Komatsu et al. [91] 
  sII 329.23 Treuba et al. [96] 
4.  Hydrogen+Furan (5.61 mol%)+Water sII 343.57 Treuba et al. [96] 
5.  Hydrogen+Tetrahydropyran (6.02 mol%)+Water sII 343.62 Treuba et al. [96] 
6.  Hydrogen+2,5 dihydrofuran (5.9 mol%)+Water sII 287.26 Treuba et al. [96] 
7.  Hydrogen+TBAB (0.29 mol%)+Water semi-clathrate 233.56 Du et al. [126] 
8.  Hydrogen+TBAB (0.62 mol%)+Water semi-clathrate 382.96 Du et al. [126] 
9.  Hydrogen+TBAB (2 mol%)+Water semi-clathrate 577.91 Du et al. [126] 
10.  Hydrogen+TBAB (3.7 mol%)+Water semi-clathrate 316.70 Du et al. [126] 
11.  Hydrogen+TBAB (3.7 mol%)+Water semi-clathrate 326.06 Deschamps et al. [125] 
12.  Hydrogen+TBAB (7 mol%)+Water semi-clathrate 615.86 Du et al. [126] 
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13.  Hydrogen+TBAC (3.26 mol%)+Water semi-clathrate 333.68 Deschamps et al. [125] 
14.  Hydrogen+TBPB (3.04 mol%)+Water semi-clathrate 318.72 Deschamps et al. [125] 
15.  Hydrogen+TBANO3(3 mol%)+Water semi-clathrate 340.23 Du et al. [126] 
16.  Hydrogen+TBANO3(3.7 mol%)+Water semi-clathrate 322.53 Du et al. [126] 
17.  Hydrogen+TBAF (1.8 mol%)+Water semi-clathrate 448.50 Du et al. [126] 
18.  Hydrogen+TBAF (3.4 mol%)+Water semi-clathrate 508.02 Du et al. [126] 
19.  Hydrogen+TMA (4.7 mol%)+Water semi-clathrate 401.53 Du et al. [126] 
20.  Hydrogen+TMA (8.3 mol%)+Water semi-clathrate 430.02 Du et al. [126] 
21.  Hydrogen+methylcyclohexane+Water sH 65.0 Duarte et al. [108] 
22.  Hydrogen+2,2,3-trimethylbutane+Water sH 81.8 Duarte et al. [108] 
23.  Hydrogen+2,2-dimethylbutane+Water sH 55.7 Duarte et al. [108] 
24.  Hydrogen+2,3-dimethyl-1-butene+Water sH 86.1 Duarte et al. [108] 
25.  Hydrogen+1,2-dimethylcyclohexane+Water sH 65.8 Duarte et al. [108] 
26.  Hydrogen+3,3-dimethylpentane+Water sH 58.9 Duarte et al. [108] 
27.  Hydrogen+methyl tert-butyl ether+Water sH 66.2 Duarte et al. [108] 
28.  Hydrogen+1,1-dimethylcyclohexane+Water sH 60.7 Duarte et al. [108] 
29.  Hydrogen+methylcyclopentane+Water sH 64.6 Duarte et al. [108] 
30.  Hydrogen+2,3-dimethylbutane+Water sH 69.4 Duarte et al. [108] 
31.  Hydrogen+cycloheptene+Water sH 57.7 Duarte et al. [108] 







2. Macroscopic kinetics of mixed hydrogen hydrates using 




Figure A 2-1. Effect of experimental pressure (or driving force) on gas uptake (super 
saturation phase) for experiments conducted at 2.4 mol% THF solution and 278.2 K. 
The number given in the parenthesis indicates the experimental number in Table 2-1. 
 
 
Figure A 2-2. Effect of THF concentration on the gas uptake (super saturation phase) 






Figure A 2-3. Hydrate growth profiles for different THF concentrations conducted at 
a driving force of 2.0 MPa. Time zero corresponds to the induction time of each 
experiment given in Table 2-1. The number given in the parenthesis indicates the 






























3. Macroscopic kinetics of mixed hydrogen hydrates using gas 
phase thermodynamic promoters 
Time (hr)
















































Figure A 3-1. Temperature and normalized gas release profiles for decomposition 










4. Macroscopic kinetics of mixed hydrogen hydrates using 
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Figure A 4-1. Gas uptake measurement curves for 100 ppm SDS solutions showing 
















































500 ppm SDS (E1)
500 ppm SDS (E2)
500 ppm SDS (E3)








Figure A 4-2. Hydrate growth curves for formation experiments using 500 ppm SDS 



































1000 ppm SDS (F1)
1000 ppm SDS (F2)
1000 ppm SDS (F3)








Figure A 4-3. Hydrate growth curves for formation experiments using 1000 ppm 
SDS along with the control experiments 






Figure A 4-4. Hydrate growth from nucleation for the mixed hydrogen/propane 










Figure A 4-5. Hydrate growth from nucleation for the mixed hydrogen/propane 



















Figure A 4-6. Hydrate growth profiles of experiments conducted with 0.5 wt% 







Figure A 4-7. Typical gas uptake profile for methane/THF experiment (F4) along 






























































































Figure A 4-8. Pressure profiles during decomposition for a) 0.05 wt% DTAC 
experiments (B5-8) b) 1 wt% DTAC experiments (B13-16); 
Temperature profiles of the reactor and chiller during decomposition for c) 


























Figure A 4-9. Pressure profiles during decomposition with stirring for control 




5. Rapid methane hydrate formation for developing a cost 
effective large scale energy storage system  
 
 
Figure A 5-1. Rapid methane hydrate formation in the presence of 1.5 ml of 5.6 





Figure A 5-2. Growth of the hydrate front Vs time dring mixed methane/THF 
hydrate formation starting from 1.5 ml stoichiometric THF solution. Each point 
presented here is the average (along with error) of four locations considered across 




Figure A 5-3. Morphology observations during the dissociation of mixed methane/THF hydrates 
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